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ABSTRACT 

The radiations from the heavy odd-odd, alpha-emitting isotopes, 
2'5U 252 

„̂ Es,;:̂  and ^^Es,^,, vere studied and interpreted in light of the Bohr-
99 155 99 155' 
Mottelson unified theory of deformed nuclei and the accompanying Nilsson 

vave functions. The study vas based on their alpha-particle spectra, 

vhich vere obtained both vlth Si alpha detectors and vith a high-resolu

tion, double-focussing magnetic spectrograph. Complementing these vere 

gamma-ray spectra obtained vith Nal scintillators and Ge gamma detectors, 

conversion-electron spectra obtained vith Si electron detectors and pre

cision permanent-magnet spectrographs, and various time-to-height and 

delayed-coincidence spectra. 

Levels in the daughter nuclei vere grouped into rotational bands, 

and the experimental properties of these vere compared vith predictions 

based on couplings of the odd-nucleon states found in neighboring odd-mass 

nuclei. Agreement vas found to be excellent, indicating that the odd 

proton and odd neutron in these odd-odd states move vith considerable 

independence of each other. 
25U 

The decay scheme of Es vas vorked out in detail, indicating 

that the 6.ii37-MeV, favored alpha group populates a KTTI = 7+7 level at 

250 

85.5 keV above the ground state of Bk . A cascade of three electro

magnetic transitions is required to de-excite this level to the 2-2 ground 

state: (l) a 7-keV E2, vith a half-life of 215 M-sec, that leads to a h+^ 

level at 78.1 keV above ground, (2) a fast U2.6-keV M1-E2 rotational 

transition to the h+k level at 35.5 keV, and (3) branching transitions, 

mostly a 35.5-keV M2, that give the h+k level a 29 usee half-life and 

connect it vith the ground state. Many subsidiary bands and levels vere 

also studied and assigned. 
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252 
Es decays across the 152-neutron subshell. Consequently, its 

2I48 
favored alpha decay populates a level at 625 keV above the Bk ground 

21+8 
state, vhile the lover-lying levels in Bk involve neutron states from 

belov the subshell. The ground state band is a Krr = 8- one that is 

highly distorted. In fact, there appears to be extreme mixing and dis-
21+8 

tortion of most of the bands in Bk , and, as a result, all the alpha-
decay hindrance factors are abnormally small. 

250 
To explain the distortions found for many of the bands in Bk 

2I+8 
and Bk , the nuclear Coriolis interaction vas invoked. This vas 

developed from the model of a particle coupled to a rigid rotor, and 

semi-quantitative calculations vere made that explained the experimental 

data quite adequately. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The study of energy levels in odd-odd nuclei is of particular 

interest both from the vlevpolnt of systematics and that of theory. 

Much less Information is available concerning their structure than Is 

available for even-even or odd-mass nuclei; thus, It becomes of interest 

to fill in some of the gaps in the tabulated systematics. Also, odd-

odd nuclei should give direct information about the residual nucleon-

nucleon interaction outside the nuclear core, perhaps the least veil 

understood aspect of nuclear theory at the present time. The dearth 

of information comes primarily from the difficulty of preparing radio

active isotopes that vill populate these odd-odd levels, especially in 

the heavy-element region. In this region even-even nuclei vith a 

neutron excess are extremely difficult to prepare, vhile the somevhat 

more readily prepared neutron-deficient ones customarily decay by alpha 

emission, thus populating even-even rather than odd-odd levels. Further

more, the beta decay of an even-even nucleus is highly selective and 

usually vill not reveal many of the lov-lying states, particularly if 

these have high spin values. Hovever, nov and then a heavy odd-odd 

nucleus lies close enough to the line of beta stability or has a high 

enough spin to make beta decay unfavorable; it consequently decays by 

alpha emission. With the vealth of information about lov-lying, odd-

odd levels that results from studying these complex alpha-decay schemes, 

these nuclei become poverful tools both for evaluating predictions of 

the collective nuclear model and for studying the residual Interaction 

betveen the last odd proton and odd neutron. 
25I+ 252 

The tvo einsteinium isotopes, ^^Es,^^ and ^„Es,„, are nuclei of 
99 155 99 155 

this type. They have the additional advantage of lying above the acciden
tal subshell at 152 neutrons, another region for vhich little informa-

252 
tion is available. Indeed, the alpha decay of Es crosses this subshell, 

elucidates properties of neutron states on both sides of It, and furnishes 

the first quantitative information about the energy separation of the 
2 

neutron states caused by the subshell. 
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The research described in this thesis has obtained decay schemes 

for these nuclei vlthln the framevork of the Bohr-Mottelson unified model 
3 

for deformed nuclei, together vith the accompanying Nllsson vave functions. 

The foundation of this vork consists of the alpha spectra of these ein

steinium isotopes taken vlth a high-resolution magnetic spectrograph and 

vith solid-state detectors. Supplementing and complementing these have 

been various gamma, electron, coincidence, and delayed-coincidence 

spectra. Since the experimental procedures for forcing these nuclei to 

yield information did not follov predicatably set patterns and differed 

for the tvo cases, the thesis has been organized into separate sections 
25U 252 

for Es and Es . The general experimental procedures are discussed 
25U 252 

under the Es section, vhile the Es section makes references back 

to these and discusses more fully the procedures unique to it. Some of 

the more specialized experiments vere conceived as a result of partial 

information that had already been incorporated into a decay scheme; there

fore, a fev of these are introduced in the discussion sections, vhere 

they have more point than they vould if one first met them in the general 

experimental sections. 
The most extreme, perhaps one should say blatant, cases of Coriolis 

interaction and distortion that have yet been encountered occur in the states 
250 2I+8 

of Bk and Bk populated by these einsteinium nuclei. Thus, a rather 

lengthy development and analysis of this interaction is included. Although 

the basic ideas are not at all nev, some of the finer points and applica

tions are either nev or unique to these cases, so perhaps ve may be for

given for spending so much time on this subject. 

Finally, the logic behind many of the conclusions in the decay 

schemes is not at all straightforward, and many cross-references and 

seemingly redundant experiments have been necessary. This has all been 

duly recorded vith the result that the writing may at times seem verbose. 

However, It should not leave the reader vondering about a missing step or 

declaring that a particular result vas reached in sleight-of-hand fashion. 
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II. Es25^ 

25̂ 1 25Um 
A. Relation between Es and Es 

Elnstelnium-25l+ exists in tvo isomeric forms, a beta emitter 
5 6 7 

vith a half-life of 58-5 - 1-0 hours -" ' and an alpha emitter vith 
Q Q 

half-life of approximately 280 days. Until the present work there 

has been no information concerning the relationship of these Isomers 

to each other. This work on the alpha-active Isomer, a continuation 

of vork started previously, ' has established that it is the ground-
25l4-m 

state isomer, the beta-active one thus being Es . Figure 1 shovs 

the closed cycle by vhich this vas determined. By comparing the sum 
2'5Um , ^ 7 25I+ 

of the Q's for Es -̂  ' beta decay (I.I70 ± O.OO5 MeV) ' and Fm ^ alpha 
12 25I+ 

decay (7-515 ± O.OO5 MeV) with the sum for Es alpha decay 

(6.625 ± 0.005 MeV, this vork) and Bk̂ *̂̂  beta decay (1.757 ± 0.020 MeV),"'"̂  

one obtains 8.̂ +85 ± O.OO7 MeV vs. 8.582 ± 0.021 MeV, respectively.' From 
251+m 

this one vould expect the beta-active Es to lie 101 ± 22 keV above 
the ground-state alpha emitter. [N. B. All alpha energies obtained from 

•,11+ or quoted in this work have been corrected to the Rytz calibration.J 
The question arises concerning the possibility of observing the 

251+m 25I+ 
isomeric transition betveen Es and Es . Rather complete decay-

scheme studies have been made on the beta-active Es , ' ' Asaro 
15 7 

and PerLman and Unik, Day, and Vandenbosch have assigned it a spin of 

2, most likely with odd parity. This is based on findings that 59?̂  of 

its beta decay populates the KTTI = 2+2 member of the gamma-vibrational 
25I+ 

band in Fm , l6^ populates the 2+5 member, and only 195̂  populates the 

0+2 member of the ground-state rotational band. The respective log ft 

values are 6.8, 7-2, and 8.5; these and the branching ratios are more 

consistent vlth first-forbidden transitions than vith second-forbidden 

(or alloved, for that matter) transitions, which vould be necessary if 
251+m the parity of the Es ground state vere even. These and other aspects 

of this decay scheme can be seen in Fig. 2. 

On the other hand, from the present alpha-spectroscoplc studies 
25I+ 

on Es decay, it has been found to have a high spin, namely Krrl = 7+7, 
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254m 

yS Q = 1.17010.005 MeV ^ 254 
^ Fm 

250 

yS~ Q=l.757± 0 . 0 2 0 MeV 

MU-35133 

1. The closed cycle by which it was determined that the alpha-
emitting species of Es -̂  is the ground state and the beta-
emitting species is the Isomeric state. 
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(2- , 2) 

99'^ 155 

/ log f t = 7.2 
\ 16% 

475 + 5 kev 
log f t = 6.8 

5 9 % 

/ log f t = >9 .3 \ 
I <2% ' 

1127 ± 2 kev 
log f t = 8.5 "^ 

19% 

, log ft = 9.1 X 
\ 6% ^ 

irm254 
D O ' " ' " 154 

MUB-1557 

F i g . 2 . The decay scheme of Es as determined by Asaro and 
Perlmanl5 and Unik, Day, and Vandenbosch. ' 
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resultlng from a triplet coupling of the a-n [N n^ AS] = 7/2+ [635 t] 

Nllsson proton state vlth the 7/2 + [6l5t] neutron state. Thus, an 

isomeric transition to the ground state would have to be of E5 multi-
17 polarity. Using the Weisskopf estimate, one finds a single-particle 

half-life of approximately 52y (including conversion) for a lOO-keV E5 

transition. 
2l+2m 18 In the study of Am decay and, as will be shown later, in 

25I+ 252 
the study of Es and Es decays, there has been great success in 

prediclnt the composition of low-lying odd-odd states in terms of the 

most probable single-particle states available as found in the nelghbor-
251+m Ing odd-mass nuclei. If one explains the Es assignment of 2- in 

these terms, ve have available a triplet coupling of the 5/2 - [521t] 

proton state and the 1/2 + [620t] neutron state. This means that this 

configuration has neither the proton nor the neutron state in common 
25I+ 25i+ 251+m 

with Es ; the Isomerism between Es and Es is of a different 
2I+2 2Ui+ nature from that observed in other odd-odd nuclei such as Am , Am , 

258 
and Np , where the Isomeric states are the singlet and triplet couplings 

19 
of the same proton and neutron states. Thus both the proton and the 

neutron quasi-par tide states vould have to change in the isomeric transi

tion, making it a so-called double-particle transition. This could easily 

hinder the transition by tvo or more orders of magnitude. The maxlmam 
251+m branching of Es " decay through this isomeric transition would then be 

1.5 X 10 (for a 32y "t̂  /p) and could be much lower; therefore, it is not 

at all unreasonable that such a transition vould be difficult to observe. 

These assignments and the observed decay properties imply that 

the 0+0 state resulting from singlet coupling of the 7/2 + [655t]proton 

and the 7/2 + [6l5t] neutron must lie above the 2-2 state. In a fev other 

odd-odd nuclei the singlet-triplet spacing has been as lov as 50 keV; in 

this case it must be >100 keV. 

Investigations vere also made on the possibilities of beta branch-
25I+ • 251+m 

m g from Es and alpha branching from Es . To detect any beta branch-
25I+ 12 

ing from Es , one needs only to look for the 7-200-MeV alpha particles 
Q'^IL 2^51+ ?0 

from its daughter, Fm "̂  . Since Fm has a 5.2l+-hr half-life, all of 
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25l+m 
it resulting from the decay of Es " originally present in the source 

vould have long since decayed (the source vas tvo years old vhen this 

investigation vas made). We looked for these high-energy alpha particles 

with a solid-state detector (see Sec. II.B.2. and Fig. h) and found an 
-1+ ̂  upper limit of 2 x 10 ^ at the expected energy, vhich corresponds to 

a beta half-life of >1+ X 10^ years. Es -̂  has only 1.07 MeV available 

for beta decay, and, since high-K states in even-even nuclei result only 

from breaking pairs of particles, it is unlikely that there are any 
25I+ 

high-K states belov this energy in Fm . One of the lovest knovn, the 

K = 6 state in Cm^ (a singlet coupling of a 5/2 + [6221] and a 7/2 
21 

+ [62U1] neutron), lies at 1.01+2 MeV, and this is belov the neutron 

subshell at 152 neutrons. The neutron energy gap should be raised, if 

anything, vhen the abundance of neutron states just above the subshell 
22 

contributes to the pairing correlation, and the proton energy gap is 

expected to be greater than the neutron energy gap. 

Beta decay to the 6+ member of the ground-state (K = O) band or 

to a comparable member of the gamma-vibrational (K = 2) band vould be 

slower than the observed upper limit, hence consistent with it. • 
251+m 

There remains the question of alpha branching from Es . Since 
250 

the ground state of Bk most likely has the same intrinsic configuration 

as Es (see Sec. II.C.2.), the favored alpha decay should be to this 

state. These alpha particles could be expected to have an energy of 
251+ 

6.62 ± 0.02 MeV. For a hindrance factor the same as in Es favored 

decay, the alpha branching should be approximately three per cent of the 
251+m 

total Es decay. We made a ciursory search for these alpha particles 

with the magnetic spectrograph but did not see them. Unfortunately, with 
, 1I+ / 2 X 25W 

available neutron fluxes (5 X 10 neutrons/cm -sec) the maximum Es 
activity (total activity) that one can prepare is one to two per cent of 

255 
the activity of the Es used as a target. This isotope has a principal 

alpha energy of 6.61+0 MeV and quite effectively conceals any Es alphas 
251+m 

that might be present. It vould be vorthvhile to prepare Es by a 
255 

method that vould minimize the Es and perhaps use an isotope separator 

to purify it further, because, if it does produce alpha groups, they 
250 

should populate levels in Bk vith somewhat lover spins than are populated 
25i+ 

by Es alpha groups. 
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B. Experimental Procedure 

1. Source Preparation 
25I+ 

The sources of Es used in this work vere prepared aa part of 

the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory hea-vy-element program; in this case 
2I+2 2I+I 

mixed targets of Pu and Am vere irradiated for as long as two 
11+ 2 

years at an average flux of 1+ X 10 thermal neutrons/cm -sec in the 

Materials Testing Reactor, Idaho Falls, Idaho. Figure 5 shows the path 

of build-up for the einsteinium and other heavy-actlnlde activities. 

Because of the intense radiation levels involved, the initial chemical 

separations and purifications were performed by remote control in water-
25 

shielded "caves." A fraction consisting of the californium and higher 

actinides was first separated from the lower actlnides and fission prod

ucts (except for the heavy lanthanides) by a procedure described else-
2U 

where. The einsteinium was then separated from the californium by 
25 

means of cation exchange, using a-hydroxy isobutyric acid as eluant. 

Extraneous mass (i.e., any foreign ions) vas removed by means of an 
26 

HCl anion-exchange "clean-up"colamn. The einsteinium fraction thus 
255 251+ 251+m 255 

consisted initially of Es , Es , Es , and Es , with small 

amounts of californium remaining in the sample; fermium and californium 

activities also grew in rather quickly from the einsteinium decays. The 
25I+ 

Es was obtained in reasonably pure isotopic form simply by allowing 

the sample to age until the other einsteinium activities had decayed out, 

approximately a year from the time it was removed from the reactor. It 
2I+9 , 

vas then necessary to separate out the considerable Cf (daughter of 
2'5'5 2'i0 2'5l+ 2'5l+Tn 

Es ) and Cf (granddaughter of Es and Es ) that had grovn in, 
252 

as veil as the small amount of Cf and fermium remaining in the sample; 
this vas done vith another a-hydroxy-isobutyric-acld cation-exchange 

250 
column, folloved by several "clean-up" columns. This left Bk , a 195~ 

15 25I+ 
min beta emitter essentially in secular equilibrium vlth its Es 
parent, and a lanthanide activity, thought to be primarily Tb , as the 

only appreciable contaminants. For the alpha spectroscopy the sources 
25I+ 

vere prepared from the Es In this form, although for later quantitative 
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Bk^''tlUBk".^Ji*Bk"' 

y t̂ - t̂ -
to-

Cm̂ -'̂ n rm"^n.Cm"''n.Cm"°n,Cm^''^n.Cm^''^n.Cni^''°n.Cm^^^ 

-8-

Flg. 5. The path of build-up for producing einsteinium by 
successive neutron captures on lover actlnides. 
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gamma measurements the lanthanide activity vas removed by means of an 
27 

alcoholic-HCl cation-exchange column. 

The sources used for alpha spectroscopy vere vaporized in vacuo 

from a vhite-hot tungsten filament-through onto a cold platinum plate. 

The activity vas deposited in a narrov line, 0.02-inch x 0.75-lnch. For 

25U 

the permanent-magnet electron spectrograph the Es vas similarly vapor

ized onto one side of a 0.02-inch diameter platinum vire, the activity 

again being deposited for a length of 0.75 Inch. For the L-x-ray coin

cidence studies a special source vas prepared by vaporizing the activity 

onto a 0.001-Inch thick nickel backing. And for L-x-ray intensity measure

ments, coincidences, and M-electron studies using a vlndovless proportional 
25I+ 

counter, soturces were prepared by drying small amounts of Es (chloride) 

in water solution on 0.001-Inch thick aluminlzed Mylar films. 

The sources used ranged in activity from fewer than 1000 dis/mln 

for some time-to-height coincidence measurements Involving long ramp 

sweeps to 6 X 10 dis/min for the permanent-magnet electron-spectrograph 

measurements. 

2. Alpha Spectroscopy 
25U 

Two separate methods were used to obtain alpha spectra of Es . 

The first of these, for high efficiency, vas the use of solid-state alpha 

detectors consisting of gold-doped silicon crystals. They had efficiencies 

of up to 50?̂ ^ depending upon the size of the detector and the geometry of 

the counting arrangement. Signals from these detectors vere fed through 

biased amplifiers and displayed on 1+00-channel pulse-height analyzers. 
25I+ 

The best resolution ve were able to obtain vith our Es source vas 

50 keV (full width of peak at half maximum). 

Figure k shovs an alpha spectrum obtained vith a gold-doped, 

lithium-drifted, 0.5-cm square, 0.5-mm thick, silicon detector, using 

50-V bias. It covers the energy range 5'6-7.2 MeV and is a 72-hr run. 

In addition to shoving the detailed composition of the sample, this 
25I+ 

. spectrum was taken to look for the presence of Fm as discussed in 

Sec. II.A. The species present and their relative intensities are listed 

in Table I. The energy calibration for this spectrum, as for all the 
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400 

Channel number 

1 25I+ 
Fig. 4. Es alpha-particle spectrum taken vlth a solid-state 

alpha detector. This spectrum covers the energy range 5'6-7.2 
MeV and shovs the detailed composition of the sources used in 
the higher-resolution spectra. Zero events are plotted at one-
tenth. Energies of alpha groups are given in MeV-
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solid-state alpha spectra, vas obtained by normalizing a pulser-generated 

energy-vs-channel-number straight line to at least three peaks from knovn 
2I+I 2U5 250 255 

alpha standards such as Am , Cm , Cf , or Es . 

As a corollary to this "wide-range" alpha spectrum and the search 
25U 255 

for Fm , we were able to obtain a nev value for the half-life of Es . 
255 

It can be seen from Fig. 1+ and Table I that Fm was present to the extent 
255 

of 0.001^. Since the source at this time vas tvo years old and Fm It-
28 

self has a half-life of 21.5 hr, its presence in the sample could be 
255 

due only to its longer-lived parent, Es . Although the peak assigned 
255 

to Fm in Fig. h appears at the correct energy and has the spread tovard 
255 

higher energies that is characteristic of Fm (due to pile-up from the 
12 

many conversion electrons from its decay), the fermium vas separated 

chemically from the einsteinium fraction by means of an Q:-hyxdroxy-lsobu-

tyric-acid cation-exchange column, and its decay was followed for a week 
255 

in a Frisch grid chamber to make sure it decayed vith the Fm half-life. 

Agreement vas good, and, from knoving the composition of the original 

source immediately after it left the reactor, we vere able to calculate 
255 

a half-life of 58 ± 5 days for Es . This is somewhat longer than the 

previously reported half-lives of 50 days, ""̂^̂  and 2l+ ± 2 days. 

The spectrum shovn in Fig. 5 vas obtained vlth a silicon alpha 

detector similar to the one used to obtain the spectrum in Fig. 1+. This 

vas a 1+0-hr run, using a source vith approximately 2 x 10 alpha dis/mln. 
25I+ 

In it the Es alpha groups are shovn on a much more expanded scale than 

In Fig. 1+. It can be seen, of course, that practically every group is 

complex, but, since this spectrum furnishes very good statistics, the 

intensities of these complex groups, given in Table II., are a good corrob

oration of the summed intensities of their component peaks as obtained 

vlth the magnetic alpha spectrograph. 

After the source had gone through a number of chemical processes 

to remove the californium, fermium, and lanthanide impurities, and after 

all the gamma-ray and magnetic-spectrograph alpha spectroscopy had been 

completed, further alpha spectra vere taken with solid-state detectors. 

They are not shovn, since they look very much like Figs. 1+ or 5̂  "but they 
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251+ 
Table I. Activities present in the Es source used for alpha spectros

copy; obtained from Fig. h. 

Alpha energy 
(MeV) 

5.81, etc. 
(Ref. 51) 

5.99 
6.05 
(Ref. 55) 

6.11 
6.29 
6.57 
6.1+1+, etc. 

6.6k 
(Ref. 5I+) 

7.03 
(Ref. 12) 

7.20 ? 
(Ref. 12) 

Nuclide 

Cf2^9 

Cf250 

Es^5^ 

Es255 

Fm255 

Fvn̂ ^̂  

Half-life 

560 y 
(Ref. 52) 

10.9 y 

280 d 
(Ref. 8,9) 

20.03 d 
(Ref. 28) 

"55 d"t 

"280 d"c 

Amount present (̂ ) 

1.27 

10.7^ 

87.2 

0.006 

0.001 . 

< 0.0002 

a 250 25I+ 
Cf is groving in continuously as the granddaughter of Es -"̂  ; there
fore, its relative intensity vill be alvays increasing. 
b 255 255 
Fm is essentially in secular equillbriu.m vith its parent, Es -̂'̂, and 
thus exhibits the half-life of the latter. 

'̂ Similarly; Fm , If present, vould exhibit the half-life of Es^^^. 
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0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
Channel number 

MU-36134 

25I+ 
Fig.5.Es alpha-particle spectrum taken with a solid-state alpha 

detector. This spectrum covers the energy range 5-9-6.5 MeV 
and shovs the composite Es25^ peaks spread out as much as vas 
possible vith a high-geometry silicon detector. The "resolved" 
curves do not separate the peaks into their components or follow 
any standard peak shape; they merely Indicate the areas inte
grated to obtain the intensities of Table II. 
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Table II. Relative intensities of the various (complex) alpha groups 
from Es25^; obtained from Fig. 5-

Alpha energy Relative 
of principal • intensity 
component Ho) 
(MeV) 

6.1+1+ 9 5 - ^ 

6.57 5-6 

6.28 0.1+ 

6.12 0.6 

Cf^^° groups 12.2^ 
(6.05, 5-99) 

R e l a t i v e to a l l Es groups = 100^. 
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furnlshed proof that the relative intensities of vhat had been assigned 
25I+ as Es peaks did not change either vhen the californiam vas removed 

or as a function of time. In particular, it should be noted that, although 
252 33 

the group at 6.12 MeV is very close to the Cf ground-state alpha group, 

its relative intensity did not change vhen the californium vas removed. 

The source vas also counted for its spontaneous fission content Immedlate-
250 

ly after the magnetic-spectrograph runs. It vas found that the Cf in 

the source, having an a/SF ratio of 1550 - ̂ 5^ accounted very satis

factorily for all the fission events ve found, another fact against the 
252 25I+ 

6.12-MeV group being all or part Cf . (The Es Qj/SF ratio is discussed 

at the end of this section.) 

The second tool for obtaining alpha spectra, for high-resolution, 

vas a 180'-' double-focussing magnetic spectrograph, which has been 

56-58 

discussed in many other places. Suffice it to say that this instru

ment has an optical radius of 55 cm and has an Inhomogeneous field in 

such a manner as to produce vertical as well as horizontal focussing. 

Thus, one gets an approximate picture of the source at the detector or 

place, and the widest or vorst part of the source no longer is the limit-
Int factor in resolution. The transmission is also Increased, In this 

-1+ 
instrument being approximately 5 X 10 of hij. Individual tracks left 

by the alpha particles on a nuclear-emulsion photographic plate vere 

counted vith the aid of a microscope. The resolutions we obtained were 

around 10 keV, vith the limiting factor generally being the source itself. 

In order to minimize lov-energy tailing due to self-absorption in the 

source, the source must be made essentially "massless." This is the 

reason for going to chemical extremes to purify the activity and for 

vaporizing the activity onto the backing plate rather than depositing 
25I+ 

it in some more efficient fashion. We had so little Es that it vas 

not feasible to make repeated vaporizations until an optimum source vas 

obtained. Because of the relatively veak sources It was also necessary 

to make long exposures, on the order of ten days; during this period the 

current in the electromagnet had to be kept quite constant, and some 

broadening of the peaks may have been due to small, momentary current 
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drlfts. Since best resolution was obtainable only near the middle of 

each plate, tvo spectra are shown. In Fig. 6 the alpha groups from 

favored decay are centered for best resolution, while in Fig. 7 the 
250 

groups populating higher-lying states in Bk are centered. The energy 

scale for these spectra is roughly linear; the actual energies of the 

groups vere expllcityly calculated to a calibration determined by Asaro 
37 and Pllger. The best energies and intensities obtained from these two 

3Q ?5U 
spectra are listed in Table III. Both the 6.1+37-MeV group from Es 

33 250 
and the 6.051-MeV group from Cf were used as standards, the energies 

of the other groups being calculated relative to the nearer of these two. 
250 

A separate spectrum vas taken having the Cf group centered so as to 

obtain a standard peak shape (knovn not to be complex) that aided in 

resolving small peaks from large ones, such as the 6.U2l+-MeV from the 

6.^57-MeV one. 

Related to and perhaps best discussed under the alpha-spectros-

copy section vas a determination of the spontaneous-fission half-life of 
25I+ 

Es . This vas prompted by the announcement of the discovery of Isomer(s) 
2I+2 / X 1+0 

of A.m with extremely short (msec; spontaneous-fission half-lives. 

There has been no satisfactory explanation for such extremely short spon

taneous-fission half-lives, but it was wondered if perhaps the Isomer(s) 

Involved had a very large spin that produced a centrifugal aid to fission. 

25I+ 

Since Es vas knovn to have a large spin, we made a careful determina

tion of its spontaneous-fission half-life to determine whether or not its 

spin has any noticeable effect on shortening its half-life over what would 

be predicted by systematics. A source containing 75^ alpha c/mln was very 

carefully freed from californium contamination by a-hydroxy-isobutyric-

acld cation exchange. It was then counted for 171-5 "^ in the same 

proportional counter used to count alphas but now vith a plateau voltage 

to count only fissions. During this time we obtained 111 pulses, of which 

8 could be attributed to Cf ^ growing in. Thus, the a/SF ratio for Es 

vas found to be 88,700 ± 1200, yielding a half-life for spontaneous 
fission of approximately 6.8 x 10 yr. This is a little longer than the 

5 1+1 
value of 1.5 x 10-̂  yr reported by Ghlorso in 1955, and it seems as if 
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Table III. E s ^ alpha groups and their intensities; obtained from the 
high-resolution magnetic-spectrograph runs shown in Figs. 6 and ?• 

Alpha-particle Intensity 
energy (/o) 
(MeV) 

6.52I1 ± 0.010 0.005 

6.1+86 ± 0.005 0.27 

6.ii37 ± 0.005 93-0 

6.h2k ± 0.005 1.71 

6.392 ± 0.005 0-15 

6.367 ± 0.005 2.91 

6.555 ± 0.005 0.71+ 

6.331 ± 0.005 0.05 

6.28U ± 0.005 0.16 

6.276 ± 0.005 0.22 

6.255 ± 0.010 0.01 

6.200 ± 0.010 0.05 

6.195 ± 0.010 0.08 

6.18 ± 0.01 ? ^ 0.02 

6.iii- ± 0.01 ~ 0.05 

6.113 ± 0.005 0.33 

6.089 ± 0.005 0.08 

6.068 ± 0.005 0.16 

6.00 ± 0.02^ 0.03"'̂  

Exci ted-s ta te 

0 

55-

energy^ 
(keV) 

(e-) 

5 (e") 

85.5 

99 

131 

155. 
169 

195 
2U1 

2U9 

270 

527 

33h 

3U5 

590 

in6 

J+3I+ 

1+73 

558 

iy.cc) 

9 (e-) 

(7,e-) 

(e",a) 

(y,oc,e~) 

(a^syst . ) 

(a^syst . ) 

{y,Ci) 

(7) 

(7.a) 

(7) 

a 
Although the alpha-par tide spectra vere the basis for determining these 
energies, in most cases the precision vas improved by considering other 
measurements. The symbols in parentheses indicate the measurements con
sidered in each level-energy determination: (e ) , permanent-magnet electron 
spectra; (7), solid-state gamma spectra; (7,0:); solid-state gamma spectra 
aided by magnetic-spectrograph alpha; (a,syst.), rotational-band systematics 
used to aid in resolving alpha spectrum; etc. 

This group vas masked by Of ; it was obtained from the coincidence experi
ment discussed in Sec. II.B.U. 
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25l+ 
the spin has little or no effect on spontaneous fission of Es . 

5' Electron Spectroscopy 

The conversion-electron spectra vere measured primarily vith a 
1+2 

loOO permanent-magnet spectrograph having a uniform 100-gauss field. 
25I+ 

A 0.020-inch-diameter platinum vire having the Es vaporized on one 

side served as the source. Since the instrument had no vertical focussing, 

the transmission changed as a function of energy, becoming smaller at 

higher energies vhere the longer paths taken by the electrons from source 

to plate represent smaller solid angles; for the energies vith vhich ve 
-5 -k 

vere concerned, the transmission varied in the range of 10 - 10 of h-n. 

Exposures of 3^ 10, 30, and 38O days vere made vith our source, vhich 

contained 6 X 10 alpha dis/mln Initially. Photographs of the plates from 

these exposures are shovn in Fig. 8, vhere the lines assigned to seven 
250 250 

transitions (and the Of lines from Bk decay) are indicated; the 

vidth of a typical line vas 0.1 keV. The position of a line vas read from 

its high-energy side to eliminate lov-energy tailing, and these positions 

vere converted into Bp by means of a quadratic virlal equation, 

(Bp)^ = a + bZ^ + C(AX)^, 

vhere Ax is the distance of the line from a standard reference point on 

the plate; the constants in this equation vere evaluated vith lines from 
253 2I+I 3I+ 1+3 1+1+ 

Es and Am sources prepared in an identical manner. ' ' The Bp 
1+5 

vere converted into energies vith the tables of Breivogel and Holtz. 

These energies are expected to be precise to '^'0.2^. 

In Table IV the electron lines are listed vith their assignments 

and approximate relative intensities. The precise electron binding energies 
U6 

determined by Hollander, et al., for berkelium vere used to obtain the 

energies of the transitions themselves. The seven transitions listed are 

rather clear due to the number of lines observed for each of them. Other 

much-less-certain transitions possibly can be identified using some of the 

unasslgned lines, and, of course, some of the lov-energy unassigned lines 

belong to Auger electrons. 
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. 8. The conversion-electron lines for Es decay 
obtained vith a uniform-field, permanent-magnet 
spectrograph. Increasing energy is tovard the right 
on each plate. The energies listed are the gamma-
transition energies of the transitions to vhich these 
conversion lines have been assigned. Each line is 
Identified as to subshell just opposite the level 
vhere the transition energy is listed. 
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Multlpoleirity assignments can be made reasonably unambiguously 

merely from a knovledge of the subshell conversion ratios, i.e., vith-

out knoving much about the absolute conversion coefficients. This comes 

about because each multipolarity in this energy region converts among the 

various subshells in a rather individual pattern. For example, El transi

tions convert in all three L subshells in approximately equal amounts; 

Ml transitions convert primarily in the L subshell; E2 transitions 

convert in the L and I'-^-rj subshells in approximately equal amounts, 

much less in the L subshell; and M2 transitions convert in the L 

and Lyjy subshells in approximately equal amounts, much less in the 

L subshell. The ratios among the JVL, IVL-p̂  and ML̂y-p subshells are 

analogous to those among the corresponding L subshells, etc. Such 

multipolarity assignments have been made and are listed in Table IV. It 

is perhaps vorth pointing out that the M2 assignment for the 35'5-keV 

transition is quite strongly indicated by the unusual ratios involved. A 

combined M1-E2 transition vould, of course, convert approximately equally 

in all three subshells as vould an El, but El transitions are easily 

ruled out for the M1-E2 assignments in Table IV. El transitions vould 

have lov («̂ 0.3-0.6) overall conversion coefficients, so one vould have to 

see a large portion of photons for these transitions if they vere El. In 

fact, ve sav no photons for any other than the 1+2.6-keV one (see Sec. II. 

B.5.b.), and its intensity (0.3^) vas quite consistent vith an M1-E2 

as s ignment. 

1 25I+ 

It vill be seen in Sec. II.B.4. that Es has a namber of higher-

energy (2OO-I+OO keV), lov-intensity gamma-rays. Looking for their conver

sion electrons vith the permanent-magnet spectrograph vas out of the 

question because of its lov transmission. ¥e observed them vith a TMC 

lithium-drifted silicon electron detector, 2-cm diameter x 2-mm thick, 

vith a 0.5-mlcron vindov (estimated energy-loss for electrons in the 
250 

energy range of interest vas 1+ keV). Since the beta decay of Bk in 

the source created a high background, a fast-slov coincidence circuit 

(described in Sec. II.B.1+ ) vas used; alpha pulses from a silicon alpha 
25I+ 

detector vere used as gates. The source vas 8OO c/mln Es dried on a 
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Table IV. E l e c t r o n l i n e s from Es 
25I+ 

E l e c t r o n 
energy 
(keV) 

9.18 

IO.0I+ 

1I+.93 

27 .81 

28.22 

masked 

32.71+ 

33.20 

IO.2I+ 

:10.87 

16 .05 

28.95 

29.1+2 

3 0 . 5 ^ 

35.80 

3I+.32 

35 .15 

17.56 

18.19 

25.18 

36.17 

36.55 
37 .61 

Subshe l l 

^ I 

^11 

^ I I I 

^ I 

^11 

^ I I I 
N^c 

^ 1 1 ^ 

^ I I I 

^ I 

^11 

^ I I I 

^ 

^ I 

^ 1 1 

^ I 

^ I I I 
O ' s , e t c . 

^ I 

^11 

^ I I I 

^ I 

^ I 

MTTT 

0 

Binding 
energy 
(keV) 

25.28 

2I+.39 

19.1+5 

6.56 

6 .15 

1.57^ 

1.26^ 

Best Value 

25.28 

2I+.39 

19.1+5 

6.56 

6.15 

I+.98 

1.76 

1.26<^ 

^0.39'^ 

Best Value 

25.28 

21+.39 

19.1+5 

6.56 

6 .15 

I+.98 

Gamma-ray 
energy 
(keV) 

3I+.I+6 

3^.1+3 

3^.38 

3U.37 

3I+.37 

3^ .31 

3I+.I+6 

3I+.I+ M1-E2 

35.52 

- 3 5 . 3 

35.50 

35 .51 

35.57 

35.52 

35.56 

35.58 

- 3 5 . 5 ^ 

3 5 . 5 M2 

1+2.61+ 

1+2.58 

1+2.65 

1+2.73 

1+2.70 

1+2.59 

Relative^ 
electron 
in tens i ty 

V¥ 

M 

W 

¥ 

¥ 

VV¥ 

VVV¥ 

M 

VV¥ 

MS 

MS 

M¥ 

M 

¥ 

V¥ 

VW 

vs 
MS-S 

MS 

vs 
MS 

S 

T r a n s i t i o n 
i n t e n s i t y 

^50 

s;70 
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Elec t ron 
energy 
(keV) 

1+1.02 

^1.1+1 

1+2.39 

41+.5 

4 5 . ^ 

50.27 

63 .51 

^5.15 

1+5.9^ 

50.90 

65.90 

61+.30 

;65.2 

55.60 

56.1+5 

^61.51+ 

59.90 

60.77 

Subshe l l 

"11 

"HI 
O ' s , e t c . 

^ i 

^11 

4ll 
^11 

^ I 

hi 
^ i i i 
M3. 

^ i 

^ i i i 

^ i 

^11 

^ i i i 

^ i 

^11 

Table IV 

Binding 
energy 
(keV) 

1.57^ 

1.26^ 

:^0.39^ 

Best Value 

25.28 

2I+.39 

19.1+5 

6.15 

Best Value 

25.28 

2^.39 

19.i+5 

6.56 

6.15 

U.98 

Best Value 

25.28 

2I+.39 

19.^5 

Best Value 

25.28 

2I+.59 

Best Value 

. (Cont . ) 

Gamma-ray 
energy 
(keV) 

1+2.59 

1+2.67 

^ 2 . 7 8 

1+2.6 M1-E2 

Ri69.8 

- 6 9 . 8 

69.72 

69.66 

69.7 ( M 1 ) - E 2 

70.1+3 

70.33 

70.35 

70.1+6 

70.1+5 

^70 .2 

70.1+ M1-E2 

80.88 

80.81+ 

sfil .O 

80 .9 M1-E2 

85 .2 

85 .2 

85 .2 (M1-E2) 

R e l a t i v e 
e l e c t r o n 
i n t e n s i t y 
if) 

MS 

¥ - M ¥ 

M¥ 

WV¥ 

W ¥ 

V¥ 

W W 

¥ 

M¥ 

MW 

VW¥ 

V¥ 

VV¥ 

VV¥ 

W ¥ 

VV¥ 

W W 

W W 

Trans i t l o n 
I n t e n s i t y 
ifo) 

100 

^ 1 

. ^ 3 

< 1 

« 1 
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J. M. Hollander, M. D. Holtz, T. Novakov, and R. L. Graham, 

Ark. Fys. 28, 375 (19^5). 

¥ = veak, S = strong, V = very, M = moderately. 

The N_ and N .̂  lines vere too close together to be resolved veil; 

since the lines vere read from the high energy edge, the tvo lines vere 

given the N position. Hence, the N .̂  binding energy is used. 

Tlxtrapolated from Ref. a. 
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0.001-inch-thick Mylar film. This vas so mounted that the electrons could 

reach their detector directly, vhile the alphas had to penetrate the film 

to reach theirs. Such a spectrum of electrons in fast (lOO nsec resolv

ing time) coincidence vith all alphas is shovn In Fig. 9- Tbe energies 

and intensities of the K-converslon electrons seen in this spectrum are 
21+5 1+8 

listed in Table V. For an energy and Intensity standard Cm vas used. 

Hovever, it must be emphasized that the intensities given in Table V could 

contain an error of up to Uo^. Preparing and mounting the standard and 

the source to give reproducible results proved to be somevhat of a problem, 

but the biggest source of possible error is that the rather poor resolu

tion {•^'fo) that this detector yielded makes it difficult to resolve the 

peaks of Fig. 9 very precisely. The precise energies of the gamma-rays 

involved and standard peak shapes aided in resolving them into the correct 

components energy-vise, but this left the intensities somevhat uncertain. 

The significance of these conversion electrons and the conversion coef

ficients of the transitions vill be discussed in Sec. II.C.5. 

U. Gamma-ray Spectî oscopy 

Tvo methods for detecting gam.ma rays vere used. In Fig. 10 is 

a gamma spectrum obtained vith a 5-inch x 3-inch Nal (T1 activated) scin

tillator mounted on a Damont 6363 photomultipller tube. In Fig. 11 is a 

similar spectrum obtained vith a Li-drifted germanium detector. In both 

spectra the gamma rays vere counted in coincidence vith alphas detected 
250 

by a ZnS-screened photomultipller tube (Dumont 6292). Since the Bk in 

equilibrium in the source produces a 990-1032-keV gamma-ray complex in 
13 

86^ abundance, it vas necessary to resort to fast coincidence techniques 

to eliminate this background. ¥e used the Berkeley-built IIX-I98 Linear 
1+9 

Amplifier System, and a block diagram of our method of employing it is 

shovn in Fig. 12. This apparatus uses a "crossover" circuit to generate 

the fast-coincidence pulses from the crossover points on the slover pulses 

from the linear amplifiers, thus eliminating the need for vide-band ampli

fiers in the fast-coincidence circuits. • ¥e used resolving times of 100 

nsec for the spectra shovn. 
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9. Conversion-electron spectrum of the lov-lntenslty, 
hlgher-energy(200-l+00 keV) transitions in Es25l)- decay; 
obtained In fast (lOO nsec resolving time) coincidence 
vith all alphas from Es'^'^^. The electron detector vas 
lithium-drifted silicon crystal. Energies are given In 
keV. 
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Table V. K-conversion electrons of the lov-lntenslty, higher-energy 
(200-1+00 keV) transitions in Bk^50 resulting from Es25^ alpha decay. 

Obtained from Fig. 9. 

Electron Gamma-ray Electron 
energy energy intensity 
(keV) (keV) 

125 2I+9 O.0I+ 

158 261+ . 0.06 

mcl. 
-155 281+ (278?) -0,025 

^176 50I+ O.0I+ 

188 517 0.15 

2I+7 377 0.02 

257 385 O.OI+ 

The electron energies are precise to about ±5k.eV except for the lovest 

ones, vhich may have errors of around ±8 keV. Thus, for the gamma-ray 

energies and asslgximents the more precise numbers from Table VI are used. 

The intensities carry possible errors of about ± 
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By comparing Fig. 11 vith Fig. 10 it can be seen that Li-drlfted 

Ge detectors offer startling advances in resolution over Nal scintilla

tors. For Instance, the resolution for the 517-keV peak in Fig. 11 is 

somevhat less than 6-keV, or 1.8^, and ve have obtained resolutions as 

good as l+-keV in this energy region — vhile in Fig. 10 the same peak is 

immersed in a sea of neighbors. The lithium-drifting technique starts 

vith a "standard" p-n junction detector, i.e., a piece of p-germanlum 

(boron acceptor) that has been doped on one surface vith a donor (gallium) 

to produce a thin n-germanium layer. Lithium is then diffused into the 

detector from this side at elevated temperatures. At this point the 

depletion layer has moved farther into the crystal, but it is still 

narrov, being that small region vhere lithium (donor) Just balances the 

holes produced by the acceptor. If then a reverse bias is applied at a 

temperature around 150° C, an ion-drift of lithium takes place, and 

lithium ions are transferred from the lithium-excess side of the junction 

to the lithium-deficient side so as to make the lithium donor almost 
50 

exactly balance the acceptor over a vide region. Thus, there is a 

thick depletion layer of almost intrinsic germanium, and the efficiency 

of the detectors for gamma rays becomes high enough to make them practi

cable as gamma detectors; the detectors ve used had depletion layers of 

about 7 nim. In order to prevent gross diffusion the detectors have to 

be kept and used at liquid-nitrogen temperatures. 

¥e used Lu " as the efficiency and energy standard for the 

spectrum in Fig. 11. (A number of other energy standards vere also used.) 

The relative efficiency of the detector vas also checked by comparing the 

sums of the peaks in Fig. 11 vith the corresponding "single" peaks in 

Fig. 10, vhere the relative efficiency of the detector for gamma-ray of 
25I+ 

various energies is veil knovn. Thus, the gamma rays identified in Es 

decay are listed in Table VI together vith their intensities as a percent 

of the alpha disintegration rate. The L-x-ray region is not shovn in 

Figs. 10 or 11 and vill be discussed later in this section. The intensity 

of the 65-keV gamma ray vas measured as described in the folloving paragraph, 

and the remaining intensities in Table VI vere measured relative to this one. 
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Fig. 10. Gamma-ray spectrum taken in fast (lOO nsec resolving 
time)coincidence vith all alphas from Es25l+. The detector 
used for the gamma-rays vas a 3-inch x 3-inch Nal (T1) 
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Fig. 11. Gamma-ray spectrum taken in fast (lOO nsec resolving 
time) coincidence vith all alphas from Eŝ l̂̂ -. rp̂ie detector 
for the gamma-rays vas a 1-cm-diameter, 7-mm-thick germanium 
(lithium-drifted) solid-state detector. Gamma-ray energies 
are given in keV. 
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used for alpha-gamma (Figs. 10 and 11.) and alpha-electron 
(Fig. 9) coincidence spectra. The gamma-ray detector vas 
either a Nal scintillator or a lithium-drifted germanium 
detector; for alpha-electron coincidences the gamma-ray 
detector vas replaced vith a silicon electron detector. 
The system could be used for gamma-gamma coincidences by 
replacing the alpha detector vith a gamma detector and 
adding the components In parentheses. An approximate pulse 
shape is shovn after each stage. 
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25l+ Table VI. Gamma rays from Es decay. 

E (keV) I n t e n s i t y 

-15-18 (L x r a y s ) 230^ 

1+5 0 .3 ± 0 . 1 ^ 

63 2 . 0 ^ 

^ ° ^ ^ ^ a 2 ^ \ 0.1+0 
108 fe^^)/ 

'«123 (Kg's) 0.13 

150 (27 ' s ?) 0.23 

(235) 0.008 

2I+9 0.025 

26U 0.05 

278 0.05 

281+ 0 .01 

30I+ 0.07 

317 0.15 

5I+2 0.009 

5I+8 0.007 

377 0.015 

385 0.05 

a 
These I n t e n s i t i e s v e r e ob ta ined from s p e c i a l experiments t h a t compared 

253 
the L X rays vith those of Es "̂"̂  and the 65-keV 7 vith the 60-keV 7 of 
21+1 

Am . The intensity under L x rays is that for L vacancies. 

This intensity vas obtained from a delayed-coincldence experiment, cf. 

Sec. II.B.5.e. All other intensities vere obtained from Figs. 10 and 11, 

normalized to the 65-keV 7 = 2.0^. 
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Fig. 15. Singles comparison betveen Es and Am to determine 

the intensity of the 63-keV 7 of Es25l+, The top spectrum vas 
obtained by counting an l807-ci!c/mln Es25l+ source for 80 mln 
vith a 1-inch x l-l/2-lnch Nal scintillator having a Be vindov; 
the bottom spectrum vas obtained by counting a ll+l+3-Q!c/mln 
Am^^l source for 20 mln vith the same detector and same geometry. 
The dashed horizontal lines in the top figure shov the probable 
extremes that can be taken for the background. This comparison 
yields an intensity of 2.3 - 0.5^ for the 63-keV 7. 
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. 14. Coincidence comparison betveen Es and Am to deter
mine the intensity of the 63-keV 7 of Es25l<-. The same sources 
and gamma detector vere used as for Fig. 13. The top spectrum 
vas obtained by counting gamma-rays in slov (6 lasec resolving 
time) coincidence vith all alphas (ZnS-screened FM as detector) 
from Es25l<- for 2l+0 mln; the bottom spectrum vas obtained by 
counting the gamma-rays in slov coincidence vith all alphas 
from Am2^1 for 50 mln at the same geometry. This comparison 
yields an intensity of 2.0 ± 0.2^ for the 65-keV 7. 
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Fig. 15. Spectra Involved in determining the intensity of L 
vacancies in Es25l̂  decay by comparing singles spectra of 
Es25^ and Es253. a) L-x-rav spectrum of Es25li- obtained by 
counting a 3200-Q;c/mln Es25l+ source for 10 min vith a l-inch 
X 1-1/2-inch Be-vlndoved Nal scintillator, b) L-x-ray 
spectrum of Es253 obtained by counting a 5510-Ct;c/min Es253 
source for 80 min vith the same detector. Solid circles shov 
rav data; open circles shov them after background has been 
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Fig . 15. (cont.) c) L-x-ray spectrum of separated Bk obtained 
by counting the Bk250 source for h min vith the 1-inch x 
1-1/2-inch Be-vindoved Nal scintillator, d) High-energy gamma 
ray spectrum obtained by counting the same Bk250 source for 
11 min vith the same detector, e) High-energy gamma-ray 
spectrum of Es25l+ + Bk250 obtained by counting the Es25^ 
source used in a) for 20 min vith the same detector. 
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The energies in Table VI are expected to be precise to ±2 keV, the 

intensities to about ±15^. 

The intensity of the 65-keV gamma ray vas measured by compari-
2I+I 

son vith the 60-keV gamma ray of Am ' , vhose intensity vas taken to be 
1+1+ 

0.559 per alpha disintegration. Matching sources vere prepared on 

Mylar film and vere alpha-counted in a proportional counter, yielding 

1807 QIC/mln and 1I+I+5 ac/min for the Es and Am , respectively. They 

vere then analyzed for gamma-rays, using a 1-inch-thick x l-l/2-lnch-

diameter Nal scintillator having a beryllium vindov. Both a singles 

comparison and a coincidence comparison (gamma-rays in coincidence vith 

alphas detected by a ZnS-screened photomultipller, 6 \isec resolving time) 

vere made, yielding the singles spectra of Fig. 15 and the coincidence 

spectra of Fig. lU. The singles comparison gave 2.5 ± O.5 fo 65-keV 

gamma-ray per alpha disintegration, vhereas the coincidence comparison 

gave the more precise number of 2.0 ± 0.2^. The agreement betveen these 

numbers is vorth noting, for It means that the 63-keV gamma-ray transition 

does not follov the long delays that vill be discussed shortly. 
25I+ , 

It can be seen by comparing the Es spectra in Figs. I3 and 14 

that there are many fever L x rays in the coincidence spectram than in 

the singles spectrum. The determination of the intensity of the many 
25I+ 

L X rays, or L vacancies, that follov Es alpha decay vas complicated 

by the fact that a large fraction of these vere found to follov delays 

that vere long compared vith usable resolving times (a fev |j.sec). Tvo 

methods, hovever, vere found that gave reproducible and mutually consis

tent results. These vere: l) a singles measurement vith correction for 
2*50 

Bk vacancies, and 2) integration under a time-to-height converter's 

delay curve. 
255 

The spectra Involved in the singles comparison vith Es are 
2R1I. 2'5'5 

shovn in Fig. 15. Matching Es -̂  (5200 CCc/min) and Es ^ (5310 ac/min) 

sources vere prepared on Mylar film. Their respective L-x-ray spectra, 

taken vith the same 1-lnch x l-l/2-lnch Be-vindoved Nal scintillator used 

for the 65-keV-7 intensity determinations, are shovn in parts a) and b) 
1+3 

of Fig. 15. Using the value O.0825 ± O.OO85 L vacancies per alpha 

file:///isec
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253 
disintegration for Es -^, ve find 5.2 ± 0.1+ L vacancies per alpha dis-

integration for Es + Bk (in ecLuilibrlum, of course). To eliminate 
250 250 25I+ 

the L vacancies coming from Bk , ve separated the Bk from an Es 
sample by means of a-hydroxy-iosbutyric-acid cation exchange and took 

250 
spectra of the L x rays from pure Bk , an example of vhich appears in 

250 
part c) of Fig. 15- (in vorklng vith the Bk , one had to take care to 

account for its 193-mln half-life. All the spectra Involved in this 

determination vere repeated a number of times and in various orders to 

insure consistency and reproducibility of geometry. Thus, ve can truth

fully claim that "typical" spectra are shovn in Fig. 15-) To relate this 
250 25I+ 

Bk L-x-ray spectrum to the fraction of L x rays in the combined Es 
250 250 

-Bk spectrum that belongs to Bk , ve carefully compared the counting 

rate of the Bk^^° L x rays (Fig. 15c ) vith that of the Bk^^° 990-1052-keV 

gamma-ray complex (Fig. 15d), using the same source, counter, and position. 
250 25I+ 

We then counted the Bk 990-1052-keV gamma-ray complex in our Es source, 
250 

vhich had Bk in equilibrium (Fig. 15e). So, from Fig. 15c and 15d it 

vas found that, for our counter and geometry, there vere 2.58 L x rays per 

990-1032-keV gamma ray; by determining the number of 990-1032-keV gamma 

rays in Fig. 15e this ratio could be related back to Fig. 15a, telling us 
250 25I+ 

that 28^ of the L x rays there came from Bk , not Es , decay. Thus, 
1 25I+ 

there are 2.5 ± 0.4 L vacancies per alpha disintegration in Es . By 
25I+ 255 

relating the L vacancies in Es and Es ve bypassed the fluoresence 
52 

yields, vhich are not knovn particularly precisely. The entire compari

son therefore rests on the assumptions that the L-subshell conversion 

ratios are similar for Es and Es decays and/or the variation in 

fluoresence yield among L subshells should not be large; ve expect any 

discrepancy caused by these assumptions not to be greater than, say, 10^. 

The second methods for determining the intensity of L vacancies 

involves integrating the delay curves described in Sec. II.B.5.b. We vill 

not disucss the curves here but simply point out that the efficiency of 
the system for detecting L vacancies vas determined by measuring an 

t) u 
255 

253 
Es source (vhich, of course, produced only a prompt component) under 

identical conditions, using the above-mentioned Intensity for Es 
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vacancles. Separate integration of the prompt and delayed components 

gave 0.055 ± 0.005 prompt L vacancies per alpha disintegration of 

Es and 2.2 ± 0.2 delayed L vacancies. The total of these tvo is 

in reasonable agreement vith the result derived above from the singles 

measurement. 

Several other rather specialized coincidence experiments involv

ing gamma rays and, to some extent, electrons and alpha particles vere 

made, but these vill not be described in detail here. They vere generally 

motivated by a partial knovledge of or conceived as a specialized check 

on some part of the decay scheme, and they vill be discussed to much 

better purpose at the appropriate points in the discussion of the decay 

scheme. 

5. Delays and Time-to-height Coincidences 

a. 63-keV Gamma Ray. Since it vas knovn that the 63-keV gamma ray 
25I+ 11 

of Es is delayed, its half-life vas measured vith a time-to-height 

converter. A 1-lnch X l-l/2-inch Nal scintillator vas used to detect the 

gamma rays, and a ZnS-screened photomultipller vas used to detect alpha 
25I+ 

particles. The Es source (l81+0a;c/mln) vas prepared by vaporizing the 

activity onto a 0.001-inch-thick Ni backing. The 65-keV gamma-ray • 

selected vith a single-channel analyzer, vas used to start the ramp 

generator, vhich had a possible sveep of about 500 nsec; the alpha pulses, 

after passing through a delay unit, vere used to stop the ramp. The out

put of the time-to-height converter, analyzed vith a Penco 100-channel 

pulse-height analyzer, produced the delay curve shovn in Fig. 16. Using 
21+1 '5̂  

the half-life of the 60-keV 7 from Am as a standard (t / = 65 nsec), 
251+ ^ ^/ 

the half-life of the Es -̂  65-keV 7 vas found to be 58 ± 5 nsec. 

The same apparatus vas used to determine vhether or not the K 

X rays also vere delayed. Within the limits of the experiment it vas 

found that all K x rays are prompt, i.e., t /. < 1 nsec. 

b. Alpha vs. L-x-ray Coincidences. During the course of this investi

gation it vas found, as mentioned earlier, that most of the numerous L 

X rays are Involved in a delay that is long compared vith the usual 
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Fig. l6. Time-to-height coincidence curve that deteimilnes the 
half-life of the 65-keV 7 from Es254 to be 58 ± 5 nsec. 
This curve vas obtained by starting a time-to-height convert
er vith pulses (single-channel analyzed from a Nal detector) 
from the 65-keV 7 and stopping the time-to-height converter 
vith alpha pulses (from a ZnS detector) that had been delayed 
electronically. 
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resolving time of 6 |j.sec. To measure the half-life of this delay, 

another time-to-height converter, vith a ramp rise-time adjustable from 
5i+ 

microseconds to seconds, vas used. Alpha pulses from a ZnS-screened 

photomultipller vere used to start the ramp generator, and single-channel-

analyzed L-x-ray pulses from a 1-inch-diameter, 1-mm-thick, Be-vindoved 

Nal scintillator vere used to stop the ramp. Since it vas easy to jam 

the time-to-height converter vhen long ramp rise-times vere used, ve had 

to use a very veak source, 880ci;c/min Es vaporized onto 0.001-inch 

thick Ni. This source vas also used in the subsequent time-to-height 

coincidence experiments. Since there is more than one L vacancy per 

alpha disintegration, pulses can be lost due to the dead-time of the 

analyzer used. For this reason a Penco 100-channel analyzer vith the 

provision of storing one pulse vhile analyzing another vas used. In 

order to get the prompt edge of the delay curve into the range of the 

analyzer, it vas necessary to introduce a delay into the L-x-ray side of 

the apparatus, thereby effectively adding a constant threshold to all the 

pulses produced by the time-to-height converter. For best results it vas 

found that a delay of about 15 usee vas needed, and, since an active 

electronic delay unit also introduces a dead-time betveen pulses approxi

mately equal to the length of the delay Itself, ve used a series of three 

standard passive 5-[J-sec inductance delays into this side of the circuit. 

This, in turn, necessitated adding a pulse-shaper both before and after 

the delay units. It should be borne in mind that this experiment and the 

ones just folloving vere destined to uncover a most interesting decay 

sequence, but they did so in a rather indirect fashion; this is vhy it 

vas necessary to make certain that ve vere not losing a significant number 

of pulses through instrumental dead-time, etc. As a check on the inten

sities observed in the delay curves and on their consistency vith the 

overall intensities, arrangements vere made to count the incoming pulses 

on both sides and also the ramps and gates (i.e., stopping pulses) manu

factured by the time-to-height converter from vhat it sav as the incoming 

pulses. It vas thus necessary to add other pulse-shapers so the scalers 

could recognize such pulses as the sav-tooth-shaped ramps. A block diagram 

of the overall setup is shovn in Fig. 17. 
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Fig. IT. Block diagram of the apparatus used to obtain delayed 
coincidence curves vith a time-to-height converter. The set
up shovn vas used to ohtain the spectra of Figs. l8 and 19. 
For the L-x-ray vs. L-x-ray and 63-keV-7 vs. L-x-ray spectra, 
the alpha-detection side was replaced with a suitable gamma-
detection system similar to the L-x-ray side shown. An approxi
mate pulse shape is shown after each stage. The small RIDL Re
shaping linear amplifiers were used as pulse shapers. The pulse 
height analyzer had the added provision of storing one pulse 
while it analyzed another. 
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A delay curve obtained by using a setting of the time-to-height 

converter so that the ramp sweep could run to a maximum of 2 msec is 

shown in Fig. l8. A Tektronix type 18OA Time-Mark Generator was used to 

calibrate the time scale, and, since the time-to-height converter was 

found to be non-linear at low pulse-height output, a randoms time-to-
2^1 25̂ + 

height "delay curve" with Am alphas replacing the Es alphas for 
2RI4. 

pulses to start the ramp (ES L-x-ray pulses still stopped it) was 

used to improve the calibration further by giving each channel an 

"effective channel width." The points in Pig. I8 are shown both before 

and after this correction and that of having background removed. From 

this delay curve it was found that the half-life of the delay is 215 

± 8 |j.sec. This, by the way, was the delay curve used to obtain inten

sities of 0.035 - 0.005 prompt and 2.2 ± 0.2 delayed L vacancies per 
25I1 , 

alpha disintegration of Es as discussed in Sec. II.B.4. 

In Fig. 18 there appears something like a "dip" immediately 

following the prompt side of the curve. To look more carefully at this 

portion immediately following the prompt edge, essentially the same 

experiment was repeated with the scale expanded, as is shown in Fig. 19;. 

where the possible ramp sweep was 5OO |Jisec. This shows clearly that there 

is a dip following the prompt peak, a situation that implies a second, 

somewhat shorter, delay. This is consistent with the L-vacancy intensity 

data, which imply there are two L-converted transitions following the 

main body of favored alpha decay; now the implication is that two separate 

delayed transitions follow the main body of favored alpha decay—these may 

or may not be the same as the L-converted transitions. The data from 

Fig. 19 uniquely determine the order of the two delays, as can be demon

strated by a comparison with Fig. 20. If the shorter delay were to precede 

the 213-iJsec delay, a condition of no equilibrium would arise, analogous 

to the similar case on a longer time scale when the half-life of a parent 

nuclide is shorter than that of its daughter. A predicted curve for this 

situation is shown in Fig. 20a. If, on the other hand, the shorter delay 

were to follow the 215-iisec delay, a condition of transient equilibrium 

would arise. The predicted curve for this situation is given in Fig. 20b. 
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Fig. l8. The time-to-height-coincidence delay curve that establishes 
the longer delay in the L x rays to have a half-life of 213 -
8 (isec. The curve was obtained by starting a time-to-height 
converter that had a possible ramp sweep of 2 msec with alpha 
pulses and stopping it with L-x-ray pulses. The raw data are 
plotted as open circles; filled circles show these corrected 
for channel width and background. 
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Fig. 19. Delay curve obtained by starting a time-to-height converter 
with alpha pulses and stopping it with L-x-ray pulses. The 
possible ramp sweep was 500 |j.sec, each channel being 3-^1 1-i.sec. 
Points have been corrected for channel width and background. 
This curve determines, as discussed in the text, that two delays 
occur among the L x rays, a shorter one that follows a longer 
one. 
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Fig. 20. Predicted curves for two delayed transitions in cascade, 
a) The case of no equilibrium when the longer delay follows the 
shorter one. Line A has a 29-lJ.sec half-life. Line B shows a 
hypothetical 215-M.sec activity of the same integrated intensity 
as A. Line C shows a 29-lJ.sec activity starting at the same 
initial intensity as B. Curve D (= B - C) shows the growing in 
of a 213-|J.sec activity following a 29-M.sec activity. Curve E 
(= A + D ) shows the resultant activity detected, b) The case 
of transient equilibrium when the longer delay precedes the 
shorter one. Line A shows the 215-|J.sec activity. Line B shows 
the (hypothetical) 29-M-sec activity starting at ^29/(^29"^215) 
the initial activity of A. Curve C ( = [̂ 29/('̂ 29/"'*̂ 215J] A - B ) 
shows the growing in of 29-lJ.sec acti-vlty following a 215-iJ.sec 
activity. Curve D( = A + C ) shows the resultant activity 
detected. Actually, in our experimental case about hfo of the 
29-M.sec activity started early because of cross-over transitions 
(represented by E ) , and this filled the Initial dip somewhat 
(as at F ) . 
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It can be seen that the data of Fig. 19 fit the second (transient equilib

rium) curve in Fig. 20 rather well, even to the dip's being slightly filled 

in because of cross-over transitions. Thus, following most of the alpha 
25k 

decay of Es there are two delayed transitions, the first with t / 

= 215 !-isec, the second with a somewhat shorter half-life. It might be 

mentioned that, were it not for the cross-over transitions, the half-life 

of the second delay could have been determined directly from Fig. 19. As 

it is, the situation is analogous to one where the background to be sub

tracted from a simple half-life determination is uncertain. To correct 

for the crossover transitions and determine the half-life for the shorter 

delay, we would first have to know an approximate half-life for the delay. 

The half-life used in constructing Fig. 20 was borrowed out of order from 

the next section. 

c. L-x-ray vs. L-x-ray Coincidences.To determine the actual half-

life of the shorter delayed transition, L-x-ray vs. L-x-ray time-to-height 

coincidences were used. The same apparatus was used as for the alpha vs. 

L-x-ray coincidence studies, except that a second l-inch-diameter, 1-mm-

thick Be-windowed Nal scintillator was substituted for the alpha detector, 

and the signals from this were single-channel analyzed for L-x-ray pulses 

before being used to start the ramp generator. The time scale was again 

calibrated with the Time-Mark Generator and by means of a randoms spectrum 

that determined individual channel widths, and a careful check on inten

sities was made with the aid of scalers as before. The resulting delay 

curve is shown in Fig. 21, where again both the raw data and those corrected 

for channel width and background are given. ¥ith a possible ramp sweep of 

500 usee, the half-life of this transition was found to be 29 ± 2|-Lsec. Al

though the statistics are not so good for this experiment as for those of 

the previous section, a comparison of the time-to-height-converter output, 

the L-x-ray counting rates on both sides, and the alpha counting rate of 

the source did indicate that the transition whose half-life is 29 p-sec 

does occur in essentially 100^ of the disintegrations. There are also a 

small number of prompt L-x-ray vs. L-x-ray coincidences, but it is difficult 
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Fig. 21. Delay curve that establishes the half-life of the shorter 
delay in the L x rays to be 29 ± 2 |j,sec. The curve was obtained 
by starting and stopping a time-to-height converter with L-x-ray 
pulses (from separate detectors). The open circles show the raw 
data; the filled circles show them corrected for channel width 
and background; the horizontal bars show the corrected data 
averaged over five or ten channels. 
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25^ / 250 

to tell just how many of these come from Es decay (remember that Bk 

is in equilibrium). It is important to note, however, that there is no 

prominent 215-|isec component in this delay curve (upper limit 20^ of the 

29-|J.sec component). This means that no prominent source of L x rays 

precedes the 215-iJ.sec delay. 

d. 65-keV-'Gamma vs. L-x-ray Coincidences. It would, of course, be 

of Interest to investigate the namber and particularly the delay of the 

L X rays following each of the gamma rays listed in Table VI. This would 
250 give considerable evidence on which of the lower bands in Bk is the 

termination point of the particular gamma ray examined. Unfortunately, 

the only gamma ray of sufficient intensity to make this practicable is 

the one of 65 keV. For this transition the measurement was made using a 

1-inch-thick x l-l/2-lnGh-diameter Nal crystal with a Be window to detect 

the 65-keV 7. The output from this detector was single-channel analyzed 

for the 65-keV 7 and then used to start the time-to-height converter. The 

L-x-ray side was the same as in the previous two sections. Again a possible 

ramp sweep of 500 [isec was used. The resulting spectrum is shown in Fig.22. 

This shows that the 29-|-Lsec delayed transition follows the 65-keV 7, but 

the 215-[J.sec delayed transition does not. There is a sizeable prompt 

coincidence peak, some of which very likely indicates prompt 65-keV-7 vs. 

L-x-ray coincidences, but there is also a background underneath the 63-keV 

line (compare Fig. 10, for example, where the background shows up even 

though it has been reduced by the coincidence experiment), largely from 
250 

the 990-1052-keV peak of Bk decay, and this can also contribute these 

prompt coincidences. 

e. The Cascade Shown Graphically. As a conclusion to the experimen-

tal section on Es , let us recapitulate what the previous coincidence 

experiments have told us and then see if it is possible to get a clearer 

picture of the delay-transition cascade and perhaps observe some of the 

gamma-rays that are involved. From the L-x-ray Intensities we know that 

two transitions that convert essentially 100^ in the L and outer electron 

shells are involved in depopulating the favored-alpha-decay level down to 
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Fig. 22. Time-to-height-coincidence delay curve establishing that 
the 29-|J,sec delayed transition follows the 65-keV 7, but the 
215-iisec delayed transition does not. This curve was obtained 
by starting the time-to-height converter with pulses from the 
65-keV 7 and stopping it with L-x-ray pulses. Zero events are 
plotted at one-tenth. 
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the Bk ground state. And from the t.ime-to-height coincidence curves 

we know there are two delayed transitions, one with a 29-iJ.sec half-life 

following (not necessarily directly) one with a 2l5-|-isec half-life. From 

the conversion-electron intensities in Table III we find that only two 

transitions, the 55-5-keV M2 and the U2.6-keV M1-E2, are of sufficient 

intensity to be a major mode of depopulation from the level receiving 

favored alpha decay; we can perhaps grudgingly admit the 5^'^-keV M1-E2 

transition (ps'^Ofo), but it is more likely that it occurs in combination 

with another transition in the main sequence. As for the gamma rays them

selves, the K-x-ray intensity is far too low for any important transition 

in the main sequence to have an energy greater than the K binding energy 

(151.6 keV ), and this leaves the 63-keV 7 as the only possibility 

experimentally seen thus far. However, with a photon Intensity of 2fo, 

the 65-keV 7 could appear in the main sequence only as an Ml—the 
55 predicted total L-shell conversion coefficients for this energy are O.56, 

26.5, 150, and 750 for El, Ml, E2, and M2 transitions, respectively, which 

lead to estimates of O.5, 58, 215, and IO7O for the total conversion 

coefficients. There is too much photon intensity for E2 or M2 and too 

little for El. However, we did not see conversion electrons for a 65-keV 

transition, and they would have been readily seen if it were anything 

other than an El. It is most likely, then, an El transition that depopu

lates a minor branch of the decay, and until now we have not observed any 

photons from the main sequence. What this all leads to is the conclusion 

that the main sequence of depopulation from the state receiving favored 

alpha decay consists of two transitions that convert in the L shells, 

and these have to be the 55'5-keV M2 and the U2.6-keV M1-E2 transitions, 

as well as two delayed transitions, which may or may not be the same ones. 

If there are more than two transitions, the extra ones have energies below 

the L edge, i.e., < I9.5 keV. 

A rather elaborate experiment vas next performed to search for 

any other transitions. A transition below the L edge would convert 

primarily in the M subshells, giving rise to M x rays and M conversion 

electrons. One cannot readily detect M x rays (̂ 5 keV), but with a 
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windowless proportional counter one might be able to detect M e 's pro

viding the transition energy is at least a few keV above some of the M 

binding energies. The experiment consisted of a time-to-height converter 

started with L-x-ray pulses and stopped with pulses from a windowless 

proportional counter. A source was prepared that consisted of 800 ac/rain 
25J+ 

Es on 0.001-inch aluminized Mylar fiLm, and this was mounted as the 

window of the counter, with the activity on the inside. This counter 

could be expected to detect alpha particles, L electrons (from the two 

transitions already known), and M electrons (from known or unknown 

transitions); it turned out that the success of this experiment did not 

depend on the detector's being able to detect M electrons explicity, 
253 

but in a later experiment with Es it was found that the detector did 

pick up M electrons from the 8.8-keV transition in Bk , i.e., with 

energies at least as low as 3-8 keV. The L-x-ray detector would pick up 

L X rays from the two transitions already known and presumably nothing 

else. Since the time-to-height converter was being started with pulses 

not necessarily from the beginning of the main decay sequence, provision 

was made for introducing long (hundreds of usee) delays into both sides 

of the system; passive delays are not practicable in this range, so Del-a

gate active delay-and-gate units were used, although this meant we were 

in danger of losing a good portion of the pulses. Furthermore, a RIDL 

^00-channel pulse-height analyzer was used that could not store one pulse 

while analyzing another; thus, it might lose a few more pulses. A block 

diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 25 and a delay curve obtained 

when 500-|isec delay was introduced into the proportional-counter side is 

shown in Fig. 2k. In this spectrum there is graphic support of the pre

ceding findings, namely that the main sequence of decay involves a long, 

213-fisec delay followed by a shorter, 29-p.sec delay. It can be seen that 

our forebodings about swallowed pulses were borne out; only the 213-[J.sec 

component shows anything like 100^ intensity. It should be noted that the 

reasoning associated with this experiment can be considered safe only be

cause the previous time-to-height delay curves have already proved that 

the transitions involved are Indeed all 100^ transitions, not just small 
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branches. Furthermore, Fig. 2k demonstrates that the 29-lisec transition 

is one that converts in the L subshells. This is shown as follows: L-

x-ray pulses from either of the transitions would see L electrons from 

their own transition as prompt, and the prompt components would all line 

up in the middle of the curve as shown. The delay curve resulting from 

starting the time to height converter with L x rays from the longer delay 

would look essentially like the curve as first collected. However, if 

the time-to-height converter is started with L x rays from the shorter 

delay, the resulting delay curve should consist of l) a prompt component 

preceded by 2) a reversed 29-l-i.sec delay .preceded by 3) a, reversed 213-p.sec 

delay. And in Fig, 2k one can see that there is a 29-M.sec component under 

the large 215-Msec component. This experiment thus corroborates our previous 

findings, but it must be left to the discussion section to demonstrate that 

the main-decay sequence has a third component in addition to these two. 

Finally, is it possible to observe any of the main sequence 

photons directly? "Any", unfortunately, is limited to the U2.6-keV 
55 MI-E27. The theoretical L-conversion coefficients for a i|2.6-keV Ml or 

E2 are 78 and 920, respectively, which imply (assuming L-conversion to be 

70^ of the total) total conversion coefficients of approximately 110 and 

1500. One would expect the gamma-ray intensity to lie between 0.9^ and 

0.08^, depending on the M1-E2 mixing ratio, and one should be able to 

detect the gamma-ray. On the other hand, the predicted L-conversion 
55 coefficient for a 55'5-keV M2 transition should be 58OO, implying a 

total conversion coefficient around 5^00; the predicted gamma-ray inten

sity should be less than 0.02^, making .it unlikely that one could observe 

the gamma ray. Similarly, if one considers the ^k.k-KeY M1-E2 transition 

as a possibility in the main sequence, he finds the predicted gamma-ray 

Intensity to lie between 0.15^ and 0.01'̂ , making it also an unlikely 

possibility. 

A spectrum of delayed gamma rays was obtained as follows: we used 

apparatus similar to that in Fig. 17 to obtain a time-to-height delay curve 

similar to that in Fig. I8. Then, instead of sending the output of the 

time-to-height converter to the multi-channel analyzer, it was sent through 
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a single-channel analyzer that selected that portion of the curve just 

following the prompt edge but not the prompt edge itself. The' signal 

from this single-channel analyzer was used as gate for the original gamma-

ray signal, which had been sent through an extra 15-M.sec passive delay, a 

pulse shaper, and into the signal input of the pulse-height analyzer. For 

a block diagram of this apparatus, see Fig. 25;' the scalers are not in

dicated in this drawing, but they were used very much as in Fig. 17. The 

delayed-gamma-ray spectrum is shown in Fig. 26. It can be seen that send

ing the gamma-ray signal through a pulse-distorting inductance delay did 

not exactly improve the resolution, but we do see the U2.6-keV 7 in this 

spectrum, and its intensity is O.5 - 0.1^. The 65-keV 7 appears in this 

spectrum probably because the single-channel analyzer was set a little 

too close to the prompt edge of the delay curve (the farther one moves it 

away from this edge, the more passive delay one has to put into the gamma-

ray signal path and the more the efficiency of the apparatus is reduced), 

so it sent through a few prompt pulses. 

C. Discussion 

1. Decay Scheme 

In this section we will establish the simplest level scheme con

sistent with the experimental data Just described.-Just as complex arrange

ments of capacitors and resistors in a "black box" can be reduced effective

ly to "delta" or "tee" configurations, it is possible that some very complex 
25k 

•procedures cause the phenomena we have observed in Es decay, but we have 

found nothing to warrant a more complex scheme than the one developed below. 

In construction of this level scheme it is not necessary to introduce any 

detailed interpretation of the nature of the levels, although, as we'will 

later show, the agreement between the scheme and the predicted levels of 
250 

Bk is remarkably good. The only assumption we will make, other than 

the scheme be no more complicated than necessary to explain the data, is 

the existence of rotational bands, the occurence of which is well establish-
5 

ed in this region. 
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The higher-energy alpha groups listed in Table III -(and centered 

in Fig. 6 ) can be rather convincingly divided into three rotational 
250 

bands, as sketched in Fig. 27, where the position of the Bk ground 

state with respect to these bands is not yet known. The intensities as 

well as the relative energies of the alpha groups have been used in this 

division. The second member of the lowest of these bands (at energy 

R;X + 45 keV) is not observed in the alpha spectra, but one would expect 

it to be obscured by the nearby very intense group. 

Three of the observed gamma-ray transitions can be placed in 

this basic scheme immediately. The two M1-E2 transitions at about 70 keV 

(Table VI) fit very well as the lowest rotational transitions in two of 

the bands, and these have been duly entered in Fig. 27- The low inten

sity of these lines is consistent with the fact that ̂ 95^ of the alpha 

decay goes to levels below these transitions. The stronger of the two, 

at 70.^ keV, is placed following the larger alpha population, i.e^, 

between the x + 120- and x + 50-keV levels. ITie weaker then connects 

the X + 155- and x + 65-keV levels. The intensity of these two sets of 

lines, both relative to each other and in an absolute sense, seems 

correct for these placements, and, of course, the M1-E2 character is 

that expected for such rotational transitions. 

The 65-keV gamma ray fits between the levels of energy x and 

X -t- 65 keV. We previously decided this transition must be an El from a 

side branch in the decay scheme, since no conversion electrons were 

observed from it, and, assuming a normal conversion coefficient for it 

{a^ = 0,56 => a, , -, S 0,5),^^ its total intensity of ~5.0/o is in good 

agreement with the total population of the band based on the level at 

X -I- 65 keV (2.7^)- This placement of the 65-keV transition implies that 

the 58-nsec half-life associated with this transition belongs to the 

X -•- 65-keV level, but, of considerably more Importance at this point, it 

also Implies that the x-keV level is not the ground state, because the 

29-Msec delay was found to follow the 63-keV transition. Thus, either 

the level at x keV or some lower level must have this 29-1-isec half-life, 

and the former (simpler) possibility turns out to be consistent with all 

our data. 
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Considering now the band based on the x + 50-keV level, we find 

that '^<3G'fo of all the alpha decay populates this band; therefore, all the 

intense transitions must be associated with its depopulation down to the 

ground state. And, of course, all the comments in the previous section 

about the two L-converted transitions now apply to the transitions that 

de-excite the x -t- 50-keV level. One of these was shown to follow the 

29-Msec delay, and one was found to precede it. Since we have tentatively 

assigned the 29-Msec half-life to the x-keV level, this means that the 

depopulation of the x -t- 50-keV level must pass through the x-keV level. Remem 

embering that the U2.6-keV M1-E2 and the 35'5-keV M2 transitions must 

be the L-converted transitions in the main sequence, we find that neither 

has the requisite energy to connect the x- and x -i- 50-keV levels directly, 

so a third transition is required. However, the U2.6-keV transition is 

very near the expected energy of the rotational transition connecting the 

X + kj)- and x-keV levels. Its M1-E2 character also suggests such an 

assignment as a rotational transition. This would Indicate that the first 

and unobserved transition is one of some 7 keV connecting the x + 50- and 

X + U5- keV levels, and such a transition would, indeed, have escaped our 

detection because of its low energy. The 215-Msec half-life would then 

belong to the x + 50-keV level. The 35-5-keV M2 transition then is left 

to take part in the de-excitation of the x-keV level. As it is not 

necessary to assume fiirther complication, this transition can connect it 

directly with the ground state. Its M2 character is consistent with the 

ground state. Its M2 character is consistent with the 29-Msec half-life 

given to the x-keV level. Thus, the energy, x, in Fig. 27 becomes 55*5 keV. 

The only important feature not included here is the 3^'^-keV M1-E2 transi

tion, and its placement will be shown to fit into this scheme later. We 

believe this is the simplest scheme accounting for the observed data, apart, 

of course, from the weakly-populated, higher-energy excited states. 

Since the placement of the 65 keV-7 was crucial in the working out 

of this part of the level scheme, particularly in establishing the x (55-5)-

keV level as the one having the 29-|-isec half-life, an experiment specifical

ly designed to check its placement was made. This consisted of observing on a 
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solid-state detector the alpha groups in coincidence with the 63-keV 7. 
56 

Apparatus similar to that in Fig. 12 was used. A spectrum obtained with 
k 25k 

a 12-hr run, using a 10 ac/min Es source is shown in Fig. 28. The 

statistics were rather poor, but groups at 6.k2 and 6.55 MeV are clear, 

in a relative abundance of 1.0 and O.k, respectively. Both the energies 

and intensities are in excellent agreement with the .first two members of 

the X -t- 65-(i.e., 99) keV bands, as the scheme in Fig. 27 requires. It 

might be noted that even if an error in alpha-energy calibration occurred, 

such that the two levels could be the members of the x + 50-keV band (only 

15 keV away), the relative intensities of the two groups would be in total 

disagreement with this band. The 65-keV transition appears, therefore, to 

be correctly placed in Fig. 27. 

2. Spin and Nilsson-Level Assignments 

A complete decay scheme based on the conclusions of the preceding 

section is shown in Fig. 29. Included here are also spin, parity, and 

Nilsson-level assignments and some higher-energy states, all of which will 

be developed in this section. 

We will consider first the spin assignments of the lower bands. 

This will be done in two parts, the first consisting of a brief discussion 

of plausible spins independent of the expected states, and the second then 

being a detailed comparison of the observed bands with the expected bands. 

The result is a set of rather unambiguous spin assignments for the four 

lowest rotational bands. 
250 

The ground state of Bk has been assigned KTTI = 2-2 in order to 
13 account for the beta-decay properties of this nucleus to the gamma-

vibrational band in Cf . With this assignment, the 5^.^-keV M1-E2 

transition, unplaced in the previous section, can be placed as the rota

tional transition de-exciting the 2-5 member of the ground state band; i.e., 

it is a transition in parallel with the 35'5-keV M2, which was suspected 

from the sum of their conversion lines (see Table IV) being ^lOOfo in 

intensity. The population of this proposed 2-5 level must be via an unob

served 1.1-keV El, M2, or mixed transition from the 55.5-keVlevel. The 

pure M2 crossover transition from this 55>5-keV level to the 
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ground state suggests spin 0+ or k+ for it, and the branching to the 5-

member of the ground band makes k+ the reasonable choice. 

Since the 63-keV transition is El, the 99-keV level must then 

have spin 3-; ^-) or 5-; B.nd. the lack of any population to the ground-

band 2- or 3- states, in,spite of the 38-nsec half-life of this level, 

makes 5- the most likely assignment. The 78-keV level, as the first 

rotational state based on the k+k (55'5-keV) level, should be assigned. 

k+^. Since the 86-keV level has a half-life of 213-|isec, it is unlikely 

that the 7-keV transition, which connects this level with the one at 78-

keV, has a multipolarity higher than two. The spin of the 86-keV level 

would then lie between 3 and 7, with the parity unknown. However, the 

lack of any detectable transition to the k+k (55.5-keV) level rather, 

strongly suggests a spin larger than 5 (or > 6 if the 7-keV transition 

has L = 2). Thus, the 86-keV level probably has a spin of 6 or 7- The 

above assignments are obviously only probable ones, based solely on the 

interband transitions and the previous 2-2 ground-state assignment. In 

the rest of the section we will compare in detail the properties of the 
250 

expected bands in Bk with these assignments. 

We will first construct a hypothetical level scheme for the odd-
250 

odd nucleus, Bk , from the properties of the appropriate odd-mass nuclei. 

This construction is based on the assumption of complete independence of 

the two odd particles. That such a treatment works so well is one of the 

most surprising conclusions coming from the study of odd-odd nuclei. For-
2U9 251 

tunately, two of the four neighboring odd-mass nuclei, Bk and Cf 

(having the same odd proton and neutron, respectively, as Bk ), have 

been well studied. Their respective level schemes are shown in Figs. 30 

and 51' The single-particle states identified in these nuclei are, of 

course, the most likely Nilsson single-particle states for constructing 
250 

the two-particle states of Bk . The respective Nilsson diagrams them-
k 

selves, showing all the available single-proton and single-neutron states 

for this region are presented in Figs. 32 and 53• They show the effect of 

a prolate spheroidal deformation on the shell-model states, which split 

into twofold-degenerate components. The relative energy of these components 
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Fig. 33- Nilsson diagram showing single-neutron states' relative 
energy plotted against nuclear deformation. The region of 
interest is indicated by the dashed line. This diagram shows 
clearly the neutron subshell at 152 neutrons caused by an 
accidental energy gap between neutron states at large deforma
tions. The quantum numbers are explained in the caption to 
Fig. 32. From Ref. 57-
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is. plotted against the nuclear deformation, 5, defined as (major radius -

minor radius)/(average radius). The regions of interest for this study 

are indicated by dashed lines in each figure. The Nilsson states are 

identified by the following quantum numbers: n7T[N n AZ], where 0 is the 

projection of the particle angular momentum, J, on the nuclear symmetry 

axis, TV Is the parity, N is the principal oscillator quantum number (the 

total number of nodes in the wave function), n is the number of nodal 

planes perpendicular to the nuclear symmetry axis, and A and Z are the 

orbital and intrinsic-spin components of D, such that f2 = A ± Z , depend

ing on a parallel (spin-up,t) or anti-parallel (spin-down,l) arrangement 

of A and 2 . 

Our method of constructing the properties of the odd-odd nucleus 
2I4.Q 251 

will be illustrated using the ground states of Bk and Cf , which 

have KTT values of 7/2+ and l/2+, respectively; i.e., these are the Nilsson 

single-particle 7/2+ [635t] proton and I/2+ [620t] neutron states. These 

can be combined to give two-particle states with KTT values of h+ and 3+, of 

which the Gallagher and Moszkovski coupling rules would predict the h+ 

(triplet coupling, 2 = l) to lie lower in energy. We do not guess as to 

the splitting of these levels (50 - 100 keV in most cases known), but we 

will take the predicted energy of the lower level simply to be the sam of 

the energies of the band heads In the odd-mass nuclei, zero in this in-

stance. The expected value of li /22 for these bands (presumably equal) is 

obtained by adding the values of 2S/il for the appropriate bands in the 

odd-mass nuclei and then subtracting a value representing the nearby even-

even nuclei (taken^^ from Cf^^° to be 1/7-05 keV'"*" = IU2 MeV""̂ ; in this 

manner we empirically add the increase in the moment of inertia,5 , over 

that of the even-even core that is caused by each odd particle, and then 

we subtract out the value of the core so as not to include it twice. For 

the k+ and 5+ bands under consideration, this gives: 2l6 + 156 - 1̂ 2 

= 250 MeV'"'', or i'l /2S = U.56 keV. Higher-order terms will be considered 

later, but we will make predictions here as to the sign of B, the coef-
2 2 

ficient of the I (l + l) term in the rotational-energy equation. This 



coefficient is probably small and negative for the neutron band but 

larger and positive for the proton band (See. II.C.6 or, for a complete 

explanation. Sec- V), so it should be expected to be positive for the 

composite h+ and 5+ bands. These predictions are listed in Table VII for 
250 

all the expected low-energy bands in Bk . At the intersection of column 

and row for the proton and neutron states the composite states are listed, 

with the the higher-lying singlet coupling in parentheses, and under these 

are listed the other predictions. 

¥e also can estimate the alpha population to some of the various 
250 

bands in Bk , due to the fortunate circumstance that the alpha-emitting 

state in Es is very likely a KTT = 7+ level (discussed later, naturally)' 

composed of the 7/2+ [655t] proton state and the 7/2 + [6l3t] neutron state. 

It is just these particular proton and neutron states that are assigned as 
255 255 3U 

the ground states of Es and Fm , whose alpha decays have been studied 
2l+g 

and provide the above-mentioned information on the levels in Bk and 
251 

Cf . Thus, alpha-decay hindrance factors are known for each of the bands 
2I4.Q 251 

in Bk and Cf . (The hindrance factor is defined as the ratio of the 

alpha decay calculated by simple spin-independent barrier-penetration 

theory, i.e., to the ground state of an even-even nucleus, to the experi

mentally-observed alpha decay; more of this in Sec. II.C.5O For the odd-

odd nucleus, in cases where one particle remains unchanged, we will assume 

that the hindrance factor is simply the product of the appropriate two odd-

mass hindrance factors, one being favored decay (particle unchanged) and 

the other generally being unfavored decay (particle changed). Two qualifi

cations must be made to this proposal. First, hindrance factors between 

states where both particles change or where the relative orientation of 

the proton and neutron changes (i.e., between singlet and triplet states) 

cannot be estimated other than to guess that they will be quite large. 

This unpredictability comes about because the odd-odd decay will generally 

allow different alpha waves (L values) in different proportions than did 

did the corresponding odd-mass decay. S"econd, rather than introduce at • 

this point a discussion of alpha L-waves (Sec. II.C.3., please), we will 

simply take as representative of each band the state having the lowest 
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Table VEI. Properties of rotational bands In Bk 
250 

Proton 
s t a t e s 

Neutron 
s t a t e s 

1/2 + [620t] 

7/2 + [6131] 

7/2 + [653 t] 3/2 - [521t] 5/2 + i6k2i] 

KTr=U+ (3+) 
E =0 keV 
ii2/23=U.56 keV, 
B, p o s i t i v e 
HF=750 

Predicted^ P r o p e r t i e s 

KTr=2- (1-) 
E =9 keV 
ii^/23=5.65 keV 
B, nega t ive 
HF, l a r g e 

KTT=7+ (0+) 
E =106 keV 
fi^/2S=U.)+8 keV 
B, p o s i t i v e 
HF=2.0 

KTT=5- (2-) 
E =115 keV 
ii2/2S=5.86 keV 
B, n e g a t i v e 
HF=90 

K7T=3+ (2+) 
E =389 keV 
*i^/2S=5-36 keV 
B, p o s i t i v e 
HF, l a r g e 

KTT=6+ (1+) 

E =ii95 keV 
ft2/2S=5.5U keV 
B, p o s i t i v e 
HF=3^ 

1/2 + [620t] 1 

K 7 T = U + 

E =55.5 keV 
ii2/2S=it.,26 keV 
B, positive 
HF=1270 

Experimental P r o p e r t i e s 
K7r=2-
E = 0 keV 
ii2/2S=5.73 keV 

HF>1.3 X 10-? 

not observed 

7/2 + [6151] I 

KTT=7+ 

E =85.5 keV 
fi2/23=4. kO keV 
B, positive 
HF=:2.9 

KTT=5-
E =99keV 
ii2/2S=5.83 keV 
B, n e g a t i v e 
HF=156 

KTT=6+ 

E =U3U keV 
ft2/2S=lj..6 keV 
B, ? 
HF=l60 
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hindrance factor (not necessarLLy the lowest member of the band). The 

error introduced by using this particular state generally should be small 

and should rarely, if ever, exceed a factor of two. For the KTT = ^+ and 

3-f states we have been considering, no hindrance factor is predicted for 

the 3+ state ( it should be very large), because the D,TX = 7/2+ and l/2+ 

neutron states are oppositely oriented in the parent and daughter rela

tive to the unchanging 7/2+ proton state (i.e., it is a singlet state, 

whereas the parent is a triplet). A hindrance factor of 1.95 (proton, 

7/2+ -̂  1/2+), times 390 (neutron, 7/2+ -̂  l/2+), or 750 is predicted 

for the h+ state. The hindrance factors are included in Table VII. 
250 

We will now compare the properties of the observed bands in Bk 

with those estimated in Table VII. First, the ground-state band has the 

following observed properties: E = 0 keV, h^/23 =5-75 keV (for K = 2), 
5 

alpha HF > 1.5 X 10 , and suggested spin and parity 2-. The agreement 

with the theoretical 2- band composed of the l/2[620t] neutron and the 

5/2-[521t] proton is, in all respects, excellent. The other possible 

assignment as the 2- band composed of the 5/2-[521t] proton and the 

7/2+[6l5t] neutron would be poorer with respect to predicted energy by 

more than 100 keV and in flat contradiction to the Gallagher-Moszkowski 

rules, which say that the 5- band composed of these states should.lie 

lower in energy than the 2- band. The former assignment thus seems clearly 

indicated. 

The band based on the 55.5-keV level has: E = 55-5 keV, }î /2S = 

h.26 keV (for K = l̂-), alpha HF == 1270, and proposed spin and parity U+. 

The agreement with the theoretical k+ band composed of the 7/2+[653t] pro

ton and the l/2+[620t] neutron is almost unbelievably good. In particular, 
• 2 ; / 

the unusually small predicted value for h /23 (associated largely with the 

7/2+[633t] proton state) Is remarkably well, borne out in this band. 

For the band based on the 99-keV level, we find: E = 99 keV, 

fi /2S = 5.75 keV (for K = 5), alpha HF = 136, and proposed spin and parity 

5-. Again the choice from Table VII is clear—the 5- band composed of the 

5/2-[521t] proton and the 7/2+[6l5t] neutron. The agreement is as good in 

this case as for the two previous bands. 
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We consider finally the band based on the 86-keV level. This 

band obviously received the favored alpha decay; therefore. It is expected 
25U 

to have the same configuration as the parent, Es . It is, in fact, on 

the basis of the properties of this band that the parent is presumed to 

have the 7+ configuration used in estimating the alpha hindrance factors. 

We find for this band: E = 86 keV, h^/23 =5.05 keV (for K = 6) or 

U.UO keV (for K = 7), alpha HF = 2.9, and probable K values of 6 or 7, 

parity unknown. The assignment as the KTT = 7+'State made up of the 

7/2̂ -[633'''] proton and the 7/2+[6l3t] neutron is rather clear. The only 

other high-spin state near this energy is the KTT = 5- configuration 

composed of the 5/2-[521t] proton and the 7/2+[6l3t] neutron. One might 
25U 

consider this assignmeht both for the 86-keV state and the Es parent 

state; however, the gamma-transition de-excitation pathway would be 

extremely unlikely on this basis. Also, the 99-keV band meets the pre

dictions for this 5- configuration quite admirably, while, with the 7+ 

assignment, the 85.5-keV band shows the unusually small value for 
2 

h /2S and the positive B associated with the 7/2+[655t] proton state. 
25I4. 

Finally, if the 85.5-keV level and the Es parent state were ^-, the 

2- rather than the h+ band should have received alpha population. 

Before proceeding further, smoethlng should be said about the 
58 

Gallagher-Moszkowski coupling rules and why one should be able to trust 

them when the Nordheim coupling rules for spherical odd-odd nuclei have 

proved so treacherous. First of all, in deformed nuclei one does not find 

the wealth of possible states resulting from a given proton and neutron 

that one finds in spherical nuclei, for the symmetry and projection quantum 

numbers allow only an algebraic either-or coupling rather than the vector-

lal-coupling proliferation of possibilities. In spherical nuclei the 

energy is minimized when the orbital wave functions of the two particles 

are coupled anti-parallel and the intrinsic spins are coupled to a triplet 

(parallel). When both these requirements can be met, the so-called "strong 

Nordheim rule is in effect, but when they are in competition, though the 

"weak" Nordheim rule predicts the triplet coupling will win out, one usual

ly finds an intermediate coupling taking place. For deformed nuclei, not 
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only are such intermediate orientations eliminated, but also, because of 

a plane of reflection symmetry in the nucleus that makes it necessary to 

symmetrize the wave functions in +K and -K, for, a. pure 5-function force 

the parallel and ant1-parallel overlappings of the orbital wave functions 

both minimize that contribution to the energy. As one proceeds toward 

more complex and realistic forces, It is true that the antl-parallel. 

coupling does become favored, but apparently not to a significant extent. 

Thus, the Gallagher-Moszkowski rules predict that the determining factor 

will be strictly the parallel coupling of the Intrinsic spins, or Z's, 

with little or no aid or competition from the orbital coupling, and the' 

proton-neutron triplet configuration will always lie lower in energy. So 

far there is no known violation of these rules in the heavy-element region, 

and the lone violation in the rare-earth region (in Ho ) can be explained 

satisfactorily by Coriolis coupling in a rather novel situation: the 0-

singlet state from a 7/2-[525t] proton and a 7/2+[653t] neutron is pushed 

below the 7- triplet state because there is a wealth of higher-lying bands 

to interact with it but none to interact with the 7- triplet. There is 
250 

not an analogous situation in Bk , so we can safely expect the rules 
to hold. 

250 
Coming back to the states in Bk , the close correspondence 

between the predicted and observed properties of these lowest four bands 

is quite remarkable. This agreement, together with the independently 

established level scheme and proposed spins, makes the assignment of the 

levels, in our opinion, essentially certain. Furthermore, it indicates 

that the odd proton and odd neutron must behave essentially Independently 

of each other. In the next few sections we will first examine in more 

detail some of the properties of the bands and then take a look at the 

higher-lying states. 

5. Alpha Transition Probabilities 
25)+ 

Hindrance factors were calculated for the alpha groups of Es , 

using the spin-independent equations of Preston. Because of the scarcity 

of information in this region, there is some uncertainty as to what one 
1/5 should use for the nuclear radius. If one assumes r « A ' and uses 

o 
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62 253 
9.ii2822 fermls for the radius of Es •'•', he comes' out with 9.Uli-067 as 

25̂ 1 
the calculated radius of Es . This value of r in the calculation 

o 
yields 5-5 for the hindrance factor of the favored 6.U57-MeV alpha ^oup. 

However, the effective value of r should depend on the nuclear states as 
1/3 ^ 2'5'5 62 

well as on A ' , and, for example, r for Fm {=9,J>6lk fermls) is 
255 ° ' 253 

smaller than r for Es . If one takes the average of r for Es and 
255 ° 25i| ° 

Fm , one gets r = 9.39U8 fermis for Es , and this value yields 2-9 

for the hindrance factor of the 6.U37-MeV alpha group. Since we are 

interested in the relative values of the hindrance factors, we arbitrarily 

picked the latter value for r '. Hindrance factors calculated with it are 

listed in Table VIII according to the rotational bands they populate. 

They were used as an aid to grouping the various levels into rotational 

bands, as was discussed-previously. 

The alpha decay of an odd-mass nucleus to a rotational band in 

the daughter that has the same intrinsic configuration as the parent is 

known as "favored" decay and is very similar to the decay of an even-even 

nucleus (K - O) to the ground-state rotational band (K = O) of its daughter, 

It has been shown that hindrance factors for alpha waves of the same angu-
63 

lar momentum are very nearly the same for both situations. Again, little 

is known concerning odd-odd cases, but the successful predictions of 

Table VII make it seem worthwhile to extend this favored-decay concept to 

odd-odd nuclei along with the other odd-mass properties. 

Alpha transition probabilities to the various states in a rota

tional band receiving favored alpha decay are given by: 

PE L (Ij ^ h ^V^l) I 1̂ ̂  ̂f ̂ f>' 
N HF 

L=0,2,l+... 

where P is the alpha transition probability expected from simple (spln-

Independent) barrier-penetration theory, HF_ is the hindrance factor from 

the closest even-even (or, in this case, the neighboring odd-mass) nuclides 

for alpha emission with angular momentum L, and the Clebsch-Gordon coef

ficient couples the spin of the parent nuclear state with the alpha particle 
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25^ Table VIII. Alpha hindrance factors for Es decay. 

KTTI of 
f i n a l s t a t e 

7+7 

7+8 

7+9 

7+10 

5-5 

5-6 

5-7 

5-8 

i[+U 

l|+5 

U+6 

U+7 

1++8 

2-2 

2-3 

5-5 

5-6 

5-7 

( e+G 

( 6+7 

E x c i t e d - s t a t e 
energy (keV) 

85 .5 

155.9 

2Ul 

^ 5 ^ 

99 

169 

2h9 

«527 

5 5 . 5 

78 .1 

151 

195 

270 

0 

3il-.il 

hiG 

I175 

^558 

k-^k 

»U98 

Alpha 
energy (MeV) 

6.I137 ± 0,005 

6.367 ± 0.005 

6.2Qh ± 0.005 

6.195 ± 0,010 

G.h2h ± 0.005 

6.555 ± 0.005 

6.276 ± 0.005 

6.200 ± 0.010 

6.U86 ± 0.005 

masked 

6.592 ± 0.005 

6 .551 ± 0.005 

6.255 ± 0.010 

6.52U ± 0.010 

masked, 
i f p r e s e n t 

6.115 ± 0.005 

6.068 ± 0.005 

6.00 + 0.02 

6,089 ± 0.005 

masked 

I n t e n s i t y 

95.0 

2 .91 

0.16 

0.08^ 

1.71 

0.7^1 

0.22 

0 .05^ 

0.27 

0.15 

0.05 

0 .01 

< 0.005 

0.33 

0.16 

0.05 

0.08 

- - - -

Hindrance 
f a c t o r 

2 . 9 

1+3 

510 

^2h(f-

156 

150 

210 

~3Uo^ 

1700 

1300 

1700 

3900 

> 1.3 X 10^ 

25 

25 

60 

160 ) 

. . . . ) 

a 
These two groups, and possibly a third, were not resolved in our alpha 

spectra; therefore, these hindrance factors are. If anything, too small. 

http://3il-.il
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spln (together with their respective K values) to form the spin of the 

daughter state (and its K ) . N generally has a value between 1 and 2 and 

is treated as a parameter to be determined empirically, although it can be 

calculated from a detailed knowledge of the nuclear wave function. For 

our purposes here it can be set = 1. 

These calculated alpha transition probabilities are compared with 

the experimental intensities in Table IX. Relative hindrance factors of 
255 

1:5.85:56.8 for L = 0:2:U were used, an average of those given for Es 

(1:5.7:̂ +5.5)'̂  and Fm^^^ (l:l+:50) ."̂ ^ The hindrance factor for the L = 6 

65 

wave is approximately 1500, so this wave should have a negligible con

tribution. Calculations were originally made for all K values between 

h and 9 as an aid in assigning the spin of the 85.5-keV band. It is 

pointless still to pretend that we have not assigned a spin to that band, 

so the complete calculations are included only for the correct KTT = 7+ 

assignment; the fit is reasonably good. For comparison, the predicted 

intensities to the first tliree members of the band are Included for all 

the other K values. It can be seen that there is a monotonia change 

with K, with the lower K-values predicting far too much population to 

the upper members, while K = 7, 8, and 9 a^H give reasonable fits, K = 8 

being the best, in fact. 

Although the agreement in Table IX Is reasonably good. It could be 

Improved by using a lower relative hindrance factor for the L = 2 alpha 

wave; however, not only would it be useless to try to improve the simple 

theory without a clear physical basis, juggling the numbers could easily 

cloud the issue until one was not at all sure as to what they meant. Of 

more significance is the ratio of the population to the 7+9 member to that 

to the 7+8 member. Our experimental ratio is 5*+̂  lower than the calculated 

value; however,, it is generally found that the experimental ratio is 20-

50^ lower than the calculated one, and in Fm decay it is 56^ lower. 

Usually this is interpreted as an 'interaction of the nuclear quadrupole 

moment with the outgoing alpha wave. Considering the extrapolation to 

an odd-odd nucleus, our agreement is not bad. It would also be possible 

to consider the effects of band mixing due to the Coriolis Interaction, 
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but, except for some unexpected Interference between alpha waves of 

different angular momenta, this should not change the predictions in 

Table IX much, K = 6 and K = 8 would be the main added components, and 

It can be seen that their alpha-intensity distributions do not vary that 

much from that of K = 7. 

One could perform similar calculations for the alpha decay to the 

other bands, using the relative hindrance factors that are found for the 
2U9 251 

corresponding single-particle bands in Bk and Cf . However, this is 

becoming increasingly esoteric, and it is probably more meaningful to 

force the predicted Intensities to fit the experimental intensities to 

the first two levels in a band, and from this to obtain the relative 

mixtures of alpha L waves populating each band. This is done for the 

5- and h+ bands in Table X. 

A reasonably good fit is obtained for alpha population to the 5-

band if one uses a mixture of 71^L = 5 and 29^ L = 5 alpha waves,- This 

means the hindrance factors for these alpha waves to this band are approx

imately 67 and 160, respectively. The corresponding hindrance factors for 
/ '2U9 5k 

L = 5 and L = 5 alpha waves to the 5/2- band in Bk are 52 and 25O. 

For the population to the k+ band one can obtain a fit by using 

51^ L = 1+ and h'^ L = 6 alpha waves, with respective hindrance factors of 

about 570 and 60O, The hindrance factor for the L = i+ wave, in particular, 

seems large—it is only 160 for the analogous transition to the l/2+ band 
251 12 

in Cf . In that nucleus the Coriolis mixing of the 7/2+ (same as 
parent) and I/2+ bands was particularly severe because of an accidental 
superposition of their 7/2+ members. Still, it is not obvious why the 

250 
hindrance factor for the L = k wave to the U+ band in Bk should be so 
large, especially why it is almost as large as that for the L = 6. 

A less empirical approach to alpha-decay theory has been developed 
102 

by Rasmussen, Mang, and Poggenburg, but as of yet their calculations 

have not been extended to cover odd-odd decay. It will be interesting 

and worthwhile to apply their calculations to these einsteinium nuclei 

as soon as it becomes possible. 
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25h 
Table IX, Calculated alpha populations for Es favored alpha decay 

Excited-state 
energy (keV) I 

for K = 7 

85.5 

155.9 

2ill 

«*33lt. 

WU51 

7 

8 

9 
10 

11 

Calculated intensities (̂) 
L = 0 L = 2 L = ll- 2 

L 

Experimental 
intensities 

78.7 15 .7 0 ,55 95.0 
(norm) (norm) 

2,85 0,1+1 3.21+ 

0.16 0 .11 0 .27 

0.012 0.012 

0.0005 0.0005 

7 8 . 1 i l l . 5 0.611 95.0 

(norm) (norm) 

2.60 o . i i i 5 ,01 

0,12 0 .09 0 .21 

77.6 II1.7 0.72 95.0 

(norm) (norm) 

2.56 o.Uo 2 ,76 

0,10 0 ,09 0.19 

81 ,9 10.8 0 .21 95,0 

(norm) (norm) 

U, io 0,55 l|,ll5 

0 .59 0.16 0 ,55 

95.0 

2 .91 

0.16 

0 .05^ 

not obs, 

for K = 8 

85 .5 

155.6 -

241 

8 

9 

10 

95.0 

2 , 9 1 

0.16 

f or K = 9 

85 .5 

155.9 

2 4 l 

10 

11 

95.0 

2 . 9 1 

0,16 

for K = It-' 

85 .5 ' 

155.9 

2U1 

5 

6 

95.0 

2 . 9 1 

0.16 
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Table IX, (Cont,) 

Excited-state Calculated intensities (̂ ) Experimental 
energy (keV) I L = 0 L = 2 L = 1| 2 intensities 

L_ (/o) 

for K = 5 

85.5 7 80.6 12,1 0.5̂ 1 95.0 95.0 
(norm) (norm) 

155.9 6 5.59 0,37 5.96 2.91 

2lll 7 0.27 0,lU CUl 0,16 

f or K = 6 

85.5 6 79.6 15.0 0.I15 95.0 95.0 

(norm) (norm) 
155.9 7 5.18 O.UO 5.58 2,91 
2I+I 8 0.21 0,12 0,55 0.16 

This group and the one populating the 5-8 level at ^527 keV were not 

resolved, so the experimental intensity is only approximate. 
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Table X. Calculated alpha populations to the unfavored bands in Bk' 
250 

Excited-state 
energy (keV) 

K = 5- band: 

99 

169 

2U9 

«̂ 527 

R.U35 

K = h+ band: 

55.5 

78,1 

151 

195 

265 

^550 

I 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

h 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

Calculated Intensities (fo) 

L = 5 
(71?̂ ) 
1.56 

0.57 

0.10 

0,011 

0.0006 

L = U 
(51^) 

0.21I 

0.17 

0.061I 

0.015 

0.002 

0.0002 

L = 5 

0.15 

0.17 

0.09 

0,02l+ 

0.0003 

L = 6 

0,05 

0,07 

0.066 

0i037 

0.012 

0,0005 

2 
L 

tnorm) 
O.7U . 
(norm; 

0.19 

0.055 

0.0009 

2 
L 

0,27 
(norm) 

0,2U 

0.15 
(norm) 

0.052 

O.OlU 

0.0007 

Experimental 
intensities 

1.71 

0.7̂ 1 

0,22 

0,05^ 

not obs. 

0.27 

masked 

0,15 

0.05 

0,01 

not obs. 

This alpha group was not resolved from the one populating the 7+10 level 

and possibly another, so the experimental intensity is only approximate. 
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k. Gamma-Ray Transition Probabilities 

Three of the observed Interband transitions have half-lives 

sufficiently long to be easily measurable. For these it is of interest 
17 to compare the observed half-lives with the single-particle estimates 

and, especially, with whatever may be known about the analogous transitions 

in the neighboring odd-mass nuclei. In Table XI these delayed gamma transi

tions are listed with their half-lives, the corresponding single-particles 

estimates of their half-lives, and their retardations (the ratio of the 

experimental half-life to the single-particle estimate). 

Considering first the 55.5-keV M2 transition, we find the partial 

half-life for the decay of the U+U level by this branch to be about 1|0 usee 

(including conversion), This is hindered by a factor of about 30 over the 

single-particle estimate. According to the assignments already made, this 

transition involves no change in the neutron state, but the proton state 

changes from 7/2+[635t] to 5/2-[521t]. In Bk ^ this same transition 

occurs in the opposite direction with an energy of 8.8 keV and a half-

life of 0,5 msec (Fig, 50). The 55.5-keV transition in Bk^*^, if corrected 

to an energy of 9 keV (t /p(M2 photon)a:E7 , but toward lower energies the 

internal conversion increases greatly, making the overall half-life of a 

transition change rather slowly with energy), would have a half-life of 

about 0.l8 msec. This agreement is excellent. We will not try to take 

into account the vector-addition coefficients either here or later in 

this section when comparing odd-mass and odd-odd nuclei, because the 

variation of transition probabilities even among different odd-mass nuclei 

having the same odd particle is sufficiently great to show that making such 

detailed comparisons would be meaningless. 

In competition with this 55.5-keV M2 transition is the l.l-keV 

transition to the 2-5 level. We can validly use the ratios of vector-

addition coefficients here to predict the branching if the l.l-keV 

transition were pure M2: ' 
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G(M2, Ij_-»ip G(M2, k+h-^2-3) 

G(M2, lj"->l̂ ') " G(M2, 4+4-»2-2) 

(I^K. (L=2) (K^-K^)II. (L=2) I ^ ^ ) ^ T̂  

(I^K^ (L=2) (K^-K^ll^ (L=2) I^'K^^ T ' 

(4 4 2-2 ll 2 5 -2)^ (^ ôN 0,311 fr, nft̂  n nk 
(1, 1, 2 -2 i 2 2 -2)^ • ^°-°^^ == 0T55^ ^°-°^^ = °-°^' 

i.e., there should be a branch about k'^ in intensity. (The ratio of the 

single-particle transition probabilities, T /T ', in the above equation 

shows the drastic difference conversion makes. The ratio, including con

version, is seen to be 0.08, whereas for the pure M2 photons it would be 

(1.1/55.5)^ ̂  2 X lO" .) The fact that the l.l-keV transition is about 

an order of magnitude larger than k"^ suggests that the transition is largely 

a K-forbidden El. If so, the hindrance factor would be around 10 , not at 

all unreasonable for such a transition in this region. No analogous El 
2ll9 

transition can occur in Bk ^. 

The 7-keV transition connecting the 85.5-keV and 78.1-keV levels 

is very likely a K-forbldden E2, since an M3 would not only have a much 

longer half-life but would also populate the k+h level. As an E2 it is 
5 

hindered by about 2 X 10"̂  over the single-particle estimate. This seems 

quite plausible, considering that the transition is K-forbldden. Accord

ing to our assignments, this transition should involve no change in pro

ton state but a change in neutron state from 7/2+[6l5t] to l/2+[620t]. An 

analogous E2 transition was observed in Cf between the above 7/2+7/2 
12 2'5X 

state and the 5/2+ member of the l/2+ band. This transition in Cf was 

found to be hindered by a factor of only 12 over the single-particle esti

mate, which was initially quite surprising inasmuch as it is K-forbldden. 
251 

It was found, however, that in Cf the 7/2+ member of the I/2+ band 

accidentally occured only 0,56 keV from the above 7/2+7/2 level. The mix

ing of these two levels can introduce small amounts of the collective E2 
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250 
Table XI, Delayed Gamma Transitions in Bk . 

E (keV) 

7 
/55.5 

^\ 1.1 

65 

Multi
polar! 

E2 

M2 

El 

El 

•ty 
Experimental 
Half-life 

215 ± 8 ̂ sec 

~1|0 lasec 

«̂ 100 lisec 

58 ± 5 nsec 

Single 
particle 
estimate 

100 nsec 

1,U lisec 

100 psec 

100 fsec 

Retardation 

2 X 10^ 

50 

10^ 

lo5 

a 
These two transitions are, of course, in competition with each other, 

b 
Since conversion coefficients are not available for such low-energy 

transitions, we used that for the lowest available, ~20 keV, This is 

justified by the fact that, at low energies, the overall transition rate 

does not change rapidly, i,e,, the conversion increase just about balances 

the loss in photon rate; cf. Ref. 17-
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transition probabilities between these two bands, and this was thought 
250 

to be responsible for the relatively strong E2 transition. In Bk 

there is no such accidental, close positioning of the 1 = 7 levels in 

KTT = h+ and 7+ bands, and, correspondingly, the E2 transition probability 

is lower by over two orders of magnitude. This is quite consistent and 
251 

even lends support to the above interpretation of the situation in Cf 

A similarly analogous transition has been examined very recently in 
249 255 

Cm , resulting from the alpha decay of Cf . Here there appears to 

be a K-forbldden E2 with a half-life of 27 ± 5 l-isec and an energy not 

too far above the L edge leading from the 7/2+7/2 level to the 1/2+5/2 

level, although a competing doubly K-forbldden Ml below the L edge 

leading to the 1/2+5/2 level cannot be definitely ruled out. This again 
250 

appears consistent with what we have found for the transition in Bk 

According to our assignments, the 65-keV El transition involves 

a change of both proton and neutron states. Such transitions are, of 

course, strictly forbidden on a simple single-particle picture and have 

no direct analogs in the odd-mass nuclei. This transition is hindered 
5 

by a factor of about 10"̂  over the single-particle estimate; however, this 

is not an especially large hindrance factor for a typical El transition 

in this region of the periodic table. In fact, as will be discussed below, 

it Is not very easy to account for the strength of this transition. 

It is interesting to note that the population of the KTT = 2- and 

7+ bands from this KTT = 5- band can be estimated rather simply. The 

(unobserved) K-forbidden E2 transition from this 5-5 level to the ^h.k-'ke'V 

2-5 level is, in single-particle terms, exactly the same transition as the 

7-keV E2 between the 7+7 and li+5 levels. Correcting the half-life of the 

7-keV transition,to the 65-keV energy difference between the 5-5 and 2-5 

levels, we obtain a half-life of about 50 iisec or a branching of about 

0.1^ to this level. Similarly,-the (unobserved) 15.5-keVM2 transition 

connecting the 5-5 level with the 7+7 level is analogous to the observed 

29-|j;sec M2 transition; from this half-life a branching of 0.02^ to the 

7+7 level can be estimated. Both of these branchings are well below our 

limits of detection, so our failure to observe either is consistent 'with 

the expected transition half-lives. 
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The problem in accounting for the strength of the 65-keV El 

transition can be sum.marlzed as follows: the proton must change states 

from 5/2-[521t] to 7/2+[635t] simultaneously with the neutron change 

from 7/2+[6l3t]tol/2+[620t], and the former change (in the reverse direc

tion) alone is at least an order of magnitude more retarded than the 

63-keV El, as evidenced by the l.l-keV transition from the h+k to the 2-3 
254 

level. [An entertaining aside: the Es nuclei that decay to the 5- band 

change their proton state from 7/2+ to 5/2- to 7/2+ to 5/2- on their way 
250 

to the Bk ground state.] The obvious solution of introducing admixture 

of states to account for the El strength does not seem Immediately attract-

tlve, since El transitions In the nearby odd-mass nuclei are not appreciab

ly faster than the one under consideration. On the other hand, the inter

action of the odd proton and odd neutron can introduce admixtures where 

no .corresponding admixtures are possible in the odd-mass nuclei. Such 

an admixture, for example, could be of an (unobserved) KTT = 5- band com

posed of the 7/2+[653t] proton and a 5/2-[752-t] neutron into the 99-keV 

5- band. The El transition would then represent the change of this new 

5/2- neutron into the l/2+[620t] neutron, leaving the proton unchanged. 

The 5/2-[752•t] neutron we chose in this illustration was picked because 
251 

it should lie rather near the observed neutron states in Cf according 
57 to Nilsson's calculations. This particular state may not be of great 

importance in this case, but the point is that as one goes higher and 

higher in the N = 7 oscillator shell there will be KTT = 5/2- states having 

larger and larger El transition probabilities to the l/2+[620t] neutron 

state, and the proton-neutron Interaction may be a rather effective way 

of admixing these states into the ones of interest. This 65-keV El 
250 

transition represents the only example in Bk where a simple analogy 

to the odd-mass nuclei seems inadequate, and the above explanation is at 

least one way that might explain it. The transition probability of this 

El is, after all, quite small (lO "^ of single-particle) and therefore 

presamably more subject to change because of small differences in admixed 

states than are the other transitions discussed. 

It should be noted that this 65-keV transition is not an anomalous 

El in the sense that the L-. and L^^ conversion coefficients are enhanced 

over their normal values. ̂  Most of these anomalous transitions involve 
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70 
violations of selection rules in the asymptotic quantum numbers, such 

237 • 
as the 60-keV El transition in Np , which violates the selection rule 

71 
in n . These violations hinder the photon emission with respect to 

the conversion, specifically with respect to conversion in those electron 

shells with the largest density at the nucleus. Thus, the 65-keV transi

tion could conceivably be anomalous or not, depending on the asymptotic 

quantum numbers of the states that were admixed into the principal states 

in order to make the transition go in the first place. For example, the 

transition in the illustration above, from the admixed 3/2-[752-l'] neutron 

state to the l/2+[620t] neutron state, definitely would be predicted to 

be anomalous, for it violates selection rules both in n and in A. How-
-' z 

ever, the predicted conversion coefficients for a normal El transition 
55 are 0.12 for each of the three L subshells, and they do not appear 

to have been enhanced much. On the 380-day exposure in the permanent-

magnet electron spectrograph (Fig. 8) we were unable to detect any electron 

lines from this transition. The L.̂  line could easily have been masked, but 

the L could not be present to an extent greater than "^.2^. Thus, it 

appears that, whatever be the states that are admixed, if this is the 

correct explanation for the 65-keV El, most of them, at least, do not 

represent anomalous transitions, 

5. Higher-Energy States 

There are a considerable number of low-energy alpha groups, some 
2'i0 

of which are tentative, that populate levels around 400-600 keV in Bk .. 

There are also a number of gamma rays observed in this general energy 

region that undoubtedly de-excite these levels. It is our opinion, how

ever, that only one band in this region can be established with sufficient 

certainty to incorporate it into the formal decay scheme. It will be dis

cussed first in this section, and then several more aspects of this higher 

region will be discussed. It must be emphasized, however, that they will 

be considerably less than certain, so, should they be proved wrong at some 

later date, this should not case suspicion on the remainder of the scheme. 

The two lower-energy alpha groups of outstanding Intensity are 

those at 6,115 and 6,068 MeV (Fig. 7). The larger of these, at 6.115 MeV, 
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252 
is very near the energy of the main alpha group from Cf , but a limit 
placed on the spontaneous-fission decay rate of the sample showed that 

252 
most of this group cannot be Cf , These two groups define levels in 

250 Bk at kl6 and U75 keV, and the spacing of and similar alpha population 
to these levels suggests that they are members of a rotational band. One 

can place the gamma rays of 50l|, 517^ and 577 keV as transitions de-excit

ing this new band to the first two members of the 5" "band at 99 and I69 keV. 

To check this placement, a coincidence experiment was made in which the 

alpha groups in fast coincidence (~50 nsec resolving time) with gamma rays 

of energy greater than 275 keV were observed with a solid-state detector; 

essentially the same apparatus was used as was used to obtain the spectrum 
56 254 k 

In Fig. 28, An Es source with ~10 ac/min wds used; the spectrum ob

tained during a 66-hr run is shown in Fig, 5^. The peaks observed are at 

energies of 6,11, 6,07, and 6.00 MeV in relative intensities of l,0:p.U:0.1, 

respectively. The first two of these are in reasonable agreement with the 

levels just discussed (probably the 6,089-MeV alpha group is also present, 

just between the 6.11-MeV and 6,07-MeV groups, but it is not resolved out), 
250 

and the third suggests a level at ~558 keV in Bk , which can be de-
excited by the 281|-keV 7 transition to the 250-keV level. This state 
might be the third member of the rotational band under consideration, but 
it is less certain than the first two members of this band. 

We will now find out that, although it is not difficult to charac

terize this new high-lying band, reconciling its characteristics with what 

one would expect to find from a consideration of systematics is a different 

matter. First of all, let us consider its spin and parity values. The 

most immediate attack on this is, of course, to determine the multipolarity 

of the gamma transitions depopulating it. Using the electron Intensities 

from Fig. 9 and Table V, one can obtain conversion coefficients for these 

gamma rays, but, as was discussed in connection with the solid-state 

electron spectrum of Fig. ^, the electron intensities and hence the con

version coefficients carry large uncertainties with them; from them it 

might be difficult to decide between, say, a pure Ml and a mixed M1-E2. 

We can obtain independent conversion coefficients for at least three of 
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Fig. 3k. Alpha particles observed in fast coincidence (~50 nsec 
resolving time) with all gammas from Es25^ with energy greater 
than 275 keV during a 66-hr run. Alpha energies are given in 
MeV. Zero events are plotted at one-tenth. 
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the four gamma rays de-exciting this band, however, by making a comparison 

of the alpha population to the level in question versus the gamma-ray in

tensity depopulating it; this was done, with the result that the 50l|-keV 

and 517-keV 7's can be assigned as Ml, and, although the 281+-keV and 577-

keV 7's are considerably less certain, they, too, are probably Mi's—at 

least they are not pure electric multipoles. The conversion coefficients 

for all the higher-energy gamma transitions are listed in Table XII, where 
55 they are compared with theoretical conversion coefficients for the lower 

multipoles and assignments are made. It can be seen that the conversion 

coefficients obtained by considering the alpha populations, where applic

able, tend to lend a little more confidence to the imprecise ones deter

mined by the electron measurements, so I have been bold and have assigned 

the multipolar it ies of the 2U9, 261|, and 585-keV 7's, as well as the ones 

depopulating our new band. 

Thus, the new band has KTT = k-, ^-, or 6-. For these three choices, 
2 

the values of ti /23 are 5-70, k.'J^, and I1.O7 keV, respectively. Now let us 

consider the hindrance factor for alpha population to this band; from Table 

VIII it is seen to be 23, a very low value, considering that it is not 

favored decay. And for a band to receive alpha population with such a 

small hindrance, it must be rather closely related to the parent state, or, 

in this nucleus, to the 7+ bandl Here is where the difficulties start. 

When one considers the neutron single-par tide states available, he finds 

none closely enough related to suggest a low enough hindrance factor; be-
o 

sides, it already appears that the value of fi /2S might be abnormally low, 

and the closest neutron state that might involve such a value lies all the 

way below the neutron subshell. At first the proton situation looks more 
2I+9 

promising. In Bk we find a 5/2+[61l2t] proton state at 395 keV (Fig.50), 

which comes from the same i-,,/p spherical level that the 7/2+[655'''] does; 

it would be expected to undergo Coriolis mixing with the 7/2+[655t] proton 

state, which could be expected to enhance the alpha population It receives 

and to compress the band, i,e,, give a small value for ft /23 (see Sec. IV), 

However, when coupled with the 7/2+[6l3t] neutron, this proton would yield 

KTT = 6+; the properties of such a 6+ state are listed in Table 'VII. It can 
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Tahle XII. K-conversion coefficients for the higher-energy gamma rays 
from Es25^ decay. 

E^(keV) 

2̂ 4-9 

26k 

28 î  

30i+ 

317 

377 
385 

Exper imental 
Coeffi 

from a lpha 
popu l a t i on 

2 ± 1 

1.0 ± 0 .2 

1.2 ± 0 .2 

< 1 ? 

Conversion 
c i e n t s 

from e l e c 
t r o n i n t e n 
s i t y 

1.6 ± 0.8 

1.2 ± 0.8 

0 .6 ± o.k 

1.0 + o.U 

1.3 ± 0 .7 

0 .8 ± o.k 

T h e o r e t i c a l Conversion 
Coe f f i c i en t s 

El 

0.052 

O.Oi+6 

o.oUo 

0.055 

0 .051 

0.022 

0 .021 

Ml 

2 . 1 

1.8 

1.5 

1.2 

1.1 

0 .67 

0.63 

E2 M2 

0 .11 6.0 

0.098 5-1 

0.087 3-9 

0.079 3 .2 

o.07i+ 2 .8 

0.056 1.6 

0.053 1.5 

Ass ign
ments 

Ml 

Ml 

Ml ? 

Ml 

Ml 

Ml ?? 

Ml 

•from Ref. 55-
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he seen that some of the properties of our nev hand can he partially 

reconciled vlth the predicted properties of a 6+ hand; hovever, there are 

some fatal defects. Even in the unlikely event that the ganmia-rays de

populating the hand -were El's that ve had mistaken for Mi's—under our 

experimental conditions ve vould not have expected to see any conversion 

electrons for El's of these energies—the gamma rays vould still have to 

lead dovn to the 99-keV 5" hand. Both the 5" hand and the nev hand are 

populated hy alpha groups vith energies very near carefully determined 
250 

standards, Cf and the 6.U37-MeV group, so the alpha energies should 

he quite accurate. Also, the gamma-ray energies are thought to he quite 

accurate, so it is very unlikely that the nev hand is de-excited dovn to 

the 7+ hand, even though the 5- and 7+ hands accidentally have very similar 

spacing. (¥e did attempt a coincidence experiment vith the 63-keV 7 lead

ing from the 5" hand, hut the lov intensities involved made us give it up 

after a tvo-veek run that vas still quite indefinite as to vhether or not 

any higher-energy gamma rays vere seen.) And the hypothetical 6+ hand 

vould he expected to decay to the 7+ hand not to the 5- hand. The Coriolis 

interaction vould mix enough of the 7+ hand into the 6+ hand to enhance the 

transitions collectively. ¥e start vith single-particle estimates of 

7 X 10" ̂ sec and lO""̂  sec for a 500-keV Ml (to the 7+) and El (to the 5-) 
17 transition. We then enhance the Ml hy a conservative one order of magni-

5 

tude and retard the El hy a factor of 10 , vhlch is vhat one vould expect 

for El's in this region; this yields 7 x lO" for the Ml and ̂ lO'^ for 

the El—so the 6+ state should have a very small branching to the 5- hand. 

Also, if the nev hand vere the 6+, it vould have a value of +̂.07 keV for 

ft /2S; the predicted value in Tahle VII is 5-5^ keV, and there is no easy 

vay to explain vhy the value could he so lov as ^.07, keV, i.e., lover than 

for the 7+ hand itself (again, see Sec.IV). 

The only other proton state closely related to the 7/2+ [633^] Is 

the 9/2+[62i+t], vhlch should appear in Bk ^ somevhere in the vicinity of 

1 MeV. It can he ruled out easily, for, even if hy some quirk the Fermi 

surface could have been moved to lie hetveen the 7/2+[633t] and 9/2+[62Ut] 

protons in order to bring the latter dovn to this energy (in Bk the Fermi 

surface lies hetveen the 7/2+[633t] and the 5/2+[6U2t] protons, vith the latter^B 

http://Sec.IV
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belng the hole state), it vould face the same difficulties of assignment 

as did the 6+ trial (i.e., 5/2+[6U2t] proton), plus impossibly close 

spaclngs in the experimental band for K = 8 (9/2+[62Ut] proton + 7/2+[6l3t] 

neutron). 

Since intrinsic states are eliminated, the nev band is probably 

some type of vibrational band based on the ^+ hand. Assuming this to he 

true, it should have roughly the same rotational properties as the 7+ 

hand, and this allovs us to select KTT = 5", for tt /23 = ^.75 keV is the 

most reasonable value for a hand similar to and lying above the 7+ band, 

vhere fi /2S = k.kO keV. The most obvious vay of Interpreting a negative 

parity band based on a positive parity band Is to consider it an octupole 

vibration. Octupole vibrations have moved very far dovn in energy in 
227 

some parts of the heavy-element region—for example, In Pa there is 

vhat is thought to be a 1- octupole vibration vithln 65 keV of its Intrln-
72 

sic state. Hovever, in order to form a 5- hand based on a 7+ band, it 
2 

vould have to be a 2- octupole vibration. One of these vas hinted at in 
236 73 
U , a 2-2 level at 687 keV. The hindrance factor for alpha decay 

2UO / V ^ 

from Pu to the 2-3 (') level that feeds it vas found to be 65, vhlch 

indicates that alpha decay to such states may not be greatly hindered. A 

better example is the 2-2 hand at 8U2 keV in Cm populated by the beta 
. 2if6 96 

decay of Am . It seems veil established as a 2- octupole vibration. 
Hovever, until more information becomes available on these states, ve had 
better content ourselves vlth saying just that the band starting at ^l6 

250 
keV in Bk probably has KTT = 5- and is closely related to the 7+ hand. 

Assuming the 5- assignment, ve can calculate the alpha transition 

probabilities to the various levels in this band in the same manner as it 

vas done for unfavored alpha decay to the lover hands in Sec. II.C.3- This 

is done in Table XIII both for pure L = 5 and for mixed L = 3 and L = 5 

alpha vaves. One can obtain a good fit either vay; perhaps it is slightly 

better for pure L = 3 normalized to the population reaching the first 

level, hut the alpha-vave hindrance factors may be somevhat more likely 

vhen one uses "Jk^ L = 3 and 26^ L = 5, normalized to the population hitting 

the first tvo members. Interestingly enough, this particular mixture of 

L = 3 and L = 6 alpha vaves is very similar to the mixture that gave the 
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Table XIII. Calculated alpha populations to the ii-l6-keV band in Bk' 
250 

Excited-state 
energy (keV) 

1+16 

hlJ> 

-538 

~6io 

1+16 

7̂3 
^̂ 558 

«^6l0 

I 

5 

6 

7 
8 

5 
6 

7 
8 

Calculated Intensltle; 

Pure L=3 

0.53 (norm) 

O.lU 

0.03 

0.003 

Mixed L=3 and L=5 

L=3 

O.30U 

0.129 

0.026 

0.003 

L=5 
(26^) 

0.028 

0.033 

0.018 

0.005 

s 

0 

0 

0 

0 

ii) 

2 
L 

.33 (norm) 

.16 (norm) 

.Oil 

,008 

Experimental 
intensities 

0.33 

0.16 

0.03 

not obs. 

0.33 

0.16 

0.05 

not ohs. 
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best fit for alpha population to the 99-keV 5- hand. The actual alpha-

vave hindrance factors vere HF, = 17 for pure L = 3j and HF., = 12 and HF̂ -

= 33 for the mixture fit. 

There are tvo gamma transitions observed de-exciting the 5-6 member 

of the band (at ̂ 75 keV). Presuming them both to be Mi's (the 377-keV 

transition is unsure), ve find for the ratio of reduced transition proba

bilities, 

B(M1. ?77} ^ 0-01^ . liOk_^SlV = O.lltO.OU. 
B(M1, 501+) = 0.07^ ' l377kevi 

If the transitions are relatively unhindered, one might expect a ratio 

of vector-addition coefficients to give the correct relative reduced 

transition probabilities; and that they are indeed unhindered, i.e., 

fast, is evidenced hy their successful competition vlth the rotational 

transitions vithln the hand itself. The vector-addition coefficients 

give, 

B(Mi, 377) _ (6510 I 6i55)g _ O-iUi _ Q 237 
B(MI, 30ii) " (6510 I 6165)''=̂  ~ 0.595 " •̂̂ '''• 

This is not good agreement, but neither is it particularly meaningful as 

disagreement. First, ve do not knov that the 577-keV transition is pure 

Ml; second, ve do not knov enough about the properties of the hand to 

varrant an attempt at explaining the disagreement.. 

There Is some evidence that ve did find the 6+ hand based on the 

above-mentioned 5/2+[61t2t] proton state and the 7/2+[6l3t] neutron state. 
250 

The small alpha group at 6.089 keV defines a level in Bk at 1+31+ keV. This 

could be de-excited to the 7+7 level hy the 3^8-keV 7. If so, then one 

might suspect that the 3^2-keV 7 could de-excite the second member of this 

hand, a 6+7 level at ^hoQ keV, tp the 7+8 level; the alpha group defining 
250 

such a state vould, of course, be hopelessly masked by the Cf in the 

source. Remembering that the 6+ hand should be rather badly mixed vith 

the 7+ hand, one vould expect the 6+7 state to receive an abnormally large 

amount of alpha population because the mixing vould allov some "favored" 
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L = 0 alpha vave to hit it; this might be an explanation for the high 

intensity of the 3l+2-keV 7 relative to the 31+8-keV 7. The experimental 

properties of this band are entered in Table VII in parentheses; the fit 

vith the predicted properties is neither particularly good nor particu

larly had. There is far too little evidence to varrant placing this 

band in the decay scheme, hut it is mentioned as an interesting possibility. 
255 

Finally, the 385-keV 7. An Ml. If one examines the Fm decay 

scheme in Fig. 31, he finds that an ll/2+[725t] neutron state at 5U6 keV 

receives 0.05^ alpha population. Implying a hindrance factor of only 25. 

This state de-excltes by a 120-keV El 7 to a 9/2+[6l5;j state at ll-26 keV 

that does not receive observed alpha population; the 9/2+ state decays to 

the 7/2+[6l3t] state at IO6 keV by a 320-keV Ml 7. Nov, in Bk^^° one vould 

expect a 9- state composed of the ll/2-[725t] neutron coupled vith the 

7/2+[633'''] proton to exist somevhere in the same general vicinity as the 

11/2+ state, and it should he expected to receive alpha population vith 
250 

a hindrance factor of approximately (2.9) (25) - 75* Hovever, in Bk 

the intermediate state composed of the 9/2+[6l5 + ] neutron and the 7/2+[6331' ] 

proton vould be the singlet coupling of these states; the Gallagher-

Moszkovski rules predict the 1+ triplet coupling to lie lover in energy, 

in this case in the general vi.cinlty of 1+26 keV, vhile the 8+ singlet 

vould lie, say, 50-100 keV higher. Thus, the El transition connecting 
250 

the 9- and 8+ levels in Bk vould most likely have its energy reduced 
251 

from the 120 keV that the analogous transition in Cf has, vhile the Ml 
250 

connecting the 8+ and 7+7 levels in Bk should have its energy Increased. 

Perhaps the 385-keV 7 is this transition. The facts are that no observed 
250 

levels at high enough energies in Bk receive sufficient alpha popula
tion to enable them to produce this 385-keV 7; therefore, the level that 

250 
produces it must be in the region masked hy the Cf groups—and this is 

exactly vhere ve vould predict the 9" level to be. Again, unfortunately, 

ve must stop vlth this hopeful hut Inconclusive analysis. The 8+ level 

itself vould receive even less alpha population than the (unobserved) 
251 

population to its analogous state in Cf because it is a singlet; there 

is no hope of seeing it directly. One might perform a coincidence experi

ment vith the 385-keV 7, .hoping to see the El above it, but this El prob

ably has an energy in or not far above the L-x-ray region, so such an 
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experiment vould tell one nothing. Finally, one Just might use the 335-

keV 7 to start a time-to-height converter, using L x rays to stop it; if 

one obtained the complex 213-M-sec, 29-^seG delay curve, it vould mean that 

the 385 did indeed feed the 7+ hand. Hovever, this vould require a huge 

sample and even more patiente. All ve can do is conclude by saying that 

it should be there, othervlse it vould be necessary to find or Invent an 

explanation as to vhy it vas not. 
250 

Thus ends the evidence on the higher-lying states in Bk . They 

are not nearly so veil defined or understood as the lover-lying bands. 

And some of the gamma rays, those at 21+9, 261|-, and 278 keV, have not been 

placed even in hypothesis. Hovever, some evidence has been found that 

the higher as veil as the lover single-particle states from neighboring 

odd-mass nuclei can be used in the extrapolation to odd-odd systems. 

6. Rotational Spaclngs 

The problem of accounting for moments of inertia in odd-odd nuclei 

is in principle very similar to the corresponding problem in odd-mass 

nuclei, vhlch has been rather successfully considered in terms of the 

motion of the individual nucleons. Very briefly, one calculates the 

moment of inertia of the even-even core, using Wilsson vave functions 
7I+ 

and the cranking model but including effects due to the pairing correla
tions . Reasonable agreement vlth experimental moments have been obtained 

75 hy several groups. -̂  With an odd particle, one modifies the calculation 

slightly because of the level blocked by the odd particle, and then one 

adds in explicitly the effects due to the Coriolis couplings of the par-
35 

tlcular odd particle. The effect in general is to increase the moments 
of inertia by some 2O70 over the even-even values. For tvo odd particles, 

one should simply carry out the above procedure for each odd particle; if 

the tvo particles move independently, then, to lovest order, the changes 

from the even-even value of fi /23 due to each particle should just be 
P 

additive. This is the Justification for the estimates of fi /23 given in 

Table VII. More vill be said about this and about the Coriolis interaction, 
25l|-

in particular, in Sec. IV, but, to bring the discussion of Es decay to a 

close, ve vill Include a phenomenological treatment of the behavior of the 
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250 rotational bands in Bk , and to make this clear a little vill have to 

he said in advance about the Coriolis Interaction. 

Since the Coriolis couplings of the odd particles are put in 

explicitly, the moments of inertia vary depending on the properties of 

the particular odd particles involved. For example, it has been knovn 

for some time that certain states have particularly large Coriolis 
77 couplings and therefore produce unusually large moments of inertia. 

These states originate from the high-J shell-model orbltals, vhlch, be

cause of the largê  spin-orbit coupling have dropped dovn into a given 

major shell from the next higher harmpnic-oscillator shell. Thus, the 

Nilsson states coming from these orbltals form small groups of states 

of opposite parity from the parity of their surrounding states, and, 

since the Coriolis interaction does not involve states of differing 

parity, these states form closed groups as far as the interaction is con

cerned. Also, since the Coriolis matrix elements are proportional to 

[J(j + 1) -a(n ± l)]^'^, as veil as [l(l + l) - K(K + l)]^'^, the matrix 

elements hetveen these high-J states are unusually large—although J 

is not a good quantum number and the Nilsson states are linear combina

tions of several J's, the original J remains the dominant component. 
250 

In the observed levels in Bk no neutron states of this type are in
volved; hovever, the 7/2+E633'''] proton state is of this type, here an 

even-parity state originating from the l-,̂ /o spherical state and sur-
•^' 250 

rounded by odd-parity states. The bands in Bk that have large 
o 

moments of Inertia (li /2SS '"1+.5 keV; KTT = !)•+, 7+, l+l6-keV 5-?) all Involve 

this proton state. The second-order contribution coming from these states 
2 2 

is the introduction of a positive term in I (l + l) into the rotational-

energy spaclngs, so that in order to get good fits vlth the experimental 

levels, one must use the full equation, 
2 

Ê . = EQ + 1^ 1(1 + 1) + B 1̂ (1 + \f . 

This positive term is large enough to offset the smaller negative term in 
2 2 
I (l + l) that is introduced hy the rotation-vibration interaction, i.e.. 
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centrifugal stretching of the nucleus at high angular momentum values. 

The negative term is found in the fit for "normal" rotational hands, for 

example, the 99-keV 5- hand, vhich has little or no observed Coriolis 

mixing. 

In Table XIV the rotational spaclngs are calculated both vlth and 
2 2 

vlthout the I (l + l) term, and the fits are compared vlth the experimen

tal spaclngs. It can be seen that the fits are better vhen the full 

equation is used. In order to obtain a moderately precise value for 

B, it is necessary, to obtain very precise energies for three levels in 

a band, vhich can prove difficult. In Table XIV the values of B for the 

7+ and 99-keV 5- hands are reasonably good, that for the 1++ hand is less 

precise—hut none of them should be taken quantitatively, for an error 

of, say, 1 keV in the position of the third member of the hand can make 

a considerable change in B. For the 2- and the lt-l6-keV 5- hands one 

cannot obtain meaningful B values. 

7. Conclusion 
25l|- • 

All the states observed in the alpha decay of Es are those 
based on the lover-lying, triplet-couplings of the doublets formed by 

coupling the odd proton and neutron states. For the particular slngle-
250 

particle states Involved In forming the Bk nucleus, it just turns out 

that each triplet is also the higher-spin combination; therefore, alpha 

decay to these levels is enhanced threefold over the singlets, by energy 
2514. 

considerations, by spin considerations (Es having large spin), and by 
77 

the selection rule saying that Z should not change. Thus, it vas to 

he expected that ve did not see any of the singlet couplings. Some 

information can undoubtedly be obtained on these by studying the alpha 
251+m 

branching of Es ' , vhich, although it, too, is probably a triplet, 

vould populate some of the singlets by virtue of its lov spin. Knoving 

the experimental behavior of these, especially the 0+ band (the singlet 

corresponding to the 7+ triplet), could enable one to go far tovard a 

knovledge of the nucleon-nucleon residual forces. More vill be said 

about this in Sec. IV. 
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25U 

To conclude the section of Es "̂  decay, I must say that, although 

our decay scheme is already quite complex, much remains to be accounted 

for, especially in the higher-energy regions. Techniques are available 

nov for sorting out the properties of the higher-lying states from the 

formidable background and Interference from the lover states and the 
250 25I+ 

Bk background, so, vhen more Intense sources of Es become avail

able, further study of it should prove revardlng. If further information 
25lfm 

from it can be coupled vlth information obtained from Es " alpha decay, 
250 

the Bk nucleus could easily become one of the most Important experimen
tal searchlights into nuclear structure. 
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Table XIV. Rotational-energy spacing in the hands of Bk' 
and experimental. 

250 calculated 

K T T I 

-

fo r 7+ band: 

7+7 

7+8 

7+9 

7+10 

7+11 

for 99-
5-

5-5 

5-6 

5-7 

5-8 

5-9 

for k+ 

k+h 
I++5 

1++6 

I1+7 

li+8 

U+9 

•keV 

band: 

hand: 

2 

^ = V 2 S ^(^-^^^ 

EQ=-l60.9keV 

1 ^ = 4 . i+OkeV 

85 .5 (norm) 

155.9 (norm) 

235 .1 

523 .1 

1+19.9 

EQ=-75.9keV 

li2 
1^5, 83keV 

99 (norm) 

169 (norm) 

251 

5I+I+ 

1+1+9 

EQ=-l+9.5keV 

||=l+.26keV 

3 5 . 5 (norm) 

' 7 8 . 1 (norm) 

129.3 

190 

257 

331^ 

Energy of l e v e l (keV) 

^^ 

+Bl2 ( l+ l ) ^ 
EQ=-121.0keV 

| ^ = 3.11+keV 

B=+0.0098keV 

85 .5 (norm) 

155.9 (norm) 

2I+I.I (norm) 

31+3.0 

I+6I+.3 

EQ=-82.0keV 

^^,=6.17keV 

B=-0.00l+6keV 

99 (norm) 

169 (norm) 

2I+9 (norm) 

338 

1+36 

EQ=-l+5.6keV 

fi2 
|c5 = 3 .9^keV 

B=+0.0061+keV 

35 .5 (norm) 

78 .1 (norm) 

131 (norm) 

I9I+ 

271 

360 

Exper imenta l 

85 .5 

155.9 

2I+I.I 

~33i+^ 

not ohs . 

99 

169 

2I+9 

^527^ 

no t obs . 

35 .5 

78 .1 

131 

195 

270 

not ohs . 
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Table XIV. (Cont.) 

KTTI 

for 2- band: 

2-2 

2-3 

2-1+ 

2-5 

Energy of level (keV) 

EQ=-3l+.l|-keV 

| ^ = 5.73keY 

0 (norm) 

3l+.l+(norm) 

80 .2 

137.5 

Exper imental 

0 

3I+.I+ 

not obs. 

not obs, 

for 1+16-keV 
5- band: 

5-5 

5-6 

5-7 

5-8 

EQ=273.5keV 

1+16 (norm) 

1+73 (norm) 

539 

615 

1+16 

1+73 

~538 

not obs, 

a, These tvo groups vere not resolved from each other and possibly from a 

third group; therefore, the energies are only approximate. 
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III. Es^^^ 

A. Experimental Procedure 

1. Source Preparation 
252 

Unfortunately, Es "̂  cannot be prepared by neutron irradiation, 
255 because Cf is the lovest-mass californium isotope that is a p emitter 

252 
(cf. Fig. 3). Es vas first produced hy the reaction, 

„, 2I+9, . 252 
Bk ^(a , n)Es -^ , 

7R 
vhich has a peak cross-section of about 1 mb vlth 30-MeV alpha particles. 

252 
We decided to produce Es hy the reaction, 

Cf^5^(d,2n)Es^5^, 

252 2l+9 

because Cf vas somevhat more available than Bk (although more 

difficult to vork vlth because of its spontaneous fission), and because, 

although no measurements vere available, one could estimate that the 

latter reaction vould have a larger cross-section, perhaps at least 10 mh. 

The Q's for the various (d,xn) reactions, 

Cf^52(^^^)g/53^ Cf^5^(d,2n)Es^5^, 

Cf^5^(d,3n)Es^^^, and Cf^^^(d,l+n)Es^^°, 

7Q 
are approximately -2.1, +1+.5, 9.6, and 16.I+ MeV, respectively, so one 

vould vant to bombard with deuterons just above the Coulomb barrier 

(«5ll+ MeV) in order to maximize the (d,2n) reaction. 
252 

For the actual bombardment, 7 l-igm Cf vas electroplated onto a 
2 

gold foil in a 0.01-cm area. A 13.5-MeV beam of deuterons from the 
2 

Berkeley HILAC vas focussed dovn to hit a spot 0.02-cm in area, so that 
p 9KC\ 

the 0.5 [iamp beam produced a flux of 25 namp/cm on the target region. 

The bombardment vas carried out continuously for five days in June 1961t-. 
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After the bombardment the initial separation of the elnstelniau 

fraction from the target californium and the fission products vas carried 

out by remote control in vater-shielded "caves"; the procedure vas very 
2 5I+ 2 53 

similar to that used for the Es s6urce (cf. Sec. II.B.I.). Es , vhlch 

just happens to have almost identically the same energy for its principal 

alpha group as does Es^^^ (ES^^^: 6.61+0 MeV^ ; Es^^^: 6.639 MeV)''' and 

consequently presents a major problem as a contaminant, is produced hy 

the Oppenhelmer-Phlllips reaction, 

Cf252(,^p),,253 p;,3253^ 

in high yield as veil as by the (d,n) reaction, so the separation of the 

einsteinium fraction from the californium fraction vas carried out as soon 
253 as possible after the bombardment; hopefully, before too much of the Cf 

81 253 

(t / = 17.6 ± 0.2 d) had time to decay to Es '^•'^. After the Initial 

separations, the einsteinium vas further purified hy additional CX-hydroxy-

isohutyric-acld, alcoholic-HCl, and "clean-up" ion-exchange columns. The 

source vas then thought to consist primarily of Es , Es , and Es 

Some preliminary gamma-ray measurements vere made in order to 
251 

catch the Es , a 1.5-d t /̂  species that decays primarily hy electron 
78 ' 

capture. We sav some evidence of an 8l-keV 7, but not a 58-keV 7, that 
decayed vith the correct half-life. Since the levels in the daughter, 
251 255 

Cf , are knovn from the alpha decay of Fm (cf. Fig. 3l),» this gamma-
251 

ray Information alone vould indicate that Es populates the l/2+[620t] 
band, but not the 7/2+[6l3t] hand, in Cf^^"^. If so, then the ground state 
of Es ^ is probably the 3/2-[521t] proton state and not the 7/2+[633t] 

2I+9 253 
proton state that forms the ground states of Bk and Es '̂. Hovever, 

251 
more study needs to be made on Es before one can assert this definitely 

or produce a decay scheme. 
252 Before quantitative measurements could be performed on the Es 

78 
(t /p = ll|-0 d) , it vas necessary to let the source stand until the obstruct 

' 253 28 
Ing Es (•tn/p = 20.05 ± 0.01 d), had decayed avay. Hovever, to check 

' 252 253 
on the relative yields of Es and Es and to determine vhen the source 
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252 

vas pure enough Es to take the measurements, periodic alpha spectra vere 

taken on a small (800 Qlc/mln initially) portion of the source in a Frlsch 

grid chamber. These vere taken intermittently from June I96I+ to Feb. I965J 

tvo typical ones, though from time extremes, are shovn in Fig. 3^. It can 

be seen that there is an unexpected component at 6.1+1+ MeV; the half-life 

of this peak vas found to be 250 ± 50 d.—this and its energy means that 

it must be Es . The (d,7) reaction, vhich is the only plausible mechanism 
2511- 252 

for producing Es from Cf , should have an extremely small cross-section 
251+ 

compared vlth those for particle emission, so ve concluded that the Es 
252 

must have been residual in the original Cf target material. Unfortunate-
25I+ 

ly, as vill be shovn later, this Es obscured a fairly important portion 
252 

of the Es alpha spectrum. From these grid-chamber alpha spectra ve deter-
253 

mined that approximately tventy times as much Es activity vas produced as 
252 252 

Es activity. As for the Es , on 15 December I96I+ ve had approximately 

1+000 adls/min, corresponding to a cross-section of approximately 7 nib for 

its formation. The bombarding energy of the deuterons (l3.5 MeV) may have 

been slightly belov the barrier. 
252 

To remove further Cf (seen in Fig. 35), the source vas given a 

penultimate chemical purification in December and electroplated onto a 

0.0005-Inch thick nickel backing; it could thus act both as an alpha source 

and as a gamma source, since the thin nickel vould not attenuate even 

L X rays very much. This vas used for all subsequent measurements, although 

a final chemical separation, discussed in the next section, vas performed in 

connection vith the alpha spectroscopy. 
2. Alpha Spectroscopy 

252 

Since ve had so little Es , it vas not feasible to use the magnetic 

alpha spectrograph vlth its lov transmission. Hovever, hy using a small 

gold-doped, lithium-drifted silicon alpha detector (0.25-cm square, 0.5-inm 
82 

thick) and a digital gain stabilizer to hold the amplification steady, and 

by using a rather lov geometry to avoid pile-up from electrons or other 

radiations, ve vere able to obtain resolutions as good as 17.2 keV (FWHM) at 

1-2^ geometry. A spectrum that has almost this resolution is shovn in Fig. 

36 , vhere the stabilizer held the gain steady for the entire run time of 
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. 35. Alpha-particle spectra of a small portion of the Es252 
source a^ter the first round of purifications. These tvo 
spectra are typical of a series that vas obtained from June 
I96I+ to Feb. 1965 vith a Frlsch grid chamber. Es252and 
Es253 have almost the same principal alpha energies, so 
they shov up as one peak, vhich vas mostly Es253 in (a) and 
mostly Es252 j_n (-5). Each run vas for 8 hr. 
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Fig. 36. Es 5^ alpha-particle spectrum taken vith a solid-
state alpha detector at lov geometry and vith a digital 
stabilizer to hold the gain steady. This vas a 9̂ -hr run. 
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9I+ hr. The energy calibration for this spectrum vas made very much as 
25I+ 

that for the Es runs, a puiser-produced straight line being normalized 

to knovn standards. This spectrum vas obtained after a final chemical 

purification vas perfonned on the source and it vas again electroplated 

onto 0.0005-Inch nickel. The reason for this vas to make certain that 
252 

the peak(s) at 6.093 MeV did not belong to Cf . O n spectra before the 
252 

final separation from Cf , the peak in this vicinity vas much more 
intense, so it is expected that the present peak comes primarily from 
252 

Es . The alpha groups, their intensities, and the species from vhlch 
they originate are given in Table XV. 

3• Electron Spectroscopy 
252 

Similarly, our small sample of Es precluded the use of high-

resolution (lov-transmisslon), permanent-magnet electron spectrographs. 

Hovever, a 7-hr run vas made using the same solid-state electron detector 

described in Sec. II.B.3. Again, electrons vere observed in fast (lOO 

nsec resolving time) coincidence vith all alpha particles. The resulting 

spectrum is not pictured, for its content can he summarized in fev vords: 
p), .7 TR 

electron groups at 98, 117, 1^^, and 16I+ keV, relative to the Cm standard. 

These can be Interpreted as L and M conversion electrons of a ~123-keV tran

sition (the 98- and 117-keV electrons) and L and M electrons of a ~l69-keV 

transition (the 1I+I+- and l61+-keV electrons); these assigmients are indicated 

by the spread-out peak shape of the L electrons, corresponding to the 5-keV 

spread hetveen L and Ljj-r hindlng energies, as veil as hy the simple energy 

separations of the groups. The intensity calibration for this run vas rather 

poor, as ve did not risk re-preparing our source to make it a good electron-

emitting source, but the intensity of each L-conversion peak (at 98 and ll+l|. keV) 

vas at least 1^, implying a transition intensity of at least ~5^ in both cases. 

No other highly converted transitions vith energies greater than 100-keV vere 

observed. 

h. Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy 

Again, because of the small source, higher-resolution methods of 

detection (i.e., Ge gamma-ray detectors) vere ruled out. Gamma-ray spectra 

vere obtained only vith Nal scintillators. To eliminate the ever-present 
250 

Bk background, these spectra vere taken in fast coincidence vlth all alpha 
particles from the source (detected vlth a ZinS-screened photomultlplier), 
using the same electronics described in Sec, II.B.U and shovn in Fig. 12. 
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252 
Table XV. Es alpha groups and their intensities; obtained from the 

spectrum in Fig. 36. 

A l p h a - p a r t i c l e energy 
(MeV) 

6.639 ± 0.005^ 

6.576 ± 0.010 

6.1+93 ± 0.010 

Es^5^: 6.1+37 ± 

Es^5^: 6.360 ± 

6.257 ± 0.010 

6.227 ± 0.010 

6.093 ± 0.010 

6.066 ± 0.013 

6.O2I+ ± 0.010 

5.990 ± 0.010 

5.9^^ ± 0.013 

0.005^ 

0.010 

? 

7 

? 

I n t e n s i t y 
( r e l a t i v e ) 

100 

15.5 

2 .8 

100 

3 .15 

0.96 

0.1+0 

0.70 

0.11+ 

1.3 

0 .09 

0 .11 

E x c i t e d - s t a t e 
(keV) 

0 

61+ 

II+8 

d 

d 

388 

1+19 

556 

-582 

625 

659 

706 

c energy 

^The 6.639-(Ref. 78) and 6.1+37-(Ref. 39) MeV groups vere used as energy 

standards. 

b 25I+ 252 

Since the Es groups obscure an unknovn amount of Es groups, the 

intensities are given relative to the 6.639-MeV group = 100, instead of 

in percentages of the total decay. 

These energies are given relative to the 6.639-MeV group; it is not certain 
2l+8 

that this group populates the ground state of Bk , so there may he a con
stant addend for these energies. 

From this it can be seen that Es groups populating states in the region 

175-300 keV (cf. note c) vould be obscured. 
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Most of the measurements vere performed vlth a commercially-

mounted (Harshav) 3-lnch x 3-lnch Wal scintillator that had a potential 

6^ resolution. In order to pick out any delays that might occur in connec 
2i+8 

tion vith the transitions In Bk , separate resolving times of 110, 50, 

20, and 10 nsec vere used. A 10-d run vith a 110-nsec resolving time and 

a 6-d run vith a 20-nsec resolving time are shovn in Figs. 37a and 37b, 

respectively. It can be seen that no delays -within the experimental range 

vere found vlth these spectra, other than the expected delay associated 
25I+ 

vlth the 63-keV,7 from the Es in the source. (When this 63-keV" 7 vas 

suppressed somevhat vlth the 20-nsec resolving time, the 7l+-keV 7 from 
252 Es shovs up clearly, as in Fig. 37b). Thus, there are probably no 

delays associated vith photons ha-vlng energies greater than about 50 keV. 

Hovever, delayed transitions vlth half-lives less than a fev nanoseconds 

vould not shov up, nor vould delays vith half-lives of microseconds or 

longer—in the latter case ve vould very likely not have seen the photons 

unless the transitions vere very intense. Also, delays associated eith 

high-converted transitions vould not have been detected for the same 
252 

reason. The energies of the Es gamma rays and their intensities 
pcji 

relative to the 63-keV 7 from Es (intensity = 2.0^) are listed in 

Tahle XVI. The energies therein are expected to be precise to about 

± 1+ keV, except vhere they are noted to be less precise, and the inten

sities are expected to be precise to about ± 10^. 
252 

The intensity of L -vacancies in Es decay vas measured in a 
set of singles comparisons very similar to those used for measuring the 

25l|. 
intensity of the Es -vacancies (See. II.B.1+), except that this time 

252 25I+ 

the Es L -vacancies vere compared vith the Es vacancies themselves. 

The series of spectra look very much like those in Fig. 15, so there is 

little point in reproducing them. Suffice it to say that vhen ve compared 
252 2514- 250 

our Es source (containing 1+5̂  Es , vith all this implies about Bk , 
25I+ 252 

etc.) vith a similarly prepared source of pure Es , ve found the Es •'^ 
25U 

source to contain 81+^ as many L x rays per disintegration as the Es 
25I+ 250 

source. Assuming 320^ L vacancies for the Es source (including Bk ), 
252 

this leaves 123^ L vacancies in the Es source that do not come from 
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252 
Table XVI. Gamma rays from Es decay. 

Intensity (^)^ 

(< 123 ± 20)^ 

0.29 

2.2 

0.07 

0.08 

0.23 

0.21 

1.1 

0.15 

«565 o.iU 

The intensities (except for L -vacancies) vere obtained from the spectra 
25U 

of Fig. 37, normalized to the 63-keV 7 from Es (intensity = 2.0^, 

Sec. II. B. 1+). 

This intensity vas obtained from a singles comparison vith L x rays 
25I1 250 

from Es (+ Bk ), and it is the intensity for the L -vacancies from 
252 2hQ 

Es decay plus Bk decay. Since there is some question as to vhat to 
2I+8 use for the Bk intensity (see text), the combined number is given as an 

252 2I+8 252 
upper limit for the Es "̂  . If the l6-hr Bk is the daughter of Es , 

252 
the intensity of Es L -vacancies becomes 70 ± 20^. 
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?5lj. 250 ' 252 2l*8 
Es "̂  or Bk decays. Presumably these come from Es and Bk decays. 

2l+8 There is some difficulty concerning the Bk , vhich vill he discussed in 
Sec. III.B.3, and there is reason to suspect that ve do not see the standard 

2kQ 252 /- 2l+8 
l6-hr Bk as the main daughter of Es . IF the l6-hr Bk vere con-

252 
sldered to be in equilibrium vlth the Es , then it accounts for 26^ of 

83 
the L X rays, or approximately 52^ of the L vacancies, depending on the 

52 252 

fluorescence yields, vhich are not veil knovn. In this case the Es 

decay should produce about 70 ± 20^ L vacancies, but the only reasonably 

certain number remains the combined one, 123 - 20?̂  L vacancies for Es 

and its immediate daughter activities. This comparison has made the same 
251+ 253 assumptions" about comparing -vacancies as did the Es -Es comparison, 

i.e., it vas assumed that either the L subshell conversion ratios vere 

similar in the tvo nuclides or, if not, the fluorescence yields in the 

different suhshells vere similar. The error this could introduce should 
21+8 be small compared vlth the uncertainlty concerning the Bk contribution. 
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B. Discussion 

1. Decay Scheme 

There are tvo major difficulties confronting an attempt to for

mulate a decay scheme for Es ^ at this point: First, the relative 

lack of data, both in quality and in quantity, as compared vith that for 

Es , vhlch results from having such a small source vlth vhich to vork. 

Second, the fact that a major portion of the alpha spectrum, covering 

states in Bk from 175 to 500 keV (relative to the 6.639-MeV alpha 
25I+ 

group populating a state at 0 keV), is obscured hy the Es that can-
252 2I+8 

not be removed from the source. Hovever, Es and Bk are sufficiently 

important to make it vorthvhile to analyze vhat information ve do have 

as far as is possible. Also, this Information and analysis turns out to 

be novel enough to merit its being set out as clearly as possible, i.e., 

in a partial decay scheme. The assignments that vill be made In the coming 
25I+ pages vill be rather fev as compared vlth those made for Es decay, but 

those made vill he reasonably secure and possibly even more enlightening 
25I+ 

than those for Es decay. 

Again, the only initial assumptions that vill be made are that the 

decay scheme be no more complex than necessary to explain the data (for 

this nucleus this assumption does not amount to much) and that there are 

Indeed veil-defined rotational hands in this region of elements. You vill 

see that it Is ultimately necessary to lean somevhat heavily on theoretical 

predictions about the particular single-particle states that are likely 

possibilities for forming the compound odd-odd states in order to make some 
25I+ 

of the assignments. But, the success ve had vith these in the Es decay 

scheme and the success vith them in the Am decay scheme make them 

seem rather dependable. The use of these predictions vill be deferred until 

the next section, hovever, and in this section ve shall see just hov far ve can 

get by using Just general systematics. 
2I+8 

The alpha groups populate levels in Bk that can be divided rather 

easily into four distinct rotational bands, based on the states populated 

by the 6.639-; 6.257-, 6.093-, and 6.02l+-MeV alpha groups. Before the 
2I+8 

energies of these levels in Bk can be assigned, a further assumption 
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of sorts must be made: A careful examination of the high-energy portion 

of the alpha spectra failed to reveal any alpha groups with energies 

greater than the 6.639-MeV group, so we have no direct evidence that 
248 

there are states in Bk below the level populated by this group. 

However, as will soon be seen, this level and the rotational band based 

on it do not have the characteristics assigned to the known ground state 
2U8 

of Bk . In fact, with our assignments, the level populated by the 

6.659-MeV alpha group is predicted to lie below levels having assignments 

similar to the known "ground state." Just what is the ground state of 
2i+8 

Bk will be dealt with in Sec. III.B.J* In the meantime, in the absence 

of conflicting data and for the purposes of our partial decay scheme the 
248 

level in Bk populated by the 6.659-MeV alpha group will be placed at 

"0 keV," and all other energies will be assigned relative to this. Thus, 

the four rotational bands obtained from the alpha spectra are based on 

states at 0, 3^^> 556, and 625 keV. This large range is quite reasonable 
252 

and exactly what one would expect if it is remembered that Es with its 

155 neutrons lies above the neutron subshell at I52 neutrons, while 
248 2'32 

Bk with only I5I neutrons lies below this subshell; thus, Es alpha 
decay crosses the subshell, and one would expect the favored decay to 

248 
populate states rather high-lying in Bk . This proves to be the case, 

and in this partial decay scheme we obtain the first quantitative measure 
85 

of the energy gap caused by the subshell. "̂  

As an aid to weeding out doubtful and spurious states from these 

rotational bands, the alpha-decay hindrance factors will be invoked here 

instead of in the section on alpha transitions probabilities. These were 
254 

calculated, as in the case for Es , with the spin-independent equations 
61 62 

of Preston. ' Unfortunately, very little is known about even-even or 
252 

odd-mass states immediately surrounding Es , so these could not give much 

help with choosing a nuclear radius, which is dependent on the nuclear 
1/5 states as well as on A ' . Since we were interested primarily in the 

252 
relative values of the hindrance factors within Es alpha decay, instead 

252 
of making assumptions about the Es nuclear radius, we simply used the 

Es " radius (=9.42822 fermis ). This is probably larger than the Es^^^ 
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1/5 

radius (both from considerations of A ' and from the fact that the 

Es " r is larger than that for Fm ^^ and, presumably, for Es -̂  ), 

but its use very likely increases all the hindrance factors by a factor 

of 1.5 at most, which may be less of an error than the fact that a 
254 V 

considerable portion of the alpha decay (obscured by Es ) may have not 

been included in the calculation. Anyway, the hindrance factors are 

listed in Table XVII according to the rotational bands they populate. 
252 

Here we see the first astonishing piece of information about Es -^ decay— 

the hindrance factors are all startlingly low I However, they are reason

ably consistent for each band, and with their use we can probably elimi

nate the questionable state at 582 keV from the band starting at 556 keV, 

but perhaps we can include the questionable state at 706 keV in the band 

starting at 625 keV, throwing out the 659-keV questionable state as 

not belonging to this band. (It will be corroborated later that the 

659-keV state cannot be the second member of this band, although the 

706-keV level is not definitely proven to be the second member.) Thus, 

the first rotational band contains members at 0, 64, and l48 keV; the 

second contains those at 588 and 4l9 keV; the third contains the one 

at 556 keV; and the last contains the one at 625 keV and probably the 

one at 7O6 keV. These can be seen in more graphic form in the partial 

decay scheme itself, which is inserted early as Fig. 38. 

Now let us consider the rotational bands individually. First, 

the lowest. We know that it does not receive the favored alpha decay for 

a number of reasons: first, as was mentioned before, the low-lying bands 
248 

in Bk should be made from neutron states below the neutron subshell, 
and, thus,none of their levels should be the same as the ground state of 
252 

Es , no matter what that turns out to be; second, the hindrance factors 

for alpha decay to this band are by no means the lowest hindrance factors 

in Table XVIIj and third, the relative alpha populations to the three 

members of this band are totally wrong for favored alpha decay—since the 

L = 0 alpha wave In favored decay hits only the first member of a rotational 

band, this first member usually gets about thirty times as much alpha 
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252 
Table XVII. Alpha hindrance factors for Es "̂  decay. 

E x c i t e d - s t a t e 
energy (keV) 

0 

64 

148 

388 

4 i 9 

556 

625 

5«706 

^582 ? 

'«659 ? 

Alpha energy 
(MeV) 

6.639 

6.576 

6.495 

6.257 

6.227 

6.093 

6.024 

5.9^4 

6.066 

5.990 

± 0.005 

± 0.010 

± 0.010 

± 0.010 

± 0.010 

± 0.010 

± 0.010 

± 0.013 

± 0.013 

± 0.010 

(?) 

2 

? 

in tens i ty® {f) 

8 2 . 1 

12,6 

2 . 5 

0 .79 

0.53 

0.57 

1.1 

0 .09 

0 .11 

0.07 

Hindrance 
f a c t o r 

16 

53 

120 

26 

^3 

5 . 1 

1.2 

5.i^ 

19 

12 

8 "̂  

These intensities are listed simply because they are the intensities 
used for calculating the hindrance factors. They are not to be 
considered final figures, because an unknown amount of alpha popula
tion was probably obscured by Es^54 in the source. The relative 
intensities listed in Table XV are the numbers to use in any further 
studies on Es^52 decay. 
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population as the second member (cf. Es^^ favored decay), and the ratio 

of alpha population to the second versus the first member of this lowest 

band in Bk is thus some five times as great as would be expected for 

favored decay. Actually, the favored decay undoubtedly goes to the 

rotational band starting at 625 keV, but, since this band is not nearly 

so well defined as the lowest band, we will examine the characteristics 

of the latter extraordinarily carefully and use its assigned properties 

to work back and help us assign the properties of the favored band and 

of Es^^^ itself. 

There are two approaches to assigning the spins of the lowest 

band, and, at first glance, they give different results. First, examine 
o 

the value of h /2S5 obtained from the spacing of the first two members 

of the band when different spins are assigned. This assumes only the 

simple rotational-energy equation, 

^2 

^I=^0^2S^^^-^^)-

The values obtained with all base spins from 1 to 10 are tabulated 

in Table XVIII. Clearly, a high spin is indicated, but we cannot yet 

decide from among 5, 6, or 7, and possibly even 8 if we are dealing 

with a badly distorted band—remember that h /2S for the bands in Bk^ 

varied from 5.83 to 4.26 keV. Second, examine the ratio of the spacings 

between the second and third member versus the first and second member, 

_ ̂ 1+2 " ̂ I+l (̂  + 2)(I + 3) - (I + 1)(I +- 2) 
^21 - Ê _̂ ^ - Ej = (I + 1)(I + 2) - 1(1 + 1) • 

The values of R^^ are also listed in Table XVIII for all base spins 

between 1 and 10; the experimental value is 84/64 = I.312, which 

would iit5)ly a base spin between 2 and 3, apparently a flat contradic-

tion to the high base spin implied by the value of h /2S just obtained. 

However, remembering that this same type of contradiction, albeit to a 

somewhat lesser extent, occurred in connection with the KTT = 7+ and 4+ 
250 

bands in Bk "̂  , the contradiction itself tells us something about the 
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Table XVIII. Qualitative spin predictions for the lowest rotational 
band in Bk^^o. 

a) from h /2S, using the spacing between the first two members 
(see text) 

I = K Experimental «^/2S (keV) 

32.0 
10.66 
8.00 
6.40 
5.331 
4.57 \ 
4.00 f 
3.56. 
3.20 
2.91 

reasonable values 
for ft2/2S 

b) from Rp,, using the spacings between the first and second and the 
second and third members (see text) 

I = K Calculated R, 

-^ 

9 
10 

6/4 = 1.500 
8/6 = 1.333J 
10/8 = 1.250^1 
12/10= 1.200 ' 
l4/i2= 1.167 
l6/l4= 1.143 
18/16= 1.125 
20/18= 1.111 
22/20= 1.100 
24/22= 1.091 

21 

experimental R21 
= 84/64 = 1.312 
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rotational band. The apparent spins, as obtained from values of R^^, 

for these bands in Bk ^ were smaller than the actual spins because the 
2 2 

Coriolis interaction had introduced a positive term in I (l + l) into 

the rotational-energy equation, and this, of course, increased the upper 

spacing more than the lower, making R^^ too large. Also, these two bands in 

Bk^^^ had extraordinarily low values for h /2S for the same reason. 
248 

This leads us to suspect that the band in Bk has a large base spin 

but is distorted by the Coriolis interaction. If the values of fi /2S 

for the Bk distorted bands (4.4o and 4.26 keV) can be taken as a 

general indication of what to expect for h /2S for this band, then we 

would guess that its base spin is 6 or 7J since the contradiction 
P 

between the predictions of spin from R and h /2S is a qualitative 
eLX. p 

measure of the distortion of the band and the actual value of h /23 

gets smaller as the distortion gets larger (see the qualitative discussion 

in Sec. II.C.6 or the more quantitative one in Sec. IV), the large 
248 

contradiction for the Bk band probably indicates that this band is 
o 

severely distorted and, consequently, h /23 is unduly small—this would 

shift our suspicion to slightly higher spins, say, from 6 or 7 to 

7 or 8. Although the base spin has not been assigned definitely in this 

section, we have shown that it is large, that it is probably between 5 
p 

and 8, considering what are reasonable values of h /23, and that, since 

the band is probably distorted, it can probably be narrowed down to 7 or 8. 

Consider now the band starting at 388 keV, populated by the 

6.257- and 6.227-MeV alpha groups. First, it should be pointed out that 
248 

these alpha groups come from einsteinium and not from Cf , which may or 
252 248 

may not be the granddaughter of Es -̂  . The principal alpha group of Cf 

has an energy of 6.27 ± O.03 MeV and an abundance of 82/0, while the 

second group has 45 keV less energy and an abundance of l8^. Although 

the energies are close to those populating the 388-keV band in Bk , 

the spacing is not quite right nor are the relative abundances. However, 
248 

the conclusive evidence against these alpha groups coming from Cf was 
the chemical separation discussed in Sec. III.A.2, designed to remove the 
252 

Cf . Alpha spectra taken before and after this chemical separation 
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showed a change in the relative intensity of the 6.093-MeV alpha group 

in the Cf^^^ vicinity, but the 6.257- and 6.227-MeV alpha groups 

remained constant with respect to the other einsteinium groups when the 

californium was removed. 

Since only two members of this band are seen, we can make a predic-
o 

tion of its base spin only from the value of h /2S determined from the 

spacing between these two members, 31 keV. A reasonable value for ^ /23 

is obtained for spin 2 or possibly spin 3 (h /23 =5-16 and 3.88 keV, 

respectively). However, as will be seen in the nex± section, we can 

explain neither of these spins in,terms of single-particle states, so it 

may be necessary to conclude that the two states are not really members 

of a single rotational band. 

As for the state at 556 keV, it would be dangerous and pointless 

to speculate on its spin at this time. 

According to the calculated hindrance factors, the favored alpha 

decay populates the band starting at 625 keV. Again, it would be dangerous 

to assign the spin from the spacing between the two (?) members, since 

the upper one is questionable, but we can learn something about the spin 
252 

with the aid of the alpha-decay properties of Es , namely that this band 
252 

has a relatively high spin. Es is not thermodynamlcally stable toward 

beta decay (QQ- =0.24 MeV; Q^^ =1.23 MeV), but neither electron capture 

nor P decay has been detected.'°'°^ The best explanation for its 

relatively long half-life and its decay exclusively by alpha emission, 

then, is that it has a high enough spin to make beta decay (to states in 

even-even nuclei with low spins) very unfavorable. Considering that there 
252 is 1.25 MeV available for electron capture, this means that the Es ^ 

248 
and, consequently, the spin of the 625-keV band in Bk is probably 4 

or higher. 

Only a few gamma rays can be placed in the partial decay scheme; 

the others will have to wait until better and more complete data can be 

obtained. However, one can state immediately that the 598-keV gamma complex 

must originate from the 625-keV rotational band, simply because this 

rotational band is the only high-lying one that receives sufficient alpha 
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population to enable it to drop this gamma complex. Also, since 

228 keV +-398 keV = 626 keV, the 228-keV 7 is probably also involved 

in de-exciting the 625-keV band down to the ground state. In the 

next section, after the Kilsson states are discussed and assigned, it 

will be argued that the 398-keV 7 probably connects the 625-keV level 

with a masked level at ««228 keV, which then drops the 228-keV 7 cLown 

to the ground state. A component of the 598-keV complex (at ̂ 588 keV) 

may also depopulate the 588-keV level down to the ground state, but this, 

is by no means certain. Finally, the rather weak and poorly-defined 

gamma ray at ~565 keV may depopulate the 556-keV level down to the 

ground state. None of the other gamma transitions can be placed in the 

scheme with any certainty at all. 

2. Nilsson-Level Assignments 

We shall consider the possible Nilsson single-particle states in 
250 

much the same fashion as we did in Sec. II.C.2 for the Bk '^ levels. 
248 

We shall construct hypothetical bands in Bk out of the most probable 

single-particle states in the nearest odd-mass nuclei and then compare 

the properties of the observed bands with those of the hypothetical bands 
252 

to see if any match. Since Es '̂  decays across the 152-neutron subshell, 
however, the procedure here cannot be so straightforward as it was for 
254 

Es decay; the same single-proton states are involved as were involved 

there, but a number of neutron states are added from below the subshell, 

and not all of these are too well characterized. Also, we will have to be 

wary of confusing intrinsic and vibrational states; the neutron states 

coming' from above the subshell and, consequently, the compound states 
248 

formed from them will lie high enough in Bk to be in the same neighbor
hood with the vibrational states based on lower-lying compound states 

formed from neutrons below the subshell. 
248 

Before actually proceeding to the bands in Bk , we should examine 
252 

the possibilities for the ground state of Es '̂  , where not so many poten-
252 

tial states are involved. Es should have the same proton state as 
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Es^^^ or Es^^-^, which means either the 7/2+[655t] or the 5/2- [52it] 
255 251 

proton state. It should have the same neutron state as Fm or Cf 

Since the ground state of Fm ''•^ has not been assigned, we must decide 

on the neutron state from Cf̂ "̂*" alone. Either the l/2+[620t] neutron 

that forms the ground state (cf. Fig. 51) or the 7/2+[6l5'f] neutron at 

106 keV is the most likely possibility. These four single-particle 

states, in all possible combinations, give rise to triplet couplings with 

KTT = 4+, 7+, 2-, and 5- and corresponding singlet couplings with' 

K7T = 5+, 0+, 1-, and 2-. Remembering the arguments in the previous sec

tion that Es should have a spin of 4 or greater in order to explain 

its lack of beta decay, we can. tentatively choose the 4+, 7+^ and 5-

triplet couplings as the most likely possibilities. 
248 247 ' 249 

Bk should contain the same proton states as Bk and Bk 
247 

Little is known about the states in Bk , except that its ground state 
00 pJi-Q 

is the 5/2-[521t] proton state. The proton states in Bk were used 
250 to construct the states in Bk , so we are already familiar with them 

/ \ 248 24Q 

(cf. Fig. 50}. Bk should contain the same neutron states as Cf and 
247 247 

Cm . Very little is known about Cm , and only the ground state of 
Cf " is known (from its alpha decay to Cm^ ^ ) , which is the 9/2-[734t] 

89 
neutron state. -̂  To get more information about the possible neutron 

245 
states, one has to go to Cm -^, the levels of which are shown in Fig. 39, 

249 
the decay scheme of Cf ^ taken from Ref. 89. The neutron states there 

are the most likely possibilities for the low-lying neutron states in 
248 

Bk , but the ordering in Fig. 39 is for neutron l49 rather than 

neutron I5I. Thus, one can predict the 9/2-[754t] neutron state to be 

involved in forming the ground state of Bk , but all one can predict 

248 

about the states in Bk involving the 7/2+[624l] or 5/2+[622t] neu

tron states is that they will be "relatively low." And, of course, one 

must add the l/2+[620t] and 7/2+[6l3t] neutron states to the available 

ones; states involving them, however, will lie rather high In Bk^ and 

will include in their energy predictions a term, A, which is an energy 

gap caused by the neutron subshell. Thus, the predicted properties of 
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for constructing the lower-lying odd-odd states in Bk^^. 
From Ref. 
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rotational bands based on states formed from the three proton states and 

five neutron states just discussed are listed in Table XIX. The predicted 

K and 7T are listed first for each state, with the higher-lying (and 

less likely to be seen) singlet coupling in parentheses. The energy for 

the triplet member is listed next; in most cases this can be only an 

estimate, for either the neutron state's position is not well known or 

it lies above the subshell and hence includes "A" in its energy predic-
p 

tion. Next comes a prediction for h /23, which was obtained exactly as 
2 

it was for Table VII, except that the even-even value of h /2S (=7-23 keV) 

was taken from the more-appropriate Cm . The 7/2+L633'''] and 5/2+[642t] 

proton states cause distortion of any band they form because of their 

Coriolis-coupling possibilities; thus, for these bands there is^predicted 

a positive B term. However, we now find Coriolis coupling coming in 

from the neutron side as well—the 9/2-[73̂ '''] neutron state, which 

originates from the J-ic/p spherical level as an odd-parity state among 

many even-parity states, also will cause any band it forms a part of to 

suffer severe Coriolis-coupling distortion. Thus, these bands, too, will 

have positive B terms. Finally, a predicted alpha-decay hindrance factor 

is predicted. To predict this we had to jump ahead and realize that the 
252 254 

alpha-emitting state in Es is probably the same as in Es , the 7+ 

made up from the 7/2+[655'''] proton and the 7/2+[6l3t] neutron. Thus, 

the hindrance factors to states made from the 7/2+[6l3t] or l/2+[620t] 
254 

neutron states are predicted to be the same as for Es decay, if the 
state was seen there. Since states involving the 5/2+[642t] proton 

250 
state were not seen for sure in Bk , for their hindrance factors we 

take the predicted hindrance factors from Table VII. There are no known 

experimental hindrance factors for decay from the 7/2+[613t] neutron 

state to the neutron states below the subshell, so we cannot make numerical 

predictions for hindrance factors to the states involving these neutrons. 

From alpha-decay systematics we would predict the hindrance factors to the 

9/2-[73̂ '''] and 5/2+[622t] neutrons to be relatively small (small spin 

change, no change in Z), while that to the 7/2+[624-t] neutron should 
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Table XIX. Properties of rotational bands in Bk' 

a) Predicted Properties 

248 

Proton 
s ta tes 7/2+[655t] 5/2-[521'r] 5/2+[642t] 

Neutron 
states 

7/2+[6131] 

l/2+[620t] 

KTT = 7+ (0+) 
E = A + 106 keV 

K7T = 5- (2-) 
E = A + 115 keV 

h^/23=4.32 keV h^/23=5.70 keV 
B, positive 
HF = 2.9 

K7T = 4+ (3+) 
E = A keV 

«^/23=4.20 keV 
B, positive 
HF = 1270 

B, negative 
HF = 136 

K7T = 2 - (1-) 
E = A + 9 keV 

11^/23=5.49 keV 
B, nega t ive 
HF > 1.3 X 10-^ 

KTT = 6+ (1+) 
E = A + 495 keV 

fi^/23=5.38 keV 
B, p o s i t i v e 
HF = (34) 

KTT = 3+ (2+) 
E = A + 495 keV 

h^/23=5.20 keV 
B, p o s i t i v e . 
HF, l a r g e 

9 /2 - [734 t ] 

7/2+[6241] 

5/2+[622t] 

K7T = 8- (1-) 
E = 0 keV 

h^/23=3.56 keV 
B, positive! 
HF, moderate 

KTT = 0+ (7+) 
E, low 

h^/23=4.11 keV 
B, p o s i t i v e 
HF, l a r g e 

Kn = 6+ (1+) 
E, low 

h^/23=4.15 keV 
B, positive 
HF, moderate 

K7T = 6+ (3+) 
K = 9 keV 

11^/23=4.44 keV 
B, p o s i t i v e 
HF, l a r g e 

KTT = 2 - (5-) 
E, low 

«^/23=5.35 keV 
B, nega t ive 
HF, l a r g e 

KTT = 4 - (1-) 
E, low 

15^/23=5.40 keV 
B, nega t ive 
HF, l a r g e 

KTT = 7- (2-) 
E = 589 keV 

11^23=4.25 keV 
B, p o s i t i v e 1 
HF, l a r g e 

KTT = 1+ (6+) 
E, moderate ly h igh 

11^/23=5.07 keV 
B, p o s i t i v e 
HF, l a r g e 

KTT = 5+ (0+) 
E, moderately high 

11^23=5.12 keV 
B, positive 
HF, large 
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Table XIX (cont.). 

b) Experimental Properties 

Proton 
states 7/2+[655t] 5/2-[521t] 

Neutron 
states KTT = 7 + 

5/2+[642t] 

7/2+[6131] 

l / 2 + [ 6 2 0 t ] 

. . 

E = 625 keV 

fi^/23 = 5.0 keV ? 
B, ? 
HF = 1.2 

p robab ly no t 
observed 

• 

p robably 

observed 

no t 
observed 

not 

• • 

not 

observed 

not 
observed 

• • • • 

9 /2 - [734 t ] 

7 /2+[624;] 

5 /2+[622t] / 

I 

KTT = 8 -
E = 0 keV 

11^/23 = 3.56 keV 
B, p o s i t i v e 
HF = 16 

not 
observed 

KT = 6+ . 
E s 228 keV \ 

11^/23 = ? 
B, ? / 
HF, masked / 

no t 

observed 

not 
observed 

not 

observed 

not 

observed 

not 
observed 

not 

observed 
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be large (change in 2). All that can be said about hindrance factors 

to states where both the proton and neutron states change is that they 

should be very large. 
248 

Now let us examine the experimental bands in Bk . The lowest 

band was found to have the following properties: spin = (6), 7, or 8; 

E = 0 keV; «^/23 = (4.57), 4.00, or 3.56 keV (for spins 6, 7, and 8, 

respectively); very severe band distortion, indicating an unusually large 

positive B; and HF = I6. The choice of the KTT = 8- state made from 

the 7/2+[633t] proton and the 9/2-[734t] neutron seems definitely 

indicated. The only other contender would be the 6+ state made from 

the same proton and the 5/2+[622t] neutron, and this is a much less 

desirable choice because the energy prediction is poorer and because the 

6+ band would not be expected to have such severe Coriolis distortion as 
2 

the 8- band. The predicted value of « /23 (=3.56 keV) for the. 8-

band is in startling agreement with the experimental value. 

Now consider the band at 625 keV, which receives the favored 

alpha decay. We have previously decided that this band and the ground 
252 

state of Es '^ were probably 4+, 7+, or 5-- With the assignment of 
• 248 

8- for the Bk ground-state band, we can immediately eliminate the 

5- assignment as a possibility. Since it is made up of the 3/2-[521t] 

proton and the 7/2+[6l3t] neutron, alpha decay to the 8- band would 

involve a change of both proton and neutron states, and the hindrance 

factor would be far greater than 16; in the similar situation in Es -̂  

decay, the hindrance factor was > I.3 X 10-̂ . The choice between the 4+ 

and 7+ assignments is not so easy. In fact, at first glance one would 

favor the 4+ assignment, for the 625-keV level decays by gamma-ray 

emission to an intermediate state instead of directly to the ground state, 

and one could ask, if the 625-keV level were 7+, why does it not decay 

down to the 8- ground state by a single 625-keV El 7. However, if 
252 

one assigns the 625-keV band and the Es ground state 4+, august 

problems immediately arise." Not only is the hindrance factor for alpha 

decay to the ground-state band suspiciously low—after all, the L = 5-
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alpha wave is the lowest allowed one, but also it turns out that it is 

completely impossible to fit the observed intensities to the three 

members of this band with allowed alpha waves, no matter what combination 

is tried. With the 7+ assignment, however, the observed intensity 

pattern can be fit quite easily, and the alpha-wave hindrance factors 

are quite reasonable. These facts will be aptly demonstrated in Sec.III.B.4, 
248 

It is on this basis that the 625-keV rotational band in Bk and the 
252 

ground state of Es -̂  are assigned T+, the same combination of 

7/2+[633t] proton and 7/2+[6l3t] neutron that make up the ground state 

of Es -̂  . If the level at 706 keV is indeed the second member of the 
P 

band, then 11 /23 s 5.0 keV, higher than the predicted 4.32 keV. However, 
248 

the 625-keV band in Bk is in exotic surroundings compared with the 
249 251 

states in Bk and Cf from which the prediction was made; also, 

the 706-keV level is not well-enough defined to allow us to consider 

either the value of 11 /23 or the comparison as very meaningful; Of 

course, nothing can be said about the sign of B. The experimental hindrance 

factor (=1.2) is lower than that predicted, but still reasonable. 

We have seen and will see further that all the hindrance factors 
252 

for Es decay are unusually small. This is probably partly due to some 

of the alpha decay being masked, thereby making the observed groups appear 

to be in greater intensity than they actually are, but it is probably also 

partly an indication that the Coriolis mixing, brought in both by protons 

and neutrons and strengthened by the proximity of vibrational and intrinsic 
248 

states, is extremely severe in Bk , so the states are rather impure — 

everything contains a little of everything elsel 

With the 625-keV band assigned, we have the first estimate of A, 

the distance between the 9/2-[754t] and the 1/2+[620t] neutron states, 

which is the energy gap or separation of the 152-neutron subshell. Using 

the energy prediction from Table XIX, A is found to be 625 - 106 = 519 keV. 

This number can be refined somewhat by considering the (not observed) 4+ 

state to have an actual energy of A keV, and then estimating the spacing 

between the 4+ and 7+ states. If the spacing between the 4+ and 
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7+ states is taken to be that found in Bk^^° (50 keV), we find that 

A is 625 - 50 = 575 keV. This is a rough value, really a lower limit, 

because the position of the Fermi surface will affect the value. 

The band at 588 keV, or rather the states at 588 keV and 

419 keV, cannot be explained. If the spacing of 51 keV between them 

is real, such a band cannot reasonably have a spin greater than 5, and 

2 is actually a better prediction. Looking at the possible states in 

Table XIX, we find that there are no states with K = 2 or 5 that lie 

in this region and would be expected to receive any appreciable amount 

of alpha decay. Two explanations are possible: either we did not take 

into account enough single-particle states, which means there might be 

a K = 2 or 3 state formed from some more exotic combination, or the 

two members do not belong to the same band. The second explanation seems 

more plausible at this time, but there is no way, at this point, to 

determine what the characteristics of the states should be. 
254 

According to the alpha-decay behavior of , Es "̂  , the only other 
248 

high-lying intrinsic states in Bk that should receive any appreciable 

alpha population are the 4+ and 5- states. Even the ' • can probably 
" 2 

be eliminated, for, although the hindrance factors for i.̂'-̂  decay are 
254 248 

consistently smaller than those for Es -^ decay, in Bk the hindrance 

factor for populating the 4f band (=1270 in Bk̂ *̂̂ ) would have to be 

lowered by a huge factor for us to have been able to detect any population 

in our solid-state alpha spectra. This leaves the 5- band. Considering 
250 248 

its position in Bk "̂  , if it was seen at all in Bk , it is perhaps 

the questionable state at 659 keV; however, this is purely in the realm 

of speculation, and we cannot, without averting our eyes, state that it 

was seen and recognized. 

Finally, the band or state at 556 keV. Its hindrance factor 

(=5.1) is so low that it must be very closely related to the present state. 

None of the intrinsic states are that closely related. Thus, it is likely 

a collective state of some kind. Tl:ie choicest possibility is a 1-

octupole vibration based on the 8- ground state, which could produce a 

KTT = 7+ state. Such a 7+ state, lying close to the intrinsic 7+ state 
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and having the proton in common, could be expected to contain an admix

ture of the intrinsic state. Thus, it should receive moderately strong 

alpha population. And, of course, it should decay directly to the ground 

state. This assignment is still just a possibility, albeit a strong one. 

It would also help to explain the rather low hindrance factors to the 

ground-state rotational band, for it could act as an intermediate to mix 

in some of the favored band with the ground-state band. 

The most pressing remaining question is, why does the favored 

7+ band not decay down to the 8- ground state directly? Looking back 

again to Table XIX, we find that the most plausible choice for the inter

mediate state at 5^28 keV is the 6+ state made from the 7/2+[633t] 

proton and the 5/2+[622t] neutron. However, this would mean that the 

625-keV level decays preferably by a ~398-keV Ml transition instead 
17 of a 625-keV El. The single-particle estimates for their half-lives 

-13 -15 
are 6 X 10 sec for the Ml and 10 -^ sec for the El, a factor 
of 600 in favor of the El. However, often El transitions are retarded 

5 
by factors of up to 10 in the heavy-element region. And, when we 

examine the particular states involved, it seems quite reasonable that the 

El would be greatly retarded. Both gamma transitions would involve a 

change in just the neutron state; the Ml would change the 7/2+[6l5t] 

neutron into a 5/2+[6221'] neutron, while the El would change the 

7/2+[615t] neutron into a 9/2-[754t] neutron. For the Ml transition 
70 

the selection rules of interest in the asymptotic quantum numbers are 

z:« = AA = ±1; A n^ = ̂ ^; and A N = 0, l^—thus, the %598-keV Ml 

transition does not break any of these selection rules. For the El 

transition the selection rules of interest are Z^ = AA. = ±1; A n = 0 ; 
z 

A N = ±1, Tl—the 625-keV El transition would have A n = 2, so it 
z ' 

would be highly retarded. Thus, i t i s to be expected tha t the S;398-keV 

Ml would be the t r ans i t i on t o depopulate the 625-keV band, not the 

625-keV El , and we can thus assign the intermediate s ta te 6+ even though 

i t s alpha population i s masked. 
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The 5«228-keV 6+ level apparently decays down to the ground 

state by the 228-keV 7, which then should be an M2. The single-
17 

particle estimate for the half-life of a 228-keV M2 transition is 

about 80 nsec. The fact that such a half-life was not detected in the 

gamma-ray spectra presents no real difficulties, however, for, with the 
248 

highly-admixed states that are expected in Bk , the transition could 

easily be enhanced over this single-particle estimate to the point it 
55 would not have been detected. The theoretical conversion coefficient 

for a 228-keV M2 transition is about 8. Thus, even the intensity of 

the 228-keV 7 (=0.23^, i.e., I/5 the intensity of the ~398-keV 7) is 

quite consistent with the assignment when one considers that the f«228-keV 

6+ band should receive some alpha population on its own. 
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248 248m 
3. Relation between Bk and Bk 

Throughout the previous discussion there has been the tacit 
248 

assumption that the 8-8 level is indeed the ground state of Bk . It 

has not been, what you may call, absolutely proven, but there has been no 
248 

evidence against it. The sole difficulty is that a Bk has already been 

classified and its properties are not what one would expect from an 8-
84 

ground state. It has a half-life of l6 ± 3 hr ancJ decays 70^ by P 

emission (QQ- = 65O keV) ^ to Cf and 50^ by electron capture (Qi,„ 
o^ 248 

= 690 keV)°' to Cm . There is some uncertainty as to the spin, and 
83 90 

both 1- and 0- have been suggested. The purpose of the present work 

is not to decide between these assignments, but it is obvious that 

neither of them agrees with the "ground state" that we have seen. 
91 

However, there is recent mass-spectrographlc evidence of a 
248 

Bk isomer with a half-life greater than 9 years, probably greater 

than 200 years. These investigators, favoring the 0- assignment for the 

"regular" Bk , have picked the somewhat unlikely singlet coupling of the 

7/2+[635'''] proton and the 7/2-[7451] (? .') neutron as the configuration for 
248 • 248 

that Bk . In turn, they have suggested that the long-lived Bk could 
be the triplet coupling of the same states. 

252 
We already have some evidence that Es does not propulate the 

16-hr Bk , for, as was discussed in the previous section, we probably 
248 

did not see Cf , which would have grown into the source ftrom the l6-hr 
248 

Bk . To check this further, we collected recoils on several different 

occasions (onto a Pt plate l/8-lnch away from the source, standard pressure, 

3OO-V across the gap) for three days at a time, and the recoils were then 
250 examined for gamma activity. In each case the 990-1032-keV 7's from Bk 

254 
(daughter of the Es in the source) were detected, and these appeared to 

decay with the expected 3-hr half-life, so the recoil-collection efficiency 
. 248 

was reasonable. In each experiment, to look for the l6-hr Bk , we looked 

for K X rays that decayed with a l6-hr half-life. In no case did we find 

them—in fact, no appreciable amount of K x rays at all was found. In such 

a negative experiment it is always possible that they were missed, and it 

must be admitted that we had a rather small source. However, this is un

likely, since we presumably knew what we were looking for. 
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252 -- 248 

We suggest, then, that Es does not populate the l6-hr Bk 

but a long-lived Isomer, probably the one seen in the mass-spectrographlc 

analysis. Also, we suggest that the groimd-state of this isomer is KTT 

= ITT = 8-. With the small Q's both for p emission and for electron 

capture, such a high spin would preclude these modes of decay, and the 

Isomer should decay eventually by alpha emission. The calculated 0 for 
?48 87 247 

Bk is 5.51 MeV. ' Since Bk ', with a 0 = 5.85 MeV, has a half-life 
Ql 248 

of 1580 ± 250 y,^ the long-lived Bk should have a half-life at least 
that long, and possibly as long as 2000 y. 

248 
With the long-lived Bk assigned 8-, we could speculate that 

248 / 

the lo-hr Bk could easily be the singlet coupling of the same 7/2+[633t] 

proton and 9/2-[754t] neutron, which would make it Bk " . However, this 

is no proof, and there may be a situation here similar to that for the two 
254 

Es 's, where completely different configurations are involved for the 
two isomers. Whatever the final assignment for l6-hr Bk , it is highly 

248(m) 248 
unlikely that an isomeric transition between Bk and Bk will ever 
be seen. If there are no intervening states, it would have to be an M7 or 
E8, and the half-life for either of these would be almost Incredibly long. 

4. Alpha Transition Probabilities 

The primary purpose of this section is simply to demonstrate that 
248 

the experimental alpha populations to the ground-state band in Bk cannot 
252 

be fit if Es is assigned a 4+ configuration. This result was already 

used in Sec. III.B.2 as an aid in assigning a 7+ configuration to the 625-
248 252 

keV band in Bk and the ground state of Es , for with the 7+ assign-
248 

ment, the alpha populations to the ground-state band in Bk can be fit 

quite well. 

The calculation of alpha transition probabilities to the ground-
248 254 

state band in Bk is done just as it was for Es decay to the unfavored 
250 

bands in Bk , Sec. II.C.3. Tlie attempt to fit the alpha populations 
252 

when Es is considered to have a 4+ configuration is shown in Table XXa. 

The 5- alpha wave is the lowest one that can go, and, to reach the third 

member of the band, the 8-10 level at l48-keV, the 7- alpha wave has to be 
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Table XX. Calculated alpha populations to the ground-state rotational 
•ha-nA ^n •Rv248 band in Bk' 

a) 

L = 

L = 

h) 

L = 

Using a KTT = 4+ 

Excited-state 
energy (keV) 

5- alpha wave 

0 

64 

7- alpha wave 

0 

64 

148 

«256 

Using a KTT = 7+ 

Excited-state 
,energy (keV) 

1- and 5- alpha 

0 
64 

148 

assignment for 

I 

8 

9 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Es252: 

Relative 
Calculated 

assignment for 

I 

waves 

8 

9 

10 

L = 1 

58.2 

100 

65 

100 

275 

192 

51 

Es252, 

Relative 
Calculated 

L = 5 
(57?̂ ) 
41.8 

15.5 

1.5 

2 
L 

100 
(no 

alpha population 

alpha 

1 

rm) 

15.5 
(norm) 

1 .5 

Experimental 

100 

15.5 

100 

15.5 

2.8 

masked 

population 
Experimental 

100 

15.5 

2.8 
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Table XX. (Cont.) 

Excited-state I Relative alpha population 
energy (keV) 

L = 1-, 3-, and 5- alpha waves 

0 8 

64 9 

148 10 

«i256 11 0 .24 0 .24 masked 

R 5̂95 12 0.006 0.006 not obs, 

Calculated 

L = 1 L = 5 
(46̂ ) (35̂ ) 

67.9 27.4 

10.0 

— 0.87 

Experimental 

L = 5 2 
(19̂ } L , 

4.7 100 
(norm) 

5.5 15-5 
(norm) 

1.92 2.8 
(norm) 

100 

15.5 

2.8 
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used. It can be seen that even the 5- alpha wave gives the 8-9 level far 

too much alpha population relative to the 8-8 ground state, and the 7-

alpha wave does even worse. As one progresses to higher alpha waves, he 

will find that the upper members of the bajid get hit more and more strongly, 

so it is impossible to find a combination of allowed alpha waves that will 

fit the experimental intensities. 

On the other hand, there is no difficulty in fitting the experimen-
252 

tal intensities when Es is assigned a 7+ configuration. The calculated 

alpha transition probabilities for this assignment are given in Table XXb. 

If one uses just the L = 1- and L = 5" alpha waves, the populations to the 

first two members can be fit, but then the predicted alpha population to 

the 8-10 member is less than half of what is found experimentally. There

fore, one must add the L = 5" alpha wave to the other two. A fit is obtained 

with 46^ L = 1-, 35^ L = 5-, and 19^ L = 5- alpha waves, yielding respec

tive alpha-wave hindrance factors of 21, 29, and 55- These are quite 

reasonable values. 

Not enough Is known with certainty about the relative alpha popu

lations to the (two?) members of the favored, 625-keV band to make a calcu

lated comparison very meaningful. The expected relative alpha populations 

to the members of this band actually should not vary much from what was 
250 

found for the corresponding members of the favored band in Bk . Any 
further refinements would be mostly a waste of the reader's time at this 

stage of the game. 

5. Rotational Spacings 
248 

Only the ground-state band and the favored band in Bk are 

sufficiently well characterized to warrant discussing their rotational 

spacings. The procedure and rationale behind the predictions to be made 

are discussed thoroughly in Sec. II.C.6. 

In Table XXI the rotational spacings ere calculated for both the 

625-keV and ground-state bands, using just the l(l +l) term in the rotation

al-energy equation, and for the ground-state band alone, using both the 
2 2 

1(1 +1) and I (l + 1) terms. If and when the upper members of the 625-keV 
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Table XXI. Rotational-energy spacings in the bands of Bk 
and experimental. 

2k& 
calculated 

KTTI Energy of l e v e l (keV) 

for 8- band: 

8-8 

8-9 

8-10 

8-11 

8-12 

for 7+ band: 

7+7 

7+8 

7+9 

7+10 

h= 

0̂= 
h2 

23' 

^0= 
li2 

23' 

V 23̂ ^̂ -̂ )̂ 

=-256.5 keV 

= 5.56 keV 

0 (norm) 

64 ̂ (norm) 

155 

2l4 

299 

:542 keV 

= 4.06 keV 

625 (norm) 

706 (norm) 

797 

899 

^I=V23^^^-^^^ 
+Bl2(1+1)2 

EQ=-145.7 keV 

S = 0.8 K.V 
B = +0.017 keV 

0 (norm) 

64 (norm) 

l48 (norm) 

256 

595 

not evaluated 

Experimental 

0 

64 

148 

masked 

not obs. 

625 

(706) 

not obs. 

not obs. 
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band are seen^ they -will very likely be at somewhat higher energies than 
2 2 

the predictions^ since this band is expected to have a positive I (l + l) 

term in its rotational-energy equation^ although we cannot yet evaluate 

its coefficient (cf. the 7+ band in Bk'" ). 

The spacings of the ground-state band are startling^ but expectedly 

so. Both the 7/2+[653t] proton state and the 9/2-[T5^t] neutron state have 

very large Coriolis matrix elements with the nucleon states originating in 

their respective spherical states, so one would predict that the band com

bining these two would be considerably more distorted than, say, any of 
250 2 

the bands in Bk . This is found to be the case. The h /2S -value is the 
smallest yet known in the heavy elements, and the B coefficient is probably 

the largest. By comparing the two sets of predictions in Table XXI, one 
2 2 

finds that even the third members is missed by some 13 keV if the I (l + l) 

term is not used, and, by the time the fifth member (8-12) is reached, the 

two predictions differ by 9̂  keV.' 

It is interesting to compare the moment of intertia of this band 

with the rigid value, which is given by the equation, 

s§ . .̂  = |MAR^(I + o.jip + o.kkpp- + . . . ) , 
rigid 5 o ' 

This is simply the classical equation for the moment of inertia of a sphere 

modified to take care of the enlongation by a power series in P, a deforma-
92 

tion parameter, 

P 

-U6 2 „2 

5 (5) R 

Using this equation, one finds that S . ., is I.67 x 10 gm-cm , or iH /23 

is 2.08 keV. Thus, although the moment of inertia for the 8- band has in

creased enormously over that of a typical even-even nucleus in this region 

(ft /2S = 7 keV), it still has some way to go before it reaches the value 

predicted for a classical rigid rotator. 
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Alternately, one can compare the moment of inertia of this band 

with the direct predictions from the cranking model. Using the theoreti

cal valueŝ ''''̂  calculated for the 9/2-[73'+t] neutron (S = ^^_^ + 0-25Sg_g 

where S is the rigid moment of inertia of the even-even core, i.e., 
e-e 

nearest even-even nucleus, as calculated by the cranking model) and approxi

mating that for the 7/2+[633t] proton by the value calculated for the 

7/2+[635t] neutron in Er (calculated values are not available for the 

proton) (S = S + 0.29s ), one finds an estimate of the cranking-

model (rigid) moment of inertia to give h /25 = 5.37 keV. Thus, according 

to this estimate, the moment of inertia for the 8- band is very close to 

the rigid value. 

6. Conclusion 
252 

This concludes what we have to offer for Es decay. Although 

the decay scheme is not yet complete, what there is of it was well worth 

the difficulties of obtaining it. This nucleus is almost unique in the 

systematics of alpha decay, in that its decaying across the neutron sub-

shell causes high-lying levels in the daughter nucleus to receive large 

amounts of alpha population. Also, because of the extreme Coriolis mixing 
2k8 

of the levels in Bk and the fact that vibrational levels from the lower-

lying intrinsic states are intermingled with the high-lying intrinsic states 

2k8 
similar to the parent state, many levels in Bk will contain small ad
mixtures of the parent state. Thus, many states that ordinarily would 
receive little or no alpha population and thus be experimentally lost, 

should, in this nucleus, receive some alpha population and be seen. 
252 

Unfortunately, Es will always be difficult to study, for to make 

it requires treacherous target materials and long, expensive bombardments. 
25̂ + 

However, if a large amount of it, free from Es .', can ever be obtained, 

a precision re-examination of its alpha decay would be most profitable. 
2kQ 

With a magnetic alpha spectrograph the extreme wealth of levels in Bk 

could be studied with precision. And a precise Imowledge of these should 

produce information not only on the proton-neutron residual interaction 
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and the Coriolis interaction, but also on a great number of vibrational 

states, which apparently are more important in the study of nuclear states 

than has previously been expected. 
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IV. THE KUCIiEAR CORIOLIS INTERACTION 

A. Background and Development 

What we speak of as the "nuclear Coriolis interaction" is a 

rotational perturbation in deformed nuclei that distorts and mixes the 

rotational bands. It originates as a cross-term, analogous to the 

classical Coriolis force, in the simple model of a particle (or particles) 

coupled to a rigid rotor. Its effect has been known for a considerable 

time, but it is often ignored because its most obvious result is a 

renormalization of the moments of inertia, and these can be adjusted 

empirically without explicitly considering the Coriolis term. However, 

in the nuclei we have been discussing, a combination of high spins and 

large matrix- elements enhances the Coriolis interaction to such an extent 

that the distortions of some of the rotational bands, sometimes even 

their spins, cannot be explained without specifically invoking it. 

We shall use the rotor model as the basis for our development. 
93 There are more general expositions of the coupling t?rms, '̂  but the rotor 

model allows us to explain everything in the einsteinium decay schemes 

quite adequately, and it has the advantage of being the most physically 

vivid development of the interaction. The coupling schemes to be con

sidered are shown in Fig. hO. We shall first consider a single nucleon 

coupled to a rotating core (rigid rotor), and then generalize the results 

to include two nucleons coupled to the same core. 

The Hamiltonian for the case of a single particle coupled by a 

potential to a rigid rotor consists of the standard kinetic-energy and 

potential-energy terras plus a rotational-energy term, 

where p and r are the linear momentum and position vector of the 

particle in the co-ordinate system based on the principal axes of the 
—» 

rotor, R is the angular momentum of the rotor, S • are the principal 
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MU-36397 

. Uo. Coupling schemes for particles and a rigid rotor. 
a) A single nucleon coupled to a rotating core. 
b) A proton and a neutron coupled in triplet fashion to 
the core. The Z axis is a fixed axis, while the Z' is the 
axis of nuclear symmetry. The quantum numbers are 
explained in the caption to Fig. 32. 
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moments of inertia of the rotor, vC?) is the potential coupling the 

particle to the rotor, and m is the reduced mass of the system. In 

terms of j, the angular momentum of the particle (in the rotating co

ordinate system), and I, the total angular momentum of the system, 

this becomes 

k=l k 
(2) 

We are interested primarily in the low-lying nuclear states that retain 
,-^x 

their axial symmetry, so we can consider the rotor and V(r) to have 

axial symmetry. Thus, 

"Nj -1 — f O ^ =r 'O • (5) 

We can then expand (2) and group the terms as follows: 

'H = |r + v ( ^ ̂ « (J 2 ^ J 2 ^ 2) 
2m 2^'"! 

_^, 2 2s h^, 2 2 _ ^ _ 2 _ 2 .2. 
^^(.Ij - '̂•'•3̂5 + Jj J + 25"̂-'-l "̂  ̂2 3 " 3 " ̂ 3̂ '' 

23̂ "̂ -'-l'̂ l " 2l2'̂ 2) (̂ ) 

If we collect terms and remember that angular momenta components along 

the 1 and 2 axes can be written as shift operators. 

1+ = I 1 " ̂ -̂ 2 ' -̂t ~ "̂1 - ̂ -̂ 2 ' (5) 

the Hamiltonian becomes 

3̂  = fc + V(?) 4. ir f 
2m 253 

^fT ^ \^^ ^^fr^ T 2 . 2v 
[2Sj-^5" "̂ 3̂  2S^ 3 " "̂ 3 { 

+ 2S ̂ (V-^i -U (6) 
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The j^ term in the first brackets does not affect the rotational 

energy except for adding a constant factor to the energy spectrum of 

each particle, regardless of what the rotor is doing, so it can be taken 

into 34 with the first two terms. The shift-operator terms in the 

third brackets make up the Coriolis operator, M . If we neglect them 

temiporarily, we are left with the following Hamiltonian: 

It preserves the axial symmetry of the system, so I-, = K and j s n 

will be good quantum numbers, fl becomes one of the quantum numbers 

for the solutions to Jî  because of the j term. The Wilsson wave 

functions are the solutions of cA in most common use. Thus, the 

energy spectrum yielded by this Hamiltonian is 

2 2 

^ = ̂ o(fi) + h ~ ^ ^ - " ) ^ ^ ia^^^^ + 1) - K^ - fi^). (8) 

For the low-energy rotational bands we are concerned with, K = H, so 

this leaves, 

^2 

^ = ̂ O(K) •*" 2»̂ -'̂ ^̂  ̂  ̂ ^ - ^^^> ^9) 

or, incorporating -2Iv into the constant, 

E = E Q + 2g-(l(l + 1), (10) 

which is the simple rotational-energy equation. 

Now, what about the Coriolis terms that we neglected? First of 

all, it should be pointed out that ? and j are not defined in the same 

co-ordinate system, j is the angular momentum of the particle defined 

with respect to the rotor-centered co-ordinate system, i.e., a rotating 

co-ordinate system, whereas, "? is the total angular momentum of the 
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rotating system and hence defined with respect to the(non-rotating) 

laboratory system. In order to use the operator one must first transform 

either ? or j* into the co-ordinate system of the other. Since the 

wave functions on which they will be operating are defined with respect 
- > 

to the rotating co-ordinate system, it is better to transform I into 
9̂+ this system. When this is done, it can be shown that the components 

of I then follow so-called backward commutation relations, 

[1^,1^] = -ihl^ , 

[Î .Î J = -i^I^ , (11) 

and 

with the result that, in the rotating co-ordinate system wherein J is 

defined, I becomes the lowering operator and I becomes the raising 

operator. Thus, the matrix elements of I^ and j^ have the forms. 

and 

(IK|I^[IK±1) = [1(1+1) - K(K±1)]^/^ (12) 

(J^1J+IJ"+1) = [j(j+l) -n(fiTl)]V2. (13) 

These are sometimes written as [ (ITK) (l±K+l)]"^/^ and [ (j±fi) (j+fl+l) J"'"/̂, 

but (12) and (13) are more convenient, since one can tell at a glance 

which states are being connected by the operators. The matrix elements 

of ^ „ , the Coriolis operator, then become 

>.2 
(lKjn|-2^I^J_IlK±lJfi±l) = 

2 

-|^[i(i+i) - K(K±i)]^/2[j(j+i) -fi(n±i)]^/^. (lî ) 

Since the wave functions for deformed nuclei are linear combinations of 

different j's, one has to take this into account when calculating the 

j_̂  matrix elements. However, the original j of the spherical state 
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from which the deformed state originated usually remains the predominant 

j, so this explains why those states that come from high-j spherical 

states bring along a large Coriolis interaction—they have large J_ 

contributions to the Coriolis matrix elements. 

Now let us consider how and why the Coriolis operator produces 

its specific distortions. Calling the limited Hamiltonian of (7) J! , 

the complete Hamiltonian for axial symmetry can be written. 

Thus, for the Schrodinger equation,' we have 

}i^ + Jl̂ ^ = Ef. (16) 

By expanding ^ in a standard series in K, 

K 

where 

il 

substituting this into (16), and multiplying through on the left by T* 

(expanded in a similar series), one obtains 

For the limited situation of a state K interacting with its closely 

related states K+1 and K-1 (to first order, 34 can connect only 

states having the same I and differing in K by one unit) one obtains 

a set of three equations similar to (19); for a solution to exist the 

following secular equation must be satisfied; 



-15^-

E^-E 

^ - 1 , K 

^ + 1 , K 

\ , K - 1 

\-r^ 
0 

^ , K + 1 

0 

Vl-̂  

= 0, (20) 

where H^ „+, is the Coriolis matrix element between (K| and |K±l) 

and, because of the symmetry of the operator, is numerically equal to 

IL-+-: Tf Expanding and partially solving for E, one obtains 

(E 
E = E 'K 

=K-I-^)(VK4I)'^(\+I-^^(\,K-I^' 

(̂ K-l-̂ (̂Vl-̂ ) 
(21) 

Now, in a real nucleus E is the experimental energy of the state K, 

as opposed to Ê ,̂ which is the energy obtained from 34 . Since the 

Coriolis-interaction displacement is, hopefully, small compared with 

the normal spacing between related (i.e., originating from the same 

spherical state) states in the deformed nucleus, E should be much closer 

to E.,, than to E^, -, or to E,̂  ,, and, as a first approximation, it 
K K-1 K+l"̂  - ^^ ' 

could be replaced by E^ wherever it appears on the right side of (21). 

However, if this procedure is followed, the only contribution we find 

from 34 to E is a negative term in l(l+l) lowering the empirical 
2 

value of the rotation constant, h /2S, which can be considered as just 

a renormalization of the moment of inertia. A somewhat better approxima

tion is to substitute the entire right side of (2l) back into the equation 

for E each time E appears on the right side of the equation and only 

then to substitute E,̂  for E each time it appears on the right side 

of the resulting expression. Doing this, performing the necessary algebra, 

and substituting the notation H for H^ , H for H^ , W for 

Ê ,̂,-E.̂ , and W for Ê ^ n-E„, one obtains 
K.+-L is. - K - 1 K 
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Ĥ -W 1 + 
W H^ + W,H^\ „ / W H^ + W,H^^ 

E = E. y. 
1 + - + + -

w W2 

'K W 

""*''* w^«. I 
H^ + W_̂ Ĥ  \ j W_H^ + W^H^ ' 

1 + 
W - / . 

(22; 

The two (1 + ...) terms in the denominator can be expanded in a (1 - ...) 

power series in the numerator. Doing this and then dropping all terms 

that involve the matrix elements to powers higher than the fourth (these 

terms would have denominators containing the energy difference to powers 

of five and greater, and hence should be very small), one obtains 

E = E, K 

H: 

w, 

H_ 

w 

k 00 o p p 

r H H H H H 

r WW w ŵ  w 
+ + - + -

w^ 
(23) 

Substituting from (lO) for E^ and grouping terms: 
K 

2 IYT n^ 'H H^H^ H^H^ H 

i + -
2 2 
W W 
+ -

4- -

w^w^ w 
{2k) 

1/2 
Since the matrix elements are proportional to [l(l+l)] ' , the 

first-order correction is to reduce the overall term in l(l+l), thus 

effectively reducing the rotation constant and lowering the upper members 

of a rotational band with respect to the lower members. Thus, the entire 

band is said to become "compressed." The second-order correction adds 
2 2 

a positive term in I (l+l) , which partially re-expands the band, but 

it does so much more drastically for the upper members than for the lower 

ones, so its overall effect is to make a high-spin band appear as If its 

spin were much lower. If one continued to make approximations in the 

spirit of that which produced (22), he would find that the higher-order 

terms would appear with alternating signs, i.e., a negative term in 
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I^(l+l)^, a positive term in I (l+l) , etc. However, these terms rapidly 

become very small, and other effects, such as considering more states 

to be involved, become more important. 

In this derivation we have considered only the first-order inter

action of a state K with its related neighbors K+1 and K-1. A more 

complete picture would be to consider, say, all the states originating 

from a particular spherical state. This was done, for example, for the 
2*50 i ; -based states in Bk , where a nine-by-nine matrix had to be 

evaluated. The discussion of procedure will be deferred until then (the 

next section) because the notation, although still unwieldy, becomes 

somewhat more tractible if it is given in terms of specific states. 

The system considered thus far has had axial symmetry. What 

about vibration states when this axial symmetry is destroyed? When axial 
76 

symmetry is relaxed, the following terms are added to the Hamiltonian 

in (6): 

^ = (S;fiJf-2(V+^i-^-) 

+ (J+J^ + J_j_) + (I^I^ f !_!_)]• (25) 

One also has to account for any axial asymmetry introduced into the po

tential V(r), which will change E„/ N and thus also E^. The term 

i^ J+J+ 'would also get incorporated into 34 very much as did the term 

in j (equation 6), and it, too, would change E^/ \ and Ê .̂ The term 

in I+J+ could connect only rather esoteric states, for it would involve 

fi getting shifted up while K was being shifted down or vice versa. The 

states affected would have to be something like, say, two 1- octupole 

vibrational states based on related states n and n+1, the vibrational 

states being K+1 = n+1 and K = (n+l) - 1, respectively. However, the 

term in I+I+ could connect many different types of states. It (and the 

I+j+ term) could be expected to Introduce terms proportional to l(l+l) 

and thus renormalize the moments of inertia. If one went through a pro

cedure similar to that just completed for the Coriolis operator, he would 
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find that the I^I^ operator introduced a positive term in l(l+l), 
- ~ 2 2 

then a negative term in I (l+l) , etc. This is the source of the 

normally-found negative B-term in "well-behaved" rotational bands. 

This rotation-vibration operator and the Coriolis operator fight each 

other when the Coriolis operator is operative, and it is only in rather 

extreme cases, such as the states found in the Bk isotopes, when the 

Coriolis operator has sufficiently large matrix elements to overcome the 
2 2 

rotation-vibration negative term in I (l+l) , producing an overall 

positive term. 

One can usually get away with using the formalism just developed 

for odd-mass nuclei on odd-odd nuclear states as well, because the terms 

already discussed are usually the predominating ones. However, double . 

terms and cross-terms can have effects, and it is well to examine them. 

If we use the coupling system typified in Fig. 40b, we find that the 

Hamiltonian (2) becomes 

^-h-''(^-Th-<-\-U-in^f*l(^-h 
k=l 

(26) 

where j is the angular momentum of the proton and j is the angular 

momentum of the neutron, and V(p*n) is the proton-neutron residual 

interaction potential. The axially-symmetric Hamiltonian (6) then becomes 

34 = |^+V(?) +V(p.n) . |!(j^2 ̂  ̂ ^2) 

^ ^ /'T 4 . \2 «^/-r2 ^ 2 r , . •,2v 

23^^ 3" ^P3~ ̂ n3^ ^23^-^ "3 ^^P3' '̂ n3' 

+ (lA- -̂  l-Jp.- - \in- •" 1-Jn+) 

h 

2s('^p+'^n- •*" ̂ p-"^n+'' (27) 
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V(p'n) is grouped with the terms in the first brackets that are desig-

nated as 34 , or, to distinguish it from the odd-mass operator, as 34 • 

However, this term can include tensor forces, which can distort the 
95 

rotational spacings, especially for odd-odd K=0 bands.''̂ '̂  Unfortunately, 

the residual interaction, which is also responsible for the splitting 

between the triplet and singlet couplings of a proton and a neutron, has 

not yet been satisfactorily treated, so it is included in 34 partly 

just for this reason. The solutions of 34 are no longer the single 

Nilsson functions, but now they are Nilsson functions coupled as well as 

one can do, using a qualitative explanation of the residual interaction. 

The shift-operator terms in the third brackets again make up the Coriolis 

operator, 34 p̂  while those in the fourth brackets are usually and wrongly 

called a "spin-spin" operator. Temporarily neglecting these two opera

tors, we are left with the axially-symmetric Hamiltonian, 

^=^00-^1^^(13 -^P3-'^n3)' 

^ i ^ d ' - I j " -(jp3 + j^3}2). (28) 

The energy spectrum that it yields is 

h 2 
^ = ̂ 00(n)''2^ (̂  " % - ̂ n^ 

2 

+ |^[i(i+i) - K^ - (fip + n^f]. (29) 

Again, for the low-energy bands with which we are concerned, this reduces 

to 

^2 
E = EQQ + 2^ 1(1+1)- ~ (50) 
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Now let us examine the so-called spin-spin operator. 

It can connect proton and neutron states that have Q.'s differing by 

two units. Thus, it can shift the odd and even members of a band with 

respect to each other, but it can do this only for K=0 bands made up 
ITO 

from an n = ±l/2 proton and an H = Tl/2 neutron. Thus, in Tm , 
97 for example,^ it causes violent distortion of many bands, for it wrecks 

the K=0 band, and this then gets mixed into the other bands by the 

Coriolis interaction. However, this operator may be ignored except in 

such special circumstances. 

This leaves us the Coriolis operator, 

^CC= -i3(l±Jp+^l±Jn+)' (52) 

to examine. But—it contains no cross-terms, so, by following the same 

procedure as for 34 , we would find that the proton and neutron parts of 

this operator can be applied separately. Each part produces exactly the 

same types of distortions as did the complete odd-mass operator, and 

these distortions are additive. When we examine the distortions in the 
250 

Bk "̂  bands more quantitatively, we can, for all practical purposes, apply 

just the odd-mass operator, for in this nucleus only the proton states 
2if8 

introduce any appreciable distortion. And, for the Bk bands, we 

could apply the odd-odd operator, or, equivalently, we could apply the 

odd-mass operator twice and add the results. 
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2'jk- 250 
B. Application to Es '̂  Decay (Bk ) 

Our task is essentially completed. From the development in the 

previous section it is clear that the Coriolis interaction can and would 

be expected to cause distortions such as appear in the even-parity bands 
250 of Bk . This means that we have justified our assignments for these 

bands and can have confidence in them even though they were far from 

obvious at first. Nevertheless, it would be well to examine the behavior 
250 

of the Coriolis interaction in Bk ""̂  more quantitatively. This can be 

somewhat difficult, for there are many more unknowns and adjustable 

parameters than there are pieces of data to be fit. Many of these 

parameters, such as the placement of unknown states, etc., can be estimated 

within limits, however, so we shall do this and proceed to the calcula

tions. It must be remembered that the calculated examples given below 

are not to be construed as fundamental truths—they are simply reasonably 

good fits to the experimental distortions that were made with a minimum. 

amount of guesswork. It is always possible that one could get fits with 

other methods or other combinations of parameters—but, at this time, 

there is not enough precision knowledge about states in odd-odd nuclei to 

warrant more involved and sophisticated procedures. We could easily be 

fooling only ourselves if we tried them. 

Since the 85-keV KTT = 7+ band in Bk -̂  is known with the most 
250 

precision, it will be taken as the specimen band in Bk '̂  . We shall 

discuss the Coriolis-induced distortion on it in moderate detail, then 

leave the details concerning others bands to the future. We shall look 

at this band twice; first we shall consider it to Interact only with its 

closest relatives, and then we shall look at its interaction with all 

available bands containing protons from the i-î /p spherical level, and 

then we shall compare the two approaches. 
250 

The 7+ "band In Bk ^ is an especially favorable case for a 

specific Coriolis calculation, for the matrix elements involved are un

usually large, the spins of the levels are large, and the individual 

states entering into the effect can be picked out rather easily. The 
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last is true because only the proton state, 7/2+[633t], is affected, and 

the only other even-parity proton states in this region are the closely 

related ones that originate, along with this one, from the i-î /p 

spherical level, which spin-orbit coupling has depressed so that it lies 

among the odd-parity levels of the fifth oscillator shell. Specifically, 

by far the largest effect is expected to result from the first-order 

interaction with the 5/2+[6^2t] and 9/2+[62^t] proton states. In 

Bk ° the 5/2+ state appears at 393 keV above the 7/2+ state (cf. 
250 

Fig. 30). In Bk its position is not too well-known, but the level 

at kj)h- keV may involve this state—this is a little bit closer to the 
/ 2^9 

7/2+ state than it was in Bk , but, considering that the residual 
interaction with the 7/2+[6l3'''] neutron state to form the actual states 

250 
in Bk has not been taken into account, the position is quite reasonable. 

The position of the 9/2+[62Ut] proton state is not even this well defined. 

We know that the Fermi surface lies between the 7/2+ and 5/2+ proton 

states and is closer to the 7/2+ state than to the 5/2+; also, that 

the 9/2+ state lies on the same side of the Fermi surface as the 7/2+ 

state and on the side of the 7/2+ state away from the Fermi surface. 

However, quantitative predictions are difficult to make. The band of 
250 

interest in Bk would be an 8+ band (again involving the 7/2+[6l3t] 

neutron state), but this was not seen in our work. A calculation by Mang, 

using BCS methods, predicts that the single-proton state should lie 

700-800 keV above the 7/2+ state in a "tj'pical" berkelium nucleus, i.e., 
98 

neglecting all neutron effects. Other estimates have placed it at 

approximately 1 MeV above the 7/2+ state,̂ '̂ ^ and there is some indica-
2^9 

tion that it was seen at about this position in Bk , using gamma-alpha 

coincidence measurements.5° Hence, we shall assume, albeit somewhat 

arbitrarily, that the 8+ band begins at 1 MeV in Bk -̂  , some 9I5 keV 

above the 7+ band. 

The following matrix elements will be needed: 

J2 
^^''^c'^Kil^ = " 2 ^ IK 11̂ 11 K±l)(jfi|j_|j fill). (33) 
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The I^ portions can be evaluated directly from (12), but the j- por

tions still require some comment besides their being calculated from (I3) 

applied to states of mixed j's. Nilsson has calculated values for the 

j matrix elements as a function of various deformations, and he 

obtains 6.155 for (7/2+[ j_̂  |5/2+) and 5-6^7 for (7/2+1 j_ |9/2+) at 

a nuclear deformation r] = 1+ (5S 0.2). However, since the matrix element 

between the 5/2+ and 7/2+ states is across the Fermi surface, its 

value will not be so large as the calculated value. Actually, if a 

nucleus were to have a sharp Fermi surface, the matrix elements between 

hole states (like the 5/2+) and particle states (like the 7/2+) should 

be zero. The pairing force, which produces a diffuse Fermi surface and 

the qua si-particle states, allows matrix elements between quasi-particle 

and quasi-hole states, but these are diminished in magnitude over the 

values obtained from angular-momentum calculus. A reasonable fit was 
2^9 

obtained for a similar calculation in Bk when this particular matrix 

element was cut by hOf^o. We shall use this same value, which is 3-69^ 

for (7/2+Ij_^!5/2+). 

Using equation (2^), and adding the negative B-term from the rota 

tion-vibration interaction, we find the levels of the 7+7 and 7+8 

levels to be: 

,2 

^7+7 ~ ̂ 0 2S (7)(8) 
•vr \ 

1+1 Ml 
^h+r^i+iij 

{B){f)i8^) + 
H^ 
''7+7,6+7 

(E 
'6+7 "^7+7 .)-

(5^) 

and 
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^+8 = ̂ 0 -*-23 (8)(9) -
/"7+8,8+8 _̂  V8,6+^l 

\ ̂ 8+8"^7+8 ^6+8"^7+8 

(B)(82)(92) 
/ TT^ H^ F2 

V8,8+8 _̂  7̂+̂ ,8+8̂ 7-̂ ,̂6+8 
.5 

7̂-̂ 8,8+8̂ +8,6+8 

1(^8+8-^+8) (^8+8-V8) (̂ 6+8-̂ 7̂ ^ 

h 
H, 7+8,6+8 

(E8+8-V8^(^6+S"^7+8^ (̂ 6+8"̂ 7+8̂  / 

(35) 

Substituting 7'5 keV for h /2S (an undistorted even-even value for 

this nuclear region), -0.0046 keV for B (the value obtained for the 
2'50 

99-keV 5- band in Bk , which is presumed to be relatively free from 

Coriolis distortion), and the calculated values for the matrix elements, 

one obtains 58-7 keV for the difference in energy between the two levels, 

or a value of 3-67 keV for the empirical h /2S. Similarly, one obtains 

63'^ keV for the spacing between the 7+8 and 7+9 levels, or a value 
p 

of 3-52 keV for the empirical h /23. In other words, the calculation 

has overcompensated for the effect. However, the real worth of this 

procedure is not to force a quantitative agreement or else, but it is 

simply to be able to explain the experimentally-found distortion of the 

rotational bands. And the calculation has done this acceptably. The rota

tional constant has been lowered drastically, and, if one examines the 
2 2 

numerical coefficients of the terms in I (l+l) of (3^) and (35), he 

finds they are positive. The actual numbers do not mean too much, for 

they depend on the value of B taken from the 99-keV 5- band really 

being a good value, which may be debatable. However, it is difficult to 

find an empirical value of B to put into the equations that is negative 

enough that the positive terms from the Coriolis calculation here do not 

overpower it, and, conversely, it is also difficult to explain the positive 

experimental B-term without the Coriolis interaction. 
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Next we shall take as quick a look as possible at the more com

plete calculation. We shall consider the 7+ band to interact by higher 

orders with all states made up from the 7/2+[6l3f] neutron and various 

proton states originating from the 12.3/2 spherical state, if they lie 

anywhere in a reasonable vicinity. We have already seen that a 7+ and 

a 0+ state can be made using the 7/2+[633t] proton itself. The 

5/2+[642t] proton forms a 6+ and a 1+; the 3/2+[651t] proton, a 

5+ and a 2+; and the l/2+[660t] proton, a h+ and a '^+. Since the 

two halves of the wave function of the I/2+ proton are themselves con

nected by the Coriolis operator, this proton state causes the h+ triplet 

and the '^+ singlet states to be connected by the operator. This means 

that the set of singlet states, 3+, 2+, 1+, and 0+, are connected into 

the matrix with the triplet states. To this series of eight states, we 

add the 8+ state {S/2+[62hl-] proton) used in the previous calculation 

and hope that is enough. Naturally enough, very few of these states and 

the rotational bands based on them are known experimentally. It is neces

sary to place them arbitrarily, guided by whatever information or estimates 

we can find. The particular set of estimated positions that we used is 

listed in Table XXII. 

The secular equation that have to be satisfied for this system 
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250 
Table XXII. The estimated positions of bands in Bk -^ that were used 

for purposes of Coriolis calculations. 

Proton state 

Neutron state 

9/2+[62i|-t] 

7/2+[613t] 

7/2+[633t] 

7/2+[613t] 

5/2+[642t] 

7/2+[613t] 

3/2+[651t] 

7/2+[6l3t] 

Triplet coupling 
Krri 

8+8 

8+9 

7+7 

7+a 

7+9 

G+G 

6+7 

6̂ 6 

6+9 

5+5 

5+6 

5+7 

5-^ 

5+9 

Excited-state 
energy (keV) 

1000 

1082 

85-5 

155-9 

2hQ 

h^jh 

if 98 

572 

655 

930 

985 

ishi 
1119 

1200 

Singlet coupling 
K7TI Excited-state 

energy (keV) 

not used in the calcula

tion 

0+1^ 

0+0 

0+3 

0+2 

0+5 

*̂  , 

0+8 

0+9 

1+1 

1+2 

1+3 

144 

1+5 

1+6 

1+7 

1+8 

1+9 

2+2 

24-3 

2+4 

2+5 

2+6 

2+7 

2+8 

2+9 

105 

150 

15̂ ^ 

177 

235 

2̂ +0 

339 

352 

505 

510 

528 

555 

591 

656 

690 

753 

825 

906 

1005 

1032 

1068 

1115 

1167 

1230 

1302 

1383 
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Table XXII. (cont.) 

Proton state 

Neutron state 

Triplet coupling 
K7TI Excited-state 

energy (keV) 

Singlet coupling 
KTTI Excited-state 

energy (keV) 

1/2+[660t] 

7/2+[6l3t] 

U44 

U4-5 

k^ 

k+1 

k-^ 

k+<^ 

1̂ -̂00 

ikk:> 

iij-99 

1562 

163^ 

1718 

3+3 
3+4 

3+5 

34^ 

3+7 

34^ 

3+9 

1̂ 75 

1511 

1556 

1610 

1673 

17^5 

1826 

For the peculiar spacings of K=0 bands, see ref. 95. 

N.B. The energies given in this table are simply best estimates of the 
positions of mostly unknown states. They were prepared for the sole 
purpose of making demonstration calculations as discussed in the text 
and are not to be construed as predictions on our part as to where the 
states and levels in question are found experimentally. 
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where H., is the Coriolis matrix element between states of whatever 

I is being investigated in bands K= 1 and j, and E is the energy 

of whatever I is being investigated in band K = 1, A somewhat dif

ferent method of approximation will be used this time, since the series 

expansions and substitutions used for just three states become unwieldy 

here. We shall calculate the quantities E„-E, i.e., the difference 

predicted between the experimental energies of the K = 7 levels (E) 

and what would be calculated from 34 (E„). 

We shall examine the 7+7 level first. This allows us to discard 

all the terms involving K = 8 after we have expanded the monstrosity 

(36). If we then factor out the quantity E„ „-E from all terms that 
p l + l 

contain i t , s imilar ly factor out H^„/(E^ V-E) fi'om the terms ( a l l the 
remaining ones) tha t contain i t , and f ina l ly divide the en t i re equation 

8 
by n (E _ - E ) , which we designate simply as IT 0123i|-5678, the r e su l t i s 

K=0 ^• ' ' 

( E ^ + ^ - E ) 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
^ %2 ^ ^34 ^̂ 5̂ 5̂ 6 ^oA3 
noi " 1112 " 1123 " W^ " 15+5 • n56 '^ noi23 

^ " Q I " ? ^ ^ " 0 A 5 ^^01^56 %2^34 V k ^ V% 
noi3ij- noii+5 "̂  noi56 ^ ni23ir '^ iii2k^ "̂  111256 

EI/^^ ^ ^ Ĥ Ĥ̂g EI/^/^^ 4 H | H ^ 
Il23i+5 •̂  112356 II3456 " noi2345 noi2356 

2 2 
^01 %2 
IIOl " II12 

2 2 2 2 2 2 ^ 
^0l^3^"56 ^12^3^^561 _ %1 
~nol5556 " 11123̂ 5̂6 J ~ E g - E 

2 ^ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
^23 ^k 1̂+5 ^ o A 3 ^01^3^^ %l\^ 
i ^ ' 1134 " n^5 -̂  noi23 '^ noi-jk •*" noiif5 

H?.H!,, "2 .2 ,.2 
, .̂ IŜ Si "0A3^^5 ; ,̂ „s 
^ 11123̂ + • 11012345 J • ^̂ '̂  

This equation demonstrates that the shift in energy of the 7+7 

level is produced primarily by the Hg„/(E^ „-E) term, but that the 

original shift produced by this term alone is modified by the factor 
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consisting of the bracketed terms on the right side of the equations 

divided by the bracketed terms on the left side of the equation. Upon 

examining the equation, one can see that, in this instance, all the terms 

in the right brackets are also contained in the left brackets, but the 

left brackets include a few extra terms in addition. One would thus 

expect the modification factor to be in the vicinity of 1 unless one 

of these extra terms happened to be unusually large. For this particular 

level the factor is 0.52/0.44 = l.l8. However, it is possible, although 

not probable, that such a term might blow up, if and when two distantly-

related states happened to lie very close to each other, making an energy 

denominator small. This is perhaps more likely to happen in odd-odd 

nuclei, with their wealth of levels, than in odd-mass nuclei. In most 

cases, however, as in this one, the modification will be small. The 

actual matrix elements used for the 7+7, 7+8, and 7+9 levels are listed 

in Table XXIII. And E - E = (24.8)(l.l8) = 29-2 keV. 

It is necessary to include one more ungainly equation, but that's 

all. The equation for the shift of the 74-8 level is somewhat more 

general than that for the 7+7 level because it contains the terras coraing 

in through. K = 8 as well as those from K = 6: 
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Table XXIII. Coriolis matrix eleraents involved in calculating the 
distortion of the 7+ band in Bk250. 

K,K+1 {\j_\f ^\l^c'W^ (̂"̂̂ ^ 

1=7 1=8 1=9 

01 

12 

23 
3k 

5̂ 
56 

67 
78 

(60^ of 6.155)^ 

(6.455)2 

(6.595)^ 

(6.629)^ 

(6.595)^ 

(6.455)^ ^ 

(6o/o of 6.155)^ 

(5-647)^ 

37,370 

110,250 

106,580 

94,720 

76,730 

53,070 

9,560 

— 

ii-8,070 

142,930 

l4o,630 

129,160 

110,790 

85.750 

20,040 

24,990 

60,070 

179,680 

179,000 

167,920 

149,160 

122,500 

32,050 

53,120 

These were obtained from ref. 100 for TJ = 4. 

These matrix elements were diminished because they are between hole and 
particle states; see text. 

file://{/j_/f
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(^7+8-^^ 
5 l ^ ^ ^3^ ^5 i i , ^ A ? , 0̂1̂ 3̂  
noi " II12 " 1123 " i^iT " Rfff • n56 noi23 lim^ 

2 2 2 2 2 2 T 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
^ o A ^ ^oi^^6 ^12^3^ ^2^if^ , "l2"^6 , ^23"^^ , ^23^36 

noii^5 "*" noi56 "̂  ni23ij- "̂  ni245 "̂  111256 1123̂ 5 n2356 

4^^36 ^oA3%3 0̂1̂ 23̂ 36 "oi^3^^6 1̂2̂ 3̂ 3̂61 %7 '1 H 

^ " n j ^ " noi23^5 " noi2356 ' noi3'+56 ni23^56 j E ^ - E 

HQ^ H ^ H^^ H î̂  ^ 5 ^01^23 ^ 1 ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ 3 
noi " 1112 " 1123 " n5ir " 1155 "̂  110123 " noi34 ' 1101̂ 5 

T ^ T T ^ TT*— TT<— T T * ^ "^ X T ^ f* T J ^ T T * - T T ^ T J T T ' ~ 

^12^3^ 5W52A5 
IIl23i+ ^ noi23^5 J'̂  Eo4i^-E 

H, 78 01 12 23 3̂4- J+5 
noi " ni2 " 1123 " n5^ " n55 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

^56 V 23 ^01^3^ "oi^^3 ^01^36 ^12^3^ ^12^43 

" 1156 noi23 ^ "TI0131+ "̂  "noi55 "̂  noi56 "̂  111234 ^ ni245 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ^ 2 2 2 2 
TJ TT TT TJ TJ TJ TJ TJ TJ TJ^ TJ TJ TJ TJ 

^12^36 ^23^43 ^23^36 ^34^36 ^01^23^43 ^oA^H^g 
•̂  ni256 "̂  II2345 "̂  E2356 "̂  n3456 " noi2345 ~ noi2356 

p ^2 2 TT2 TT2 ̂ 2 T 
1̂̂ 3̂ 3̂6 % 2 V S6 ,̂ov 

" noi3456 ni23if56 J * -̂"̂  

The energy shift of the 7+8 level is seen to "be caused primarily "by the 

first-order terms Involving the 6+8 and 8+8 levels, and each of these 

is modified by a factor like the one before. Hovever, the terms in the 

bracket multiplying the H„O/(EO_J3-E) term here is identical vith the 

terms in the brackets on the left side of the equation, so no higher-

order effects can make themselves felt through the 8+8 level. The 

modifying factor for the H^„/(E^ O-E) term is similar to the factor in 

(37), here having the numerical value 0.i<-l/0.32 = 1.28, making 

E„^^-E = 98.7 keV. 

A similar calculation vas made for the 7+9 level. Again it was 

found that small, but present higher-order effects entered through the 

K = 6 band. E„ --E vas found to be 176-5 keV. 
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In order to turn these energy shifts into meaningful quantities 

one has to evaluate the predicted energies produced by M . This can be "̂  

done -with moderate accuracy by assigning the even-even value of h /2S 

in the rotational-energy equation and evaluating EQ vith the experi

mental energy of the first level, i.e., 7+7 at 85.5 keV. When this is 

done, one can use the energy shifts to obtain the spacings of the band. 

The difference betveen the 7+7 and 7+8 levels yields a value for 

fi^/23 of 2.66 keV, vhile that betveen the 7+8 and 7+9 levels yields 

a value of 2.67 ke'V. Thus, the complete treatment overcompensates even 

more strongly than did Just considering three interacting states. Even 

if one uses Just the first-order terms (neglecting the modifying factors), 

one finds that the procedure of evaluating energy shifts overcompensates 

just slightly more than did the three-state procedure; the difference 

comes mostly from difficulties in evaluating the values produced by si . 

The results from all the calculations are listed in Table XKIV for 

comparison. 

The most probable reason for the overcompensation is that H^„ 

is still too large. As ve mentioned before, the only reason that this 

matrix element is not zero is because the pairing force produces a dif

fuse Fermi surface and quasi-particle states that can be connected across 

the Fermi surface. This pairing force is reduced, however, vith each 

orbital near the Fermi surface that is "blocked," i.e., occupied by a 

single particle and thereby made unavailable for the pairs of particles 

to be scattered into. The effective number of orbitals, F, that con-
2 

tribute to the pairing force is only eight or ten, so each blocked 

orbital not only reduces the pairing force but does so significantly. In 

odd-odd nuclei there are at least tvo orbitals blocked as opposed to at 

least one in odd-mass nuclei, so one could reasonably expect that the 

pairing force vould be less in odd-odd nuclei than it vould be in odd-mass 

nuclei. If the pairing force is less, the matrix elements across the 

Fermi surface should also be diminished, and we can validly hope that the 

matrix element betveen the 5/2+[642t] and 7/2+[633t] proton states 
230 2k-Q 

could be diminished even further in Bk than it is in Bk -̂. With 
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Table XXIV. Comparison table of Coriolis calculations. 

\ 
3-state 
calcula
tion 

\ 

Complete calculation Experi-

Hg^ cut 40/. Hg^ cut 5̂ /0 ""̂ ""̂ ^̂  

1st order complete 1st order complete 

^7+7-^ 

7+8 posi
tion 

Spacing 
betveen 
7+7 and 
7+8 

il̂ /2» 

7+9 

7+9 posi
tion 

Spacing 
betveen 
7+8 and 
7+9 

h^/2S 

24.8 keV 29.2 keV 

85.5 keV 98.7 keV 

138.8 keV 128.0 keV 

58.7 keV 53.3 keV 42.5 keV 

3.67 keV 5.35 keV 2.66 keV 

155.9 keV 155.9 keV 
(norm) 

70.4 keV 70.4 keV 
(norm) 

4.4o keV _4.40 keV 
(norm) 

146.9 keV 176.5 keV 112.9 keV I3O.O keV 

201.4 keV 176.2 keV 

163.^ keV 62.6 keV 48.2 keV 

5.52 keV 3.48 keV 2.67 keV 

222.7 keV 240 keV 

66.8 keV 85 keV 

3.71 keV 4.72 keV 
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this in mind, we performed the same calculations as before, only this 

time we left H^„ as an adjustable parameter and forced the calcula-
67 

tion to yield the experimental spacing betveen the 7+7 and 7+8 levels. 

This could be done successfully if H^„ was cut not 4o/o but 54^ 

from the straightforwardly calculated value. Using this value of Hg„, 

ve then calculated the spacing betveen the 7+8 and 7+9 levels and 
P p 
h /2S from this spacing, h /2S vas still too low, so this technique 

P 
did not cure all the ills, but h /2S was much closer to the experimental 

value. These numbers are also included in Table XXIV. 

Considering the number of approximations that could not be avoided, 

the calculations have been amazingly successful. You will notice that 

we have not attempted to evaluate the a 's of (17) and (l8), i.e., 

determine the actual amount of mixing of the various bands. These coef

ficients are remarkably sensitive to slight shifts in energy, so, until 

the quality of the data are such that the energies can be predicted vith 

precision, it would be fairly useless to make such evaluations. 

The procedure for the 4+ band and perhaps for the 4l6-keV 5-

band are essentially the same as ve have Just gone through for the 7+ 

band. In each case one would calculate the interaction of the 7/2+[633t] 

proton with some or all of the related proton states from the 1-,̂ /p 

spherical state; the actual odd-odd states involved would all contain the 

same neutron, which would go along for the ride. And in each case the 

calculations would exhibit the same tendency to overcompensate. However, 

they would at least, even with our insufficient data and many approxima

tions, fully justify our spin assignments. 
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pep 248\ 
C. Application to Es -̂  Decay (Bk ) 

The tearing down of barriers and consequent mixing of states 

in Bk is expected to be far more complex than in Bk ; yet we 

have fever pieces of driftwood on which to hand our calculations or 
248 

explanations. The basic situation is this: In Bk , especially in the 

ground-state rotational band, the neutron states as well as the proton 

states can have large Coriolis matrix elements, and the spins are even 

higher, so a huge distortion is to be expected. Also, not only vould 

there be super-enhanced Coriolis mixing, there would be duper-enhanced 

rotation-vibration interactions because of the Juxtaposition of intrinsic 

states and vibration states based on related intrinsic states. 

Consider the ground-state 8- rotational band, which is a triplet 

coupling of the same 7/2+[633'''] proton state that has just led us through 

such a lab-(rynth) and the 9/2-[73̂ '''] neutron state from the Jiĉ /p 

spherical level, which should have perhaps even larger Coriolis matrix 

elements with its cohort states. From equation (32) and the discussion 

thereabout it is evident that ve can perform the proton and neutron cal

culations separately and then add them, and a qualitative estimate vould 

lead us to expect up to twice as much distortion in this band as vas found 
250 

in the 7+ band in Bk -̂  . This is indeed seen to be the case—not only 
P 

does h /22 have the lovest value yet catalogued and is probably kept 

from going lover only because it is approaching the (cranking-model) 

2 2 

rigid-rotor value, but also the B-term in I (l+l) is the largest pos

itive one yet trapped. Add to all this mixing and distortion the rota

tion-vibration distortion and mixing, and it is easy to see vhy the alpha-

decay hindrance factors are low for every band and state seen. Literally, 

in this nucleus everything contains a little of everything elsel 

Seriously, if and when more complete information can be obtained 

about this nucleus, it should definitely become one of the most rewarding 

in the entire chart of nuclides for interesting and vorthwhile calcula

tions and deductions. It only remains for some enterprising young scien-
252 

tist to coerce Cf into temporarily becoming beta active until enough 
252 

Es can be accumulated to study its decay scheme with great precision. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Perhaps the most startling fact to come out of this study of 

odd-odd nuclei is that so much can be explained so successfully simply 

by considering the neutron and proton effects separately. That this can 

be done should lend new impetus to the study of other alpha-emitting odd-

odd nuclei, for their wealth of levels can probably be untangled in a 

similar fashion. Such a worked-out odd-odd system, together vith its odd-

mass neighbors, can be a very powerful tool for studying the proton-

neutron residual interaction and the nuclear force in general—and it 

should be simpler than the multi-particle levels in the spherical regions 

that have been used for the same purposes. 

Much has been explained about the einsteinium decay schemes, but, 

as usual in work of this sort, much remains to be explained. Perhaps this 

work can be a starting point for continued study of these nuclei in the 

near future. I hope that all speculation in this thesis has been clearly 

labelled as such and that most of the remainder will stand up to further 

scrutiny. If not, I only plead: "For now we see through a glass, darkly; 

but then face to face: now I know in part; but then shall I know even 

as also I am known." And perhaps there will be some charity for human 

failings. 
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